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6521754 ETHAN ALLEN: His Life and Times. By Willard Sterne Randall. While Ethan Allen’s legend has endured through four centuries of American history, he remains the least understood of America’s founding fathers. Randall finally gives a vivid portrait to this venerated leader of the Green Mountain Boys, a man who was a mythical figure even in his own lifetime. 16 pages of photos. 167 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00 $4.95

457933X GRAY WORK: Confessions of an American Paramilitary Spy. By Jamie Smith. A Blackwater Security founder and paramilitary contractor with more than two decades of experience—and hundreds of planned and executed missions—gives you a firsthand look into the secret lives of America’s private warriors and their covert work around the world. 16 pages of photos. 385 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

6943829 JIMMY BUFFETT: A Good Life All the Way. By Ryan White. The full story of Buffett’s rise from singing songs for beer to his emergence as a tropical icon and CEO behind Margaritaville industrial complex, a vast network of merchandise, chain restaurants, resorts, and lifestyle products all inspired by his ode to a lost world. Photos. 317 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

692011X THE BUTLER: A Witness to History. By Wil Haygood. Charts the life of Eugene Allen, the White House butler who served no fewer than eight presidents, from Harry Truman to Ronald Reagan, and whose story inspired the film The Butler. Also explores the history of African Americans in Hollywood with a forward by the film’s director Lee Daniels. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 96 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

5769833 HISTORY OF WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR. By Jacob Abbott. Presents the fascinating account of the first Norman King of England. Chronicling the years from his illegitimate birth to his calamitous burial, this enthralling narrative captures the young conqueror’s struggles, ambitions, and aspirations during his time in power. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

5769836 Chronicles the years from his illegitimate birth to his calamitous burial, this enthralling narrative captures the young conqueror’s struggles, ambitions, and aspirations during his time in power. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

6890643 EINSTEIN’S GREATEST MISTAKE: A Biography. By David Bodanis. He is widely considered the greatest genius of all time. Yet, in the final decades of his life, Albert Einstein was ignored by most working scientists, his ideas opposed by even his closest friends. This intimate biography traces the arc of Einstein’s development and downfall, revealing the fallibility of a titan of modern physics. Photos. 280 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95
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**6885135 LIVES OF THE GREAT MODERN ARTISTS.** By Edward Lucie-Smith. Presented here are some of the most engaging life stories of our time. Short biographies, grouped according to style and era, are illustrated with works, self-portraits and photographs. 368 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8 x 11. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $34.95 $14.95

★ **6728774 LEONARDO DA VINCI.** By Walter Isaacson. Drawing on thousands of pages from Leonardo’s astonishing notebooks and new discoveries about his life and work, the acclaimed author weaves a narrative that connects his art to his science. A magnificent biography of one of the most extraordinary human beings of all time. Illus. in color. 599 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $28.95

★ **6596775 SAMUEL PALMER: The Sketchbook of 1824.** Ed. by Martin Butlin. Presents all of the 162 surviving pages of Palmer’s visionary sketchbook, the only one not destroyed by his son after the artist’s death in 1861. Its pages vividly illustrate the crucial period when the nineteen-year-old artist first experienced his revelatory vision of a divinely ordered Heaven on Earth. 221 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9 x 12. Pub. at $40.00 $16.95

**6713698 FROZEN LIVES: Karl and Anna Kuenzer, Andrew Wyeth’s Iconic Couple.** By Lynn Veldhorst. An in depth investigation of the influential Kuenzers, whose first-rate art and style was the major source of Andrew Wyeth’s inspiration for more than seventy years. This intimate portrait includes bucolic farm life, difficult yet laughter filled friendships, and a love story that defied expectations and defied the dynamics. Photos are included as well as some of the major Wyeth paintings the Kuenzers inspired. Well illus., many in color. 126 pages. Schiffer. 6 x 8 1/4. $16.95

★ **6598573 GEORGIA O’KEEFFE AT HOME.** By Alicia Inez Guzman. Despite O’Keeffe’s assertions that a biographic interpretation of her work will yield little insight, it is plain to see the landscapes and buildings she called home had a huge influence on her work. Features artwork and original photography of her surroundings taken by notable friends and contemporaries. Fully illus., many in color. 175 pages. Frances Lincoln. 9 x 10 1/2. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

★ **6869335 VAN GOGH AND MUSIC: A Symphony in Blue and Yellow.** By Natasha Vlasova. An in depth investigation of the integral role that music and sound played throughout Vincent van Gogh’s life. From psalms and hymns to the operas of Richard Wagner to simple birdsong, music represented to van Gogh the ultimate form of artistic expression. Illus. in color. 176 pages. 6 x 9 1/4. $35.00 $27.95

★ **5762618 THE BRUEGELS: Lives and Works in 500 Images.** By Nigel Rodgers. Features the history of Peter Bruegel the Elder, who was one of the world’s most original artists, and who founded what became a dynasty of painters who continued his style, often with only minor variations for almost a century after his death. Included is a wide-ranging gallery of over 500 works of the Bruegel family. 256 pages. Lorenz. 8 1/4 x 11 1/4. Import. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95
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**6801528 TWO GUYS NAMED JOE:** Master Animation Storytellers Joe Grant and Joe Ranft. By John Canemaker. Explores the interplay between personal creativity and the craft of animation storytelling, as seen through the lives and work of two of animation’s most original artists. Both Grant and Ranft had great insight into characters and personalities that brought life to some of Hollywood’s most beloved animated films. Illus. (some color). 208 pages. Disney. 10 x 10. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

**6776191 WILLIAM CAMERON MENZIES: The Shape of Films to Come.** By James Curtis. Menzies was known for his visual flair and love of adventure and fantasy films, but he was also a creative innovator who meticulously preplanned the color and design of each film through a series of sketches. With access to original artwork, correspondence, scrapbooks, unpublished writings, and illustrations, this is a portrait of an extraordinary film designer. 419 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10 1/4 x 12 1/2. Pub. at $57.50 $49.95

**6791263 LICHTENSTEIN IN NEW YORK: A Pop Art Life.** By Mark P. Bernando. Explores Lichtenstein’s life and work from the Prohibition era through the post-war era, and counter-cultural revolution to the well-heeled iconoclastm of the 1980s and 1990s, and examines not only his critically acclaimed art but also the controversies his work provoked. 202 pages. Roaring Forties. 8 1/4 x 11. $26.95

**6583102 ARTISTS OF THE CANYONS & CAMINOS: Santa Fe–Early Twentieth Century.** By E. Robertson & S. Nestor. This 30th Anniversary Edition commemorates the rich tradition of painters and sculptors who continued the great Santa Fe Revival. To style and era, are illustrated with important works, self-portraits and photographs. 188 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ **6863399 PICASSO AND THE PAINTING THAT SHOCKED THE WORLD.** By Miles J. Unger. The fascinating story of an artistic genius with a singular creative gift, filled with heartbreak and triumph, despair and delirium—all played out against the backdrop of the world’s most captivating city, Paris in the early 1900s. Illus., some in color. 470 pages. S&S. 6 x 8 1/4. Pub. at $32.50 $24.95
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4628993 FATHER LINCOLN: The Untold Story of America’s Foremost Father, Abraham Lincoln, and His Boys—Eddy, Willie, and Tad. By Alan Manning. An insightful and revelatory narrative of how Abraham Lincoln cared for, educated, disciplined, entertained, loved, and grieved for his children. It flows from Lincoln’s life in Springfield through the turbulent war years in the White House, demonstrating how he balanced a successful career with paternal responsibilities. Photos. 264 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

6843380 CHIEF ENGINEER: Washington Roebling—The Man Who Built the Brooklyn Bridge. By Jeffra Wagenbach and Kevin R. Larkin. Based in part on a written biography of one of America’s most distinguished engineers, revealing a determined man whose long life was a model of courage in the face of adversity. Sweeping and illuminating, it captures the highs and lows of the innovator who gave us one of New York’s most enduring and iconic structures. 16 pages of photos. 356 color. 364 pages. Bloomberg. Pub. at $28.50 $7.95


3621383 THE FLIGHT OF THE CENTURY: Charles Lindbergh & the Rise of American Aviation. By Thomas Kessner. On May 20, 1927, at the age of 25, Charles Lindbergh, an unknown and unassuming pilot from rural Minnesota stunned the world by making the first nonstop transatlantic flight. Here, the author recreates the alternately tedious and terrifying 33-hour flight, the euphoric reaction to it on both sides of the Atlantic, and Lindbergh’s central role in promoting the airline industry. Photos. 313 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

578897 BLACK JUDGES ON JUSTICE: Perspectives from the Bench. By Linn Washington. Chronicles the views of African American judges on the way our judicial system works. From these interviews with judges of all backgrounds emerges a range of outspoken views and often surprising insights into American society and the law. Features Leon Higginbotham, Constance Baker Motley, Bruce Wright, and others. 265 pages. New Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

6591083 THE IMMORAL IRISHMAN: The Irish Revolutionary Who Became an American Hero. By Timothy Egan. Illuminates the dawn of the great immigration wave, with its trials and triumphs, through the life of one heroic man: the dashing young orator Thomas Francis Meagher who helped lead a failed uprising against British rule. It was to be a life-defining moment for a young and impressionable pilot from rural Minnesota. This is the critical story of true. Photos. 435 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

6539844 HIT ME! Fighting the Las Vegas Mob by the Numbers. By D. Gomes & J. Bonansinga. In 1970s Las Vegas, Dennis Gomes was the youngest division chief in Gaming Control Board history. Gomes capped off his tenure with the famous bust of the Stardust skin, portrayed in the book and movie. This is Gomes’s crime fighting story, as he prepared with his daughter. Photos. 267 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95 $6.95

3691004 THE MAN WHO NEVER DIED: The Life, Times, and Legacy of Joe Hill, American Labor Icon. By Gary Paul Hill. A remarkable transformation from itinerant and anonymous immigrant to world-renowned bard of the working class, labor icon, and legend. Reviving the spirit of an age and providing a fresh perspective on contemporary issues of the United States. 392 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

5760444 SELL OUT AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THEODORE ROOSEVELT. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. Based in part on his own writings, this is the true story of one of America’s most beloved presidents. Complete with drawings and photographs, this semi-autobiography offers a rich history of an iconic man’s life, from his early days as a home-schooled sickly child to his historic run on contemporary ism in the United States. 392 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95


6746349 BLACK ELK: The Life of an American Visionary. By Joe Jackson. Black Elk, the Native American holy man, is known for his 1932 testimonial Black Elk Speaks—one of the most admired works of American Indian literature. Here, the author presents a new portrait of Black Elk’s life, a tale of heroism and tragedy, adaptation and endurance in an era of permanent crisis on the Great Plains. 16 pages of photos. 599 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

4628993 FATHER LINCOLN: The Untold Story of America’s Foremost Father, Abraham Lincoln, and His Boys—Eddy, Willie, and Tad. By Alan Manning. An insightful and revelatory narrative of how Abraham Lincoln cared for, educated, disciplined, entertained, loved, and grieved for his children. It flows from Lincoln’s life in Springfield through the turbulent war years in the White House, demonstrating how he balanced a successful career with paternal responsibilities. Photos. 264 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.00 $19.95

6841357 LOUIS D. BRANDEIS: American Prophet. By Jeffra Brandes. Wrote the most important Supreme Court opinions about free speech, freedom from government surveillance, and freedom of religion and thought and opinion. His pragmatic approach to economic regulation and adapting constitutional values to changing technologies make his ideals and vision more relevant than ever. 242 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00 $31.15

THE MAN WHO NEVER DIED: THE IRISH REVOLUTIONARY WHO BECAME AN AMERICAN HERO.
**8687540 MAVERICK: The American Name That Became a Legend.** By Lewis F. Fisher. Chronicles the stories of Sam Maverick, the man who inspired a word that has become legendary in popular culture. From wine, automobiles, and motorcycles to movies, television, and even provincial politics, mavericks are everywhere and embody the spirit of the individual standing against the crowd. Illus. 182 pages. Trinity UP. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


**9683368 HAMISH McRae: The Celebrity and the Controversy.** By William McRae. The life and career of the celebrated Scottish author and journalist, who was known for his controversial views and colorful personality. 336 pages. William Morrow. Pub. at $27.99

**8687548 CHASING SPACE: An Astronaut’s Story of Grit, Grace, and Second Chances.** By Leland Melvin. In this inspirational memoir, Melvin tells the story of his life and career as an astronaut, offering a unique perspective on the trials and triumphs of space exploration.

**967741X THE ANGEL: The Egyptian Spy Who Saved Israel.** By Uri Bar-Joseph. A remarkable story of one of the greatest spies ever, Shaffar Marwan, and an intelligence disaster that almost doomed the state. Deeply reported and powerful told, it is the suspenseful tale of the dangerous life of a spy who did nothing less than change the fruit of the history in the Middle East. 372 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.99

**8687710 THE MADMAN AND THE MAGICIAN: The Strange Life of Boston Corbett, the Man Who Killed John Wilkes Booth.** By Scott Martelle. Corbett became an instant celebrity whose peculiarities made him the object of fascination and derision. A fighter by trade, he was likely poisoned by those who then used him as a manufactured asset. This detailed biography tells the story of a man thrust into the spotlight during a national news event—a unwelcome transformation from anonymity to celebrity. Photos. 226 pages. Chicago. Orig. Pub. at $16.95

**8687119 JOHNNY APPLESEED: Green Spirit of the Frontier.** By Paul Holdeng. Holdeng explores the complex figure of Johnny Appleseed, who spread the seeds of not only apple trees from Pennsylvania to Indiana, but also the seeds of nonviolence and vegetarianism. The authors present this dreamer of the American frontier in an engaging and informative graphic novel style biography. Fully Illus. 116 pages. Fantagraphics. 8 1/2x11. Pub. at $19.99

**5988136 THE MADMAN AND THE MARVEL: Guy Burgess, the Cold War, and the Cambridge Spy Ring.** By John Bird. Burgess was a linchpin of Cold War espionage. 24 pages of photos. 433 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

**5988213 STALIN’S ENGLISHMAN: Guy Burgess, the Cold War, and the Cambridge Spy Ring.** By John Bird. Burgess was a linchpin of Cold War espionage. 24 pages of photos. 433 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

**8687547 CHASING SPACE: An Astronaut’s Story of Grit, Grace, and Second Chances.** By Leland Melvin. In this inspirational memoir, Melvin tells the story of his life and career as an astronaut, offering a unique perspective on the trials and triumphs of space exploration.

**8687548 CHASING SPACE: An Astronaut’s Story of Grit, Grace, and Second Chances.** By Leland Melvin. In this inspirational memoir, Melvin tells the story of his life and career as an astronaut, offering a unique perspective on the trials and triumphs of space exploration.

**967741X THE ANGEL: The Egyptian Spy Who Saved Israel.** By Uri Bar-Joseph. A remarkable story of one of the greatest spies ever, Shaffar Marwan, and an intelligence disaster that almost doomed the state. Deeply reported and powerful told, it is the suspenseful tale of the dangerous life of a spy who did nothing less than change the fruit of the history in the Middle East. 372 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.99

**8687710 THE MADMAN AND THE MAGICIAN: The Strange Life of Boston Corbett, the Man Who Killed John Wilkes Booth.** By Scott Martelle. Corbett became an instant celebrity whose peculiarities made him the object of fascination and derision. A fighter by trade, he was likely poisoned by those who then used him as a manufactured asset. This detailed biography tells the story of a man thrust into the spotlight during a national news event—a unwelcome transformation from anonymity to celebrity. Photos. 226 pages. Chicago. Orig. Pub. at $16.95

**8687119 JOHNNY APPLESEED: Green Spirit of the Frontier.** By Paul Holdeng. Holdeng explores the complex figure of Johnny Appleseed, who spread the seeds of not only apple trees from Pennsylvania to Indiana, but also the seeds of nonviolence and vegetarianism. The authors present this dreamer of the American frontier in an engaging and informative graphic novel style biography. Fully Illus. 116 pages. Fantagraphics. 8 1/2x11. Pub. at $19.99
SPIES & ESPIONAGE


★ 6877648 THE MAN WHO WAS GEORGE SMILEY: The Life of John Bingham. By Michael Jago. Investigator, interrogator, agent himself, this is a perfect inspiration for the real spy. Traces the life of the remarkable John Bingham, the man behind John le Carré's George Smiley. He joined MI5 in 1940, taking part in many of MI5’s wartime missions. He became mentor to many a young agent, including le Carré. 368 pages. Press Import. Pub. at $15.95. $11.95

6924913 THE MAN WITH THE POISON GUN: A Cold War Spy Story. By Serhi Plokhy. Just hours before the border closed, KGB assassin Bogdan Slishansky, crossed into West Berlin and spilled his secrets to authorities. His trial revealed gripping accounts of exploding parcels, fake identities, forbidden love and a daring midnight escape, offering insights into the world of Cold War espionage. 365 pages. OneWorld Import. Pub. at $18.95. $7.95

★ 6970754 STALIN’S ROMEO SPY: The Remarkable Rise and Fall of the KGB’s Most Daring Operative. By Emil Draitser. Dmitri Bystroyakov lived a life that might seem far-etched from a Cold War novel but was as real as the man behind it. His story is stranger than fiction. One of a team of Soviet secret agents who operated in Western countries, Dmitri was a dashing man whose missions often relied on the seduction of women. This is his incredible life story. 420 pages. Doubleday Import. Pub. at $45.00. $9.95

★ 6713556 A TANGLED WEB: Mata Hari. By Mary W. Craig. Mata Hari was a woman whose adult life was a web of lies, half truths and magnetic sexuality that captivated men. Following the death of a young son and a bitter divorce, she reinvented herself as an exotic dancer in Paris, before taking up the life as a courtesan. Her decision to become embroiled in espionage during WW1, would end in her execution. Photos. 288 pages. History Press. Pub. at $11.95. $21.95

★ 6902723 ODETTIE: World War Two’s Darling Spy. By Penny Starns. A fascinating biography that dives into SOE personnel files to reveal the true story of this wartime heroine and the officer who posed as her husband. From her life as a French housewife living in Britain and her work undercover, to her arrest and unlikely survival in Ravensbrueck Concentration Camp, Starns reveals the truth of Odette’s mission. Photos. 248 pages. History Press. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

★ 4581040 A VERY DANGEROUS WOMAN: The Lives, Loves and Lies of Russia’s Most Seductive Spy. By D. McDonald & J. Gronfield. Russian aristocrat Baroness Moura Budberg was born to indulge, pleasure and selfishness, but that changed in 1918. She left Russia with a British diplomat and spy, spies on him for the Bolsheviks, but when he is exposed risks everything to save him. Based on letters, diaries and personal documents, this vivid portrait of a legendary woman. 400 pages. OneWorld. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

★ 6888892 A SPY NAMED ORPHAN: The Enigma of Donald Maclean. By Roland Philpips. In a gripping tale of blind faith and heroic loyalty, alongside dangerous duplicity and human vulnerability, Roland Philpips, son of the famous KGB agent Donald Maclean’s extraordinary story–one of the most treacherous spies of the Cold War era and a key member of the infamous “Cambridge Five” spy ring. 16 pages of photos. 440 pages. Politics & Current Affairs. Pub. at $21.95. $11.95

4374819 WILD BILL DONOVAN: The Spymaster Who Created the OSS and Modern American Espionage. By Douglas Waller. Waller’s biography of Donovan is riveting reading, a journey into American Christian faith, but also to a sustained personal encounter with the God of the Bible. This story of Lincoln’s faith is vital for our times and perhaps vital for our souls. SHOPWORN. Illus. 242 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99. $5.95

POLITICIANS, STATESMEN & REVOLUTIONARIES

6702678 VICTORIA: A Life. By A.N. Wilson. Queen Victoria died in 1901, one reign of nearly 64 years, but the fascination with her life story continues to this day. This exhaustively researched and definitive biography reveals the wealth of new material from previously unseen sources to show the Queen as she’s never been seen before. 16 photos. 642 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $36.00. $9.95

3605663 BISMARK: The Story of a Fighter. By Emil Ludwig. The story of a leader who stood alone, a political giant who surfed the same single driving force that turned the disparate states of Germany into a cohesive empire. This biography rejects the pedestal that history has placed him upon, and instead reveals a man ruled by pride, courage, and hatred. 661 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $9.95

6894836 FREDERICK THE GREAT: King of Prussia. By Tim Blanning. The story of this great king’s life and the complete political and cultural transformation of a nation, this sweeping biography takes readers inside the mind of the monarch, giving us a fresh understanding of Frederick the Great. 360 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $35.00. $18.95

6905218 THE KENNAN DIARIES. By George F. Kennan. A spectacular journey spanning eighty-eight years in the life of a great American diplomat who had a profound influence on American foreign policy. It brims with keen political and moral insights, philosophical ruminations, poetry, and vivid descriptions. 16 pages of photos. 712 pages. Random. Pub. at $39.95. $4.95

6845878 JAMES MADISON: A Life Reconsidered. By Lynne Cheney. Cheney highlights Madison’s friendships and rivalries with other Founding Fathers and offers insights into the nuanced political thought that was pivotal to shaping the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. This biography delves into Madison’s private life and the complete political and cultural transformation of a nation, this sweeping biography takes readers inside the mind of the monarch, giving us a fresh understanding of Frederick the Great. 360 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $35.00. $18.95

6892418 OBAMA: The Historic Presidency of Barack Obama, 2,920 Days. By David Tait et al. Explores Barack Obama’s journey in pictures and his intimate portrait of the leading political figure that did more than any other to create the nation we know today. 16 pages of photos. 564 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $4.95

208 pages. Sterling. 9/1011. Pub at $24.95. $7.95

6816339 HERBERT HOOVER IN THE WHITE HOUSE: The Ordeal of the Presidency. By Charles Rappleye. Charts the untold story of a president and a nation in crisis. Herbert Hoover’s eight-year presidency is a tragic chapter in American history. This biography is a memorable visual retrospective. 208 pages. Sterling. 9/1011. Pub at $24.95. $7.95

6726577 LINCOLN’S BATTLE WITH GOD: A President’s Struggle with Faith and What It Meant for America. By Stephen Mansfield. Shows how Lincoln journeyed from his early skepticism, through his unionism and periods of profound doubt, to a deep but tentative Christian faith, but also to a sustained personal encounter with the God of the Bible. This story of Lincoln’s faith is vital for our times and perhaps vital for our souls. SHOPWORN. Illus. 242 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $22.99. $5.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/647
679243X KATHERINE HOWARD: The Tragic Story of Henry VIII's Fifth Queen. By Josephine Wilkinson. The tragic story of the fifth wife of Henry VIII who was banished and beheaded. She was beheaded in 1541 for crimes of adultery and treason, in one of the most sensational scandals of the Tudor age. Illus. in color. 310 pages. John Murray. Paperbound. Import. $6.95

6798640 KISSINGER, VOLUME 1, 1923-1968: The Idealist. By Niall Ferguson. The full story of one of the most important strategic thinkers America has ever produced. Ferguson sheds dazzling new light on an entire era, and provides the essential account of an extraordinary life. $29.95. World War II. 968 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $6.95

6895042 KISSINGER, VOLUME 1, 1923-1968: The Idealist. By Niall Ferguson. Drawing not only on Kissinger's hitherto closed private papers but also on documents from more than 100 archives around the world, Ferguson reveals the truth behind the reviled and revered American statesman. In the first of two volumes, he shows that what Kissinger achieved before his appointment as Richard Nixon's national security advisor was astonishing in its right own right. 32 pages of photos. 968 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

6921612 PROMISE ME, DAD: A Year of Hope, Hardship, and Purpose. By Joe Biden. When former Vice President Biden's eldest son was diagnosed with a malignant brain tumor, he said to his father: "Promise me, Dad, that no matter what happens, you're going to be all right." This moving memoir tells the story of the year that followed, when Biden's personal struggle intertwined with his responsibilities to the free world. SHOPWORN. 290 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

6740723 A SELF-MADE MAN: The Political Life of Abraham Lincoln, 1809-1849. By Sidney Blumenthal. Beginning with Lincoln's political awakening, this portrait takes us into the early life that the politician who would become president. Based on prodigious research, Blumenthal's vivid account of Lincoln's early years places him squarely in the politics of a tumultuous period in American history. Illus. 565 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

6735371 THE INTIMATE LIFE OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON. By Allan McClane Hamilton. Originally published in 1910. Drawn from collected original family letters and documents, Hamilton's grandson presents a portrait of the man who inspired America's most controversial statesman, statesman, inventor, and diplomat, Fisher tells the story of this brilliant and unyielding man whose life and afterlife reveal how racial identity has played out over the centuries, and to what degree it remains in the eye of the beholder. 16 pages of color illus. 308 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

6894973 TRUMP REVEALED: The Definitive Biography of the 45th President. By Michael Wolff. In the wake of the most controversial and polarizing election in modern American history, the authors provide essential insights into this billionaire businessman, celebrity, and global brand who is now the president of the United States. 451 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

693269X THE HOLY FOX: The Life of Lord Halifax. By Andrew Roberts. The story of the church-going, fox-hunting aristocrat, nicknamed "Holy Fox," who tried to check Churchill for his political career, Halifax's career in public life spanned the period from the end of the First to the conclusion of the Second World War. 16 pages of photos. 464 pages. Head of Zeus. Import. $8.95

5965276 JANE BOYLEN: The True Story of the infamous Lady Rochford. By Julia Fox. Born to aristocratic parents, Jane Parker found a suitable match in George Boyle, brother of Anne. But it was Anne's descent from prison to that first thrust Jan 15, 1536. Eight months later, Jane's eyes were opened: we witness the various players of the stormy Tudor period. Photos, some color. 392 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

5796156 QUEEN VICTORIA: A Life of Contradictions. By Matthew Dennison. Presents a witty and accessible account of Queen Victoria's life, exploring its irony and contradictions, as well as her lasting influence. It is a compelling assessment of Victoria's mercurial character and impact written with the flair and insight that this queen deserves. Illus. 189 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

6956355 QUEEN VICTORIA: A Life of Contradictions. By Matthew Dennison. Presents a witty and accessible account of Queen Victoria's life, exploring its irony and contradictions, as well as her lasting influence. It is a compelling assessment of Victoria's mercurial character and impact written with the flourish and insight that this queen deserves. Illus. 189 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

3610187 LION OF JORDAN: The Life of King Hussein in War and Peace. By Avi Shlaim. Hussein was one of the most dominant figures in Middle Eastern politics and a proponent of peace with Israel. Shlaim's account of a life written with access to his official documents and with the cooperation, but not approval, of his family and staff. Includes interviews with international political makers. SHOPWORN. Photos. Pub. at $35.00 $3.95

6943683 THE KING NEVER SMILES: A Biography of Thailand's Bhumibol Adulyadej. By Paul M. Handley. Tells the unexpected story of Bhumibol's life and sixty-year rule and how a Western-raised boy came to be seen by his people as a living Buddha, and how a king widely seen as beneficent and apolitical could in fact be so deeply political and autocratic. 499 pages. Yale. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95


5731585 LEON TROTSKY: An Illustrated Biography. By Tariq Ali and Phil Evans. Sympathy and humor, Tariq Ali and Phil Evans trace Trotsky's political career from prison to the pinnacle of international power to his assassination in Mexico. 173 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $4.95
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**4580309** DEAN ACHESON: A Life in the Cold War. By Robert L. Bessier. Paints an indelible portrait of one of the key figures of the last half of the 20th century. Acheson was one of the most influential Secretaries of State in U.S. history, presiding over American foreign policy in the pivotal decade after WWII. Examines Acheson’s major achievements, including turning our former enemies Germany and Japan into allies. SHOPWORN. 16 pages of photos. 800 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $35.00


**440 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00**


**436 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00**

**400 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $35.00**


**347 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00**

**9.25x11.75. Pub. at $27.00**
**6877923 REVOLUTION.** By Emmanuel Macron. The youngest president in the history of France, reveals his personal history and his inspirations, and defines his vision of France and its place in a new world that is undergoing a great transformation. A compelling testimony and statement of values by a political leader who is leading the way for a new kind of politics. 16 pages of photos. 440 pages. Harper. Pub. at $18.95

**6959492 CHURCHILL.** By John Keogan. Keogan examines each aspect of the character of Britain's greatest leader to demonstrate that "the combination of military achievement and the splendor of empire have faded almost away, but a true glory continues to gleam over Churchill's life, words and works." 194 pages. Phoenix. Paperbound Import.

**5858653 COUNTING ONE'S BLESSINGS: The Selected Letters of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother.** Edited by William Shawcross. Collects some of Queen Elizabeth's insightful, witty letters, drawing on the vast wealth of material in the Royal Archives and at Glamis Castle. The Queen's writings cover events from her childhood before World War I, all the way to the end of her life at the beginning of the 21st century. 24 pages of photos. 666 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.00

**687177 CATHARINE DE MEDI CI: Renaissance Queen of France.** By Leonie Frieda. Poisoner, besotted mother, despot, necromancer, engineer of a massacre—the stain on the name of Catherine de Medici is centuries old. This biography reclaims the story of this unjustly-maligned queen of France. Illus., most in color. 440 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $13.95

**6851568 NEMESIS: Alcibiades and the Fall of Athens.** By David Stuttard. Award of Pericles and a friend of Socrates, Alcibiades was spectacularly rich, bewildingly handsome and charismatic, a skilled orator and a ruthless politician. He was a serial traitor. Navigating often contradictory evidence, Stuttard provides a coherent account of a life that has gripped historians, storytellers, and audiences for more than two thousand years. Illus., more than 380 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $29.99

**6902715 MARGARET POLE: The Countess in the Tower.** By Susan Higginbotham. From Margaret’s birth as the daughter of a royal duke to her beatification centuries after her death, this examination of her life tells the story of one of the fortissi most unlikely prisoners, encompassing color illustration. 214 pages. Amberley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

**7588339 MARGARET THATCHER–THE AUTHORIZED BIOGRAPHY: From Grantham to the Falklands.** By Charles Moore. With unqualified authority and dramatic detail, this first volume of Moore’s authorized biography of Thatcher reveals as never before the early life, rise to power, and first years as prime minister of the woman who transformed Britain and the world. The late 20th-century, 24 pages of photos. 699 pages. Knopf.

**5830249 THE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF ISABEU OF BAVARIA.** By Tracy Adams. After her death, Isabeau, the long-suffering wife of King Charles V of France, was transformed into regent, depraved adulteress, and betrayer of the throne. Asserting that there is no historical support for this posthumous reputation, this account returns Isabeau to her rightful place in history. 338 pages. This Heaven.

**5731623 LUCY PARSONS: An American Revolutionary.** By Carolyn Ashbaugh. One of the most militant leaders in the radical labor movement at the turn of the century, Ashbaugh’s biography follows Parsons’s life and work through previously untold events in U.S. history—from the horror of slavery and the era of Reconstruction to the birth of the American labor and socialist movements. She fought for the rights of women and people of color, for the eight-hour day, and against poverty. Illus. 282 pages. Haymarket. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

**6846531 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS.** By Roderick Graham. Mary Queen of Scots lived during one of the most fascinating periods in history. This work paints a unique picture of this controversial woman, showing her to be neither a Catholic martyr nor murdering adulteress, but rather a young woman out of her depth caught up in a web of lies and ruthless 16th-century politics. 476 pages. Konecky & Konecky.

**7665563 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELEANOR ROOSEVELT.** First published in 1961, Eleanor’s autobiography constitutes a self-portrait. This biography can make the reader a more discerning citizen, and in the words of Eleanor Roosevelt, ＂...inspire all others with this book, make it a companion and a treasured possession. ＂476 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

**6865402 FRANCIS I: The Maker of Modern France.** By Leonie Frieda. Tells the extraordinary tale of King Francis of France the man who turned France into a great nation. With a directness not often seen before, Scratchley’s new biography delivers an intimate and sympathetic account that explores the life of the man who was the most human of all the Renaissance monarchs. Illus. 369 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

**666881X HAROLD: The King Who Fell at Hastings.** By Peter Rex. A full-scale biography of England’s last Anglo-Saxon king that reveals an astute political operator who, as Earl of Wessex, won the affection of the English people and the support of the English Church to succeed to the crown.136 pages. Illus. 287 pages. Amherst. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

**6194695 THE GOLDEN LAD.** By Eric Burns. All of Roosevelt’s sons would eagerly enlist in WWII, including his youngest, Quentin. Theodore’s grappling with the thought of his sons’ suffering reveals a widely unknown and surprisingly sensitive side, long hidden beneath the bluster of this larger-than-life figure. Photos. 201 pages. Fonthill.

**5789419 THE NEW TSAR: The Rise and Reign of Vladimir Putin.** By Steven Lee Myers. In this gripping narrative of Putin’s rise to power, Myers recounts the Russian president’s origins, from his childhood of abject poverty in Leningrad to his ascent to the ranks of the KGB, and his eventual consolidation of rule in the Kremlin. Photos. 572 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

**5620221 ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon.** By Tim Weiner. With original research, Weiner recreates the Russian president’s origins, from his childhood of abject poverty in Leningrad to his ascent to the ranks of the KGB, and his eventual consolidation of rule in the Kremlin. Photos. 572 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

**7166202 THE CURIOUS CASE OF VICTORIA WOODHULL.** By Jeannette Walls. This first full biography of Victoria Woodhull reveals the woman who brought to life in this first full biography, illuminating her personal history and his inspirations, and defining his vision of France and its place in a new world that is undergoing a great transformation. A compelling testimony and statement of values by a political leader who is leading the way for a new kind of politics. 16 pages of photos. 440 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.95

**6817374 THE GOLDEN LAD.** By Eric Burns. All of Roosevelt’s sons would eagerly enlist in WWII, including his youngest, Quentin. Theodore’s grappling with the thought of his sons’ suffering reveals a widely unknown and surprisingly sensitive side, long hidden beneath the bluster of this larger-than-life figure. Photos. 201 pages. Fonthill.

**70773X THE PRUSSIAN PRINCESSES: The Sisters of Kaiser Wilhelm II.** By John Van der Kiste. Kaiser Friedrich III and his consort Victoria, Princess Royal of Great Britain, had six children who lived to manhood, the youngest of which being Kaiser Wilhelm II. The Kaiser had five younger sisters, Victoria, Sophie, and Margaret, are brought to life in this first full biography, illuminating their relationship and the sorrow that would befal them all. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill.

**6902715 MARGARET POLE: The Countess in the Tower.** By Susan Higginbotham. From Margaret’s birth as the daughter of a royal duke to her beatification centuries after her death, this examination of her life tells the story of one of the fortissi most unlikely prisoners, encompassing color illustration. 214 pages. Amberley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

**6774789 RICHARD III: England’s Most Controversial King.** By Chris Skidmore. Drawing on new manuscript evidence to reassess Richard’s life and times, Skidmore examines in detail Richard’s inner nature and his complex relations with those around him to unravel the mystery of the last English monarch to die on the battlefield. 16 pages of color illus. 432 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

**707777 CATHARINE DE MEDI CI: Renaissance Queen of France.** By Leonie Frieda. Poisoner, besotted mother, despot, necromancer, engineer of a massacre—the stain on the name of Catherine de Medici is centuries old. This biography reclaims the story of this unjustly-maligned queen of France. Illus., most in color. 440 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $13.95

**6620221 ONE MAN AGAINST THE WORLD: The Tragedy of Richard Nixon.** By Tim Weiner. With original research, Weiner recreates the Russian president’s origins, from his childhood of abject poverty in Leningrad to his ascent to the ranks of the KGB, and his eventual consolidation of rule in the Kremlin. Photos. 572 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

**5858663 COUNTING ONE’S BLESSINGS: The Selected Letters of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother.** Edited by William Shawcross. Collects some of Queen Elizabeth’s insightful, witty letters, drawing on the vast wealth of material in the Royal Archives and at Glamis Castle. The Queen’s writings cover events from her childhood before World War I, all the way to the end of her life at the beginning of the 21st century. 24 pages of photos. 666 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.00

6831394 THE OPPOSITE OF WOE: My Life in Beer and Politics. By John Hickenlooper with M. Potter. In just over a decade, Hickenlooper has gone from brewpub entrepreneur to governor of Colorado, and here he tells his own story of unlikely success in his singular and often hilarious voice. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

5764122 ROBERT THE BRUCE: Pocket Giants. By Fiona Watson. He secured the Crown of Scotland against all odds. He was one of the greatest leaders of medieval Europe. He focused Scottish identity on an ideal of freedom that resonates to this day. He’s Robert the Bruce, and he’s the subject of this compact history. 126 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.25 $8.95

587047X SUSPECTED OF INDEPENDENCE. By David McKeen. The last signatory to the Declaration of Independence was one of the most important founding fathers. This work sheds light on this American icon. 193 pages. St. Martin’s Press. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

6815286 BUSH. By John Edward Smith. The most complete account yet of the George W. Bush presidency. Smith’s unbiased biography reveals a self-assured and autonomous leader with a number of noteworthy credits, but also one who had a critical hand in some of the most devastating crises of recent years, from the rise of ISIS to the economic near-collapse of 2008. Photos. 808 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $27.95 $10.95

6551688 EISENHOWER IN WAR AND PEACE. By Jean Edward Smith. Presents an extraordinary portrait of Dwight D. Eisenhower that is as full, rich, and revealing as anything ever written about him. A president who comprehended his time, it renders Eisenhower as both a canny politician and a skillful, decisive leader who successfully balanced peace with enhancing America’s global prestige. Illus. 950 pages. Random. Hardcover. Pub. at $27.95 $22.95 $16.95

6833533 PRINCE HARRY: The Inside Story. By Duncan Larcombe. The inside story of how a young prince has grown and matured into a respected soldier, charitable fundraiser and royal figurehead who is widely regarded as a heart-throb and lovable rogue. Includes updated chapters on Harry’s flourishing relationship with American actress Meghan Markle. Color photos. 335 pages. HarperCollins. Hardcover. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

6819334 NAPOLEON AND BETSY: Recollections of Napoleon on St. Helena. By Lucie Elizabeth Abercrombie. The story of Napoleon and Betsy Balcombe is an unusual and fascinating tale. A fallen Emperor who once controlled most of Europe makes friends with an impudent, pretty and spirited young English girl, who had only recently celebrated her 15th birthday. The authors account of their friendship, in Betsy’s own words. 32 pages of photos. 144 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

6871209 MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS: A Study in Failure. By Jenny Wormald. Reveals Mary as she really was—not a tragic romantic and tragic heroine, but the ruler of a kingdom facing an unusual economic and political importance. Challenging conventional wisdom, Wormald argues that Mary’s downfall was in fact due to her failure to deal with her people’s problems facing the renaissance monarch. 16 pages of color photos. Paperback Import. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

6827853 THE COWBOY PRESIDENT: The American West and the Making of Theodore Roosevelt. By Michael F. Blakesley. After losing his mother and wife within hours of each other, Roosevelt made a life-changing decision to explore the American West. He became an ardent supporter of everything it embodied. By helping to preserve more than 230 million acres of unspoiled land for the American public, he created places where future generations can continue to find beauty and solace to this day. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6819038 THE BOYHOOD AND YOUTH OF NAPOLEON. By Oscar Browning. Browning presents an English language account of the formative years between Napoleon’s birth in 1769 and when he first forced his way onto the stage as a young man of importance at the age of 16. 16 pages of photos. 157 pages. Fonthill. Import. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

6886738 GORBACHEV: His Life and Times. By William Taubman. In the first comprehensive biography of the former Soviet leader, Taubman shows how a peasant boy became the Soviet system’s gatekeeper, how he clambered to the top of a system designed to keep people like him down, and how he found common ground with America’s arch-conservative president Ronald Reagan. Unspiring and honest, this sweeping account has all the makings of a great Russian novel. Illus. 852 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

6751407 PRESIDENT MCKINLEY: Architect of the American Century. By Robert W. Merry. Brings to life a sympathetic man and often overlooked president. The author raises his rank to a chief executive of consequence who paved the way for the American Century. He was a transformative figure, the first modern President, who set the stage for Theodore Roosevelt’s leadership. 16 pages of photos. 336 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

363101X EMBATTLED REBEL: Jefferson Davis and the Confederate Civil War. By James M. McPherson. In a powerful new reckoning of Jefferson Davis as Commander of the Confederacy, McPherson challenges popular notions to give him his rightful place in history. For a peaceful world order, his moral blind spots (on race, women’s suffrage, and free speech in wartime), and a final defeat that was largely self-inflicted. 16 pages of photos. 608 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

682451X CITIZEN NEWT: Making the Case of a Reagan Conservative. By Craig Shirley. A definitive account of the struggle Gingrich has had to lead the fight to assure a full restoration for most of his young White House colleagues who captured the events, ideas, and successes of Newt—one of the most complex, influential, and durable political figures of our time, and delivers a fascinating, humor-filled, and insightful portrait of the man behind the legend. 544 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $29.99 $10.95
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**6687148** XERXES: A Persian Life. By Richard Stoneman. An insightful biography showing how despite sympathetic treatment by the contemporary historians, Aeschylus and Herodotus, Xerxes’ reputation as king of the Persian Empire (486–465 BC) was destroyed by later Greek sources and, by the propaganda of Alexander the Great. Drawing on the latest archaeological evidence, Stoneman presents the ruler from the Persian perspective. 24 pages of illus. 276 pages. Yale. Pub. at $38.00 **29.95**

**6742998** BOBBY KENNEDY: A Raging Spirit. By Chris Matthews. Matthews shines a light on the important moments of Bobby Kennedy’s life. His upbringing, his part in politics, his crucial role fighting for civil rights, and his tragic run for president. He continues to be a model for political bravery and moral leadership. 393 pages. S&S. Pub. at $32.99 **21.95**


**4578511** FOUNDERS’ SON: A Life of Abraham Lincoln. By Richard Brookhiser. Presents a compelling new biography that highlights Lincoln’s lifelong reliance on the Founding Fathers for knowledge, guidance, inspiration, and purpose. Analyzing and interpreting their words and actions, this book makes the claim that he is the greatest American writer of the 20th century. Whyte’s wholly original account will forever change the way you understand the man, his presidency, and his battle against the Great Depression. 256 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 **26.95**

**6563201** Marie Antoinette. By Stefan Zweig. “The most influential biography of Marie Antoinette” (The Guardian), this 1932 classic is based Antoinette’s correspondence with both her mother and her great love, the Count Axel von Fersen. From her intimate pleasures to her public suffering, Zweig explores the most intriguing woman of the 19th century. Includes 590 pages. Puffin. Pap. at $19.95 **14.95**

**5913977** EVITA: The Life of Eva Peron. By Jill Hedges. Based on new sources and first-hand interviews, this volume explores the personality and experiences of Eva Peron and the contemporary events that influenced her. Includes 590 pages. Puffin. Pap. at $19.95 **14.95**

**5848333** Katharine of Aragon: The Tragic Story of Henry VIII’s First Unfortunate Wife. By Patrick Williams. This monumental biography is the first to make full use of the Spanish royal archives; Williams presents a very new portrait of Katharine, most notably in establishing that her marriage to Prince Arthur, elder brother of Henry VIII, was never consummated. Illus. in color. 480 pages. Amherst. Pap. at $34.95 **11.95**

**6844804** The Prince Who Would Be King: The Life and Death of Henry Stuart. By Sarah Fraser. The author seeks to restore Henry to his place in history. Set against the bloody trauma of the Tudor and Stuart eras, the writing of the King’s letter to his son, the Gunpowder Plot, Shakespeare’s late plays and the founding of British America, the story of Henry’s life is a great Jacobean tale. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. William & Wilkins. Pap. at $30.00 **24.95**

**5811058** Lyndon B. Johnson: The Presidential Recordings. Ed. by Max Holland et al. Presents transcripts of telephone conversations LBJ recorded as President, covering the dramatic months of November 1963 through January 1964. They depict a man coming to grips with the awesome responsibilities of the presidency while simultaneously trying to lead a nation and a government through an epic mourning. Includes a DVD-ROM. 2,505 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Norton. Pap. at $175.00 **39.95**

**6925367** Young Washington: How Wilderness and War Forged America’s founding Father. By James Stark, Wednesday Night. A narrative drive and vivid writing, Stark recounts the wilderness trials, controversial battles, and emotional entanglements that transformed Washington from a temperamental striver into a mature leader. By the time of his father’s death, a summer of wilderness adventures and a broader historical context, he offers new insights into the man who shaped a nation. 16 pages of illus., some color. 514 pages. Eco. Pub. at $35.00 **26.95**

**6803509** The Restless Wave: Good Times, Bad Causes, Great Fights, and Other Appreciations. By John McInerny & Sarah Noonan. Written while confronting a mortal illness, McCain looks back with appreciation on his years in the Senate, his historic 2008 campaign for the presidency against Barack Obama, his crusades on behalf of democracy and human rights in Eastern Europe and the Middle East. 275 pages. Kindle. Pap. at $30.00 **21.95**

**6887432** THE LAST OF THE TSARS: Nicholas II and the Russian Revolution. By Robert Service. In 1917, Nicholas II, the last Tsar of Russia, abdicated the throne and the dynasty that had ruled an empire for three hundred years and was forced from power by revolution. The author examines Nicholas’s life from the moment before his abdication to his death, with his family, in Ekaterinburg in July 1918. 382 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 **21.95**

**6723594** Hoover: An Extraordinary Life in Extraordinary Times. By Kenneth Whyte. Presents the definitive biography of Herbert Hoover, one of the most significant and least understood Americans of the 20th century. Whyte’s wholly original account will forever change the way you understand the man, his presidency, and his battle against the Great Depression. 456 pages of photos. 728 pages. Random. Pap. at $35.00 **26.95**

**8152771** The Last of the Tsars: Nicholas II and the Russian Revolution. By Robert Service. In 1917, Nicholas II, the last Tsar of Russia, abdicated the throne and the dynasty that had ruled an empire for three hundred years and was forced from power by revolution. The author examines Nicholas’s life from the moment before his abdication to his death, with his family, in Ekaterinburg in July 1918. 382 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 **21.95**

**8322005** The Prince Who Would Be King: The Life and Death of Henry Stuart. By Sarah Fraser. The author seeks to restore Henry to his place in history. Set against the bloody trauma of the Tudor and Stuart eras, the writing of the King’s letter to his son, the Gunpowder Plot, Shakespeare’s late plays and the founding of British America, the story of Henry’s life is a great Jacobean tale. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. William & Wilkins. Pap. at $30.00 **24.95**

**6876980** T. E. Lawrence: Tormented Hero. By Andrew Norman. Sheds new light on the pervasive mystery of Lawrence of Arabia, discussing in detail his sexual orientation, his fascination with a motorcycle crash in May 1935, his problematic relationship with his parents, his role in the Arab Revolt and subsequent disillusionment, and much more. 32 pages of photos. 173 pages. Fonthill. Pap. at $29.95 **19.95**

---
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172 pages. Thunder Bay. Pap. Pub. at $12.95 **9.95**

172 pages. Thunder Bay. Pap. Pub. at $12.95 **9.95**
Homes, chapels and ruins associated with Mary. Each location is brought...

5726255 THE CHURCHILL FACTOR: How One Man Made History, By Boris Johnson. 16 pages of photos. 390 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 | $7.95


5883093 Pixley ka Isaka Seme: of Agincourt, By John Rhodehamel. 353 pages. Yale. Pub. at $32.50


5982258 SCOURGE OF HENRY VIII: The Life of Mari  de Guise, By Melanie Clegg. 16 pages of illus. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $34.95

5988374 THE KID, By James Donlad. 387 pages. Austin Macauley. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.95 | PRICE CUT to $4.95


6917755 THE AUTHENTIC LIFE OF BILLY THE KID, By Pat F. Garrett. At the age of 12, Billy stabbed a man in a barfight, then spent his teen years robbing and stealing. In 1873, Billy  committed his first murder and earned the nickname “Billy the Kid” from reporters. Here Garrett tells the story of the kid who became a cold-blooded outlaw. 132 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

686483X THE GRAND TURK: Sultan Mehmet II—Conqueror of Constantinople and Master of an Empire, By John Freely. Sultan Mehmet II, known to his countrymen as “the Conqueror” and to much of Europe as “the Terror of the World,” is one of history’s most notorious rulers. This biography by a leading scholar of Turkish brings to life this charismatic hero of one of the richest cultures in history. Illus. 266 pages.

5997511 LIFE AND TIMES OF JESSE JAMES, By Frank Triliplett. Reprints the classic work originally published in 1882. There is no Western outlaw more infamous than Jesse James, and no Jesse James biography more definitive or entertaining than this. This classic biography vividly captures the life of one of the frontier’s most storied legends. Photos. 344 pages. Konevky & Konevky.

5852526 THE PIRATE KING: The Incredible Story of the Real Captain Morgan, By Graham A. Thomas. Presents the compelling story of a Caribbean pirate who became one of the most feared and prominent figures of the golden age of piracy. Thomas dispels myths and separates fact from fiction as he presents an intriguing new portrait of one of history’s most notorious and colorful figures. Hardback. 228 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 | $5.95

6822520 WHAT HAPPENED TO MICKEY? The Life and Death of Donald “Mickey” McDonald, Public Enemy No. 1, By Peter McSherry. From the mean streets of 1930s Depression-era Toronto comes the gripping tale of a man who became one of the nation’s most notorious criminals. Photos. 348 pages. Dundum. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $24.99 | $3.95

6869511 THE MAP THIEF, By Michael Blanding. The story of an infamous crook, a revered map dealer with an unsavory secret, and the ruthless subculture that consumed him. Once considered a respectable antiquarian map dealer, E. Forbes Smiley spent years doubing as a map thief until he was finally arrested slipping maps out of books in the Yale University library. Illus. some color pages. 307 pages. Gotham. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 | $3.95

5915100 LIFE AND TIMES OF JESSE JAMES, By Frank Triliplett. Reprints the classic work originally published in 1882. There is no Western outlaw more infamous than Jesse James, and no Jesse James biography more definitive or entertaining than this. This classic biography vividly captures the life of one of the frontier’s most storied legends. Photos. 344 pages. Konevky & Konevky.

5852526 THE PIRATE KING: The Incredible Story of the Real Captain Morgan, By Graham A. Thomas. Presents the compelling story of a Caribbean pirate who became one of the most feared and prominent figures of the golden age of piracy. Thomas dispels myths and separates fact from fiction as he presents an intriguing new portrait of one of history’s most notorious and colorful figures. Hardback. 228 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 | $5.95

5829259 SCOURGE OF HENRY VIII: The Life of Marie de Guise, By Melanie Clegg. 16 pages of illus. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $34.95 | $26.95

6551861 GEORGE WASHINGTON: The Leader of the Age, By John RIhodehamel. 353 pages. Yale. Pub. at $32.00 | $17.95

6625650 HENRY V: The Life of the Warrior King & the Battle of Agincourt, By Tereesa Cole. 16 pages of color illus. 288 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95 | PRICE CUT to $9.95


6852361 SCOURGE OF HENRY VIII: The Life of Marie de Guise, By Melanie Clegg. 16 pages of illus. 208 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $34.95 | $26.95

6558987 THE WORLD OF RICHARD III, By Kristy Dean. 266 pages. Amberley. Import. Pub. at $34.95 | $24.99


2594749 DOCTOR GOEBBELS: His Life and Death, By R. Marwell & H. Fraenkel. As a leader of the 20th century's most evil regime, Joseph Goebbels' legacy is his work constructing the mythic image of Hitler through his rise to power and his catastrophic rule of Germany. From his childhood to his dramatic suicide, this biography delves deep into the mystery-shrouding one of Hitler's most evil henchmen. Illus. 292 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 | $6.95
Dictators, Scoundrels & Criminals

**6743269** HILTON: Ascent, 1889-1939, By Volker Ullrich. For decades the world has grappled with how Hitler and the Third Reich were possible. By delineating the man at the center of it all—how he experienced his world, formed his political beliefs, and wielded his power—this riveting and chilling biography brings us closer than ever to the man who led Germany into the 20th century, and the art of history itself. 32 pages of photos. 995 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00 $16.95

**6752966** LENIN: The Man, the Dictator, and the Master of Terror. By Victor Sebestyen. A riveting biography of Vladimir Lenin that is not only a political examination of one of the most important historical figures of the 20th century but also a fascinating portrait of Lenin the man. Sebestyen also brings to light important new revelations about the Russian Revolution, a pivotal point in modern history. 16 pages of photos. 422 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00

**6894509** STALIN, VOLUME 1: Paradoxes of Power, 1876-1926. By Stephen Kotkin. Kotkin demonstrates that Stalin’s actions can only be understood within the tragic historical context of imperial Russia. The product of a decade of in-depth research, *Stalin* is a landmark work that casts the reader away the think we about the Soviet Union, the 20th century, and the art of history itself. 32 pages of photos. 949 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

**6843947** A STONE OF HOPE: A Memoir. By Jim St. Germain with J. Sternfeld. After Jim was arrested at fifteen, he was placed in Boys Town, a Catholic housekeeper. The result is an intriguing account for the reader through the life of a courageous boy that will forever change how you see the natural world. 290 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

**6877361** TAMERLANE: The Life of the Great Amir. By Ahmad Ibn ‘Arabshah. Originally published in 1936, Abrahshah’s biography of Tamerlane is that of a contemporary, and was written soon after the events it describes. A highly detailed and also a highly critical account which makes it a well rounded look at this conqueror. 341 pages. i.e. Taurus. Import. Pub. at $120.00 $91.95

**6655797** HITLER: The Man Behind the Monster. By Michael Kerrigan. Examines Hitler’s life from the beginning, including his formative years growing up in Austria, his battle to deviate from Jewish, his military service during World War I, and his rise to power as head of the Nazi Party. Illustrated with 180 photographs, portraits, paintings and artworks. 224 pages. Amber. 8¼x10¼. Import. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95


**6602923** EXILE ON FRONT STREET: My Life as a Hells Angel...And Beyond. By George Christie. 16 pages of photos, some color. 257 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95


**6756148** RACING FOR THE BOMB: The True Story of条the Manhattan Project. By Robert S. Norris. Biography of Groves, a career officer in the Army Corps of Engineers. After overseeing hundreds of military construction projects—including the Pentagon—he was given the job in September of 1942 of building the atomic bomb. This is the telling history of the Manhattan Project. 24 pages of photos. 722 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $18.95 $4.95


**6810551** LAB GIRL. By Hope Hansen. The acclaimed scientist presents her illuminating debut memoir—at once a moving portrait of a longtime friendship that yielded countless adventures in science, and a stunningly intimate exploration of two opposite life paths that will forever change how you see the natural world. 290 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

**596704** THE WRIGHT BROTHERS. By David McCullough. Drawing on the immense riches of the Wright Papers, including personal diaries, notebooks, and more than 1,000 letters of private family correspondence, McCullough reveals the human side of a profoundly American story—the tale of two courageous brothers who taught the world to fly. SHOPWORN. 48 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

**6721108** HOWARD ZINN: A Life on the Left. By Yudovsky. Brings vividly to life one of the most admired left-wing voices of the 20th century. A political activist and a beloved lecturer, Zinn blazed a bold path through modern American history as the “people’s historian” who made history changing forever the way we think about our past. 16 pages of photos. 365 pages. New Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

**6840472** NOBLE SAVAGES: My Life Among Two Dangerous Tribes—the Yanomamo and the Anthropologists. By Napoleon A. Chagnon. A remarkable and revealing account of the clash between science and political activism. Photos. 531 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $3.95

**5926688** TESLA: The Life and Times of an Electric Messiah. By Nigel Cawthorne. Born in Croatia in 1856, Tesla spoke eight languages and almost single-handedly developed household electricity and wireless radio. His life was filled with brilliant inventions. His story unfolds here. Illus. 192 pages. Chartwell 7¼x10¼. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6666388** THE MAN WHO DECIPIHERED LINEAR B: The Story of Michael Ventris. By Andrew Robinson. Based on unpublished letters, interviews with ancient sources, and other primary sources, this riveting account takes the reader through the life of an intriguing and contradictory man, and how he broke the code of the ancient writing known as Linear B. Illus. 180 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

*See more titles at erhbc.com/647*
2732112 CRACKING THE EGYPTIAN CODE: The Revolutionary Life of Jean-Francois Champollion. By Andrew Robinson. Despite the efforts of some of Europe’s most intelligent scholars to crack the hieroglyphic code of the Rosetta Stone, it was an impoverished, arrogant and brilliant child of the French Revolution who revolutionized a travel breakthrough. This full-bloomed account brings his story to life. 388 illus. 16 in color. 272 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

6558776 THE PRICE OF ALTRUISM. By Oren Harman. The moving story of the eccentric American genius George Price and his effort to answer evolution’s greatest riddle, the mystery of altruism, an evolutionary enigma that has eluded scientists since its discovery. Photos. 451 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $3.95

6808107 THE MAN WHO SAW THE WORLD. By Catherine Blackledge. A spellbinding tale of prophecy, power and politics, this volume tells the fascinating story of the 17th century revolutionary astrolologer William Lilly and how his celestial forecasts of the future changed the course of the English Civil War, and the Establishment’s attempts to silence him. 230 pages. Watkins. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


6865194 MICHAEL FARADAY AND THE ELECTRICAL CENTURY. By Iwan Rhys Morris. Tells the story of Michael Faraday, his upbringing in London and his apprenticeship at the Royal Institution under the supervision of the flamboyant chemist, Sir Humphry Davy, and what Faraday’s role was in the science of electricity during Voltammetry. Illus. 229 pages. Icon Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

6792863 BRILLIANT! Shuji Nakamura and the Revolution in Lighting Technology. By Bob Johnstone. Profiles the gifted Japanese engineer who is largely responsible for the coming revolution in lighting technology. In learning about this Nobel Prize-winning innovator, readers will better understand the challenges and opportunities for innovation in the world around us. Color photos. 347 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

5595819 DOC: True Tales of Mishaps, Emergencies, and Miracles from a Montana Physician. By R.E. Losee. The engaging memoir by Losee, a Yale Medical School graduate who, in 1949, moved to Ennis, Montana with his family to settle down and practice medicine. Losee continued to yearn for knowledge in the small town and became internationally recognized as the developer of the “Losee Operation.” 212 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

5749630 CLYDE TOMBAUGH: Discoverer of Planet Pluto. By David H. Levy. Levy’s biography of this planet hunter includes aspects of Tombaugh’s life, his childhood in New Mexico, his involvement growing up, and his struggle to find the ninth planet. Based on interviews with Tombaugh and his colleagues, friends, and family, it draws on the scientific record to offer a thorough account of the life of one of astronomy’s most important figures. 211 pages. Sky Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $6.95


6854346 MIRROR TOUCH: A Memoir of Sensation and the Secret Life of the Brain. By Joel Salinas. Salinas tells his amazing true story of living and practicing medicine with mirror-touch synesthesia, a rare neurological trait that allowed him to literally feel the emotional and physical experiences of people. He offers readers remarkable insights about his traits, its gifts, and its potential applications for understanding the human experience. 307 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


7582955 GENIUS IN THE SHADOWS: A Biography of Leo Szilard, the Man Behind the Bomb. By William Lanouette with B. Silard. Leo Szilard was known by some as the “father of the atom bomb,” has long been overshadowed by such luminaries as Albert Einstein and J. Robert Oppenheimer. This revised and updated edition of Szilard’s acclaimed biography paints a captivating portrait of a complex scientist and political farsight, humor, and conscience. 16 pages of photos. 613 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95


6927313 ANOTHER KIND OF MADNESS: A Journey Through the Stigma and Hope of Mental Illness. By Stephen P. Hinshaw. Through a personal narrative and scientific research, Hinshaw presents shocking facts about how America and the world still view mental health conditions well into the twenty-first century. Hinshaw delivers a passionate call to arms regarding the importance of designing mental health programs. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95


6543465 MIRROR TOUCH: A Memoir of Sensation and the Secret Life of the Brain. By Joel Salinas. Salinas tells his amazing true story of living and practicing medicine with mirror-touch synesthesia, a rare neurological trait that allowed him to literally feel the emotional and physical experiences of people. He offers readers remarkable insights about his traits, its gifts, and its potential applications for understanding the human experience. 307 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


6820069 UNCLE TUNGSTEN: Memories of a Chemical Boyhood. By Oliver Sacks. Born into a family of medical doctors, Sacks grew up surrounded by scientists and a strong and infectious sense of wonder, his experiences as a young child shaped his curiosity for the natural world was encouraged by many. He brilliantly describes his growing discoveries of a number of pioneering people, who explored the majestic forces of the tangible world. Photos. 334 pages. Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $5.95

5976243 ON THE MOVE: A Life. By Oliver Sacks. The brilliant mind behind The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat, Awakenings, and ten other books now tells his own tale with unbridled honesty and humor. Sacks channels an endless resource to chronicle his experiences as a young child surrounded by scientists, a medical doctor, his struggles with drug addiction, and the shocking facts about how America and the world still view mental health conditions well into the twenty-first century. Hinshaw delivers a passionate call to arms regarding the importance of designing mental health programs. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95 $7.95
**Edward L. Andrews**

6789282 **DAWN AND THE DARKEST HOUR: A Study of Aldous Huxley.** By George Woodcock. Explores the famously complex life and character of Huxley. It is a fascinating journey that provides a window into his life and character, and one that shows an intellectual continuously striving for knowledge of all kinds be it intuitive, scientific, or otherwise. 247 pages. Black Rose. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $24.99

**$3.95**

5845467 **KITCHEN PRIVILEGES: A Memoir.** By Mary Higgins Clark. Recounts the early experiences that shaped her as a person and influenced her as a writer. Recalls her family’s struggles to make ends meet, her brief career as a flight attendant for Pan Am, and her husband’s role in the search for her missing husband Warren Cleary. 208 pages. S&S. Pub. at $24.00

**SOLD OUT**

5692672 **THE FAITH OF CHRISTOPHER HITCHENS: The Restless Soul of the World’s Most Notorious Atheist.** By Larry Alex Taunton. At the time of his death, Christopher Hitchens was the most notorious atheist in the world. Why did he rail against God on stage, he maintained meaningful friendships with evangelical Christians. Taunton reveals his intimate conversations, with Hitchens and the quiet fellowship that followed a seemingly convinced atheist until the day he died, 201 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99

**3682323 WHAT SO PROUDLY WE HAILED: Francis Scott Key: A Life.** By Marc Leepson. This biography reveals Francis Scott Key as a man of his time, at the full of contradictions. Key was one of the individual key players of the day and an interesting life story of an American patriot who played a little-known but important role in shaping the United States. Illus. 234 pages. Palgrave. Pub. at $29.95

**$19.95**

6055278 **CHARLES DARWIN: Destroyer of Myths.** By Andrew Norman. Presents a narrative that looks perceptively at Darwin’s early life, at the influences that shaped him during his university years, and at the formative effect of the famous voyage of the Beagle. Darwin pondered, on one occasion, the question orthodox views on how the world was created and how humans evolved. Photos. 316 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95

**$9.95**

6866329 **THE MOST FAMOUS WRITER WHO EVER LIVED: A True Story of My Family.** By Thomas Cahill. A uniquely authoritative, intimate, and wide-ranging analysis of one of the most influential and groundbreaking writers of the 20th century. Iceberg Slim has written about his life and the meaning of his writings, leading to a new understanding of his work and his life. Cahill has written over a hundred books on topics ranging from jazz and politics to science fiction and philosophy. Photos. 440 pages. Yale. Pub. at $65.00

**$7.95**

6780260 **RISE OF THE DUNGEON MASTER.** By David Kushner. Tells in graphic form the story of Gary Gygax and his creation of D&D, a major influence in one of the most influential games ever made. Like the game itself, the narrative casts the reader into the adventure from a first-person point of view, taking on the roles of the different characters in the story. Full color. Illus. 247 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**SOLD OUT**

6617727 **HEMINGWAY AND BIMINI.** By Ashley Oliphant. The author has us follow Hemingway’s exploits on the Bahamas island of Bimini from 1933 to 1937. We learn of Hemingway’s unconventional relationship with his wife, Hadley, and his saltwater angling when the sport was still in its infancy, the amazing fishing he enjoyed, and the way all of these experiences translated into the composition of his novel Island in the Stream. 216 pages. Innis. Pub. at $14.95

**$11.95**
**BEHIND THE MASK:** The Life of Vita Sackville-West, By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West's extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled woman of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99.


**5930219** TENNESSEE WILLIAMS: Mad Pilgrimage of the Flesh, By John Lahr. Delivers the definitive biography of America's greatest playwright, giving intimate access to the mind of a man whose plays reshaped American theater and the nation's sense of itself. Lahr sheds light on Williams's warring family, his creative triumphs and failures, his sexuality and numerous affairs, and his misrepresented death, and much more. Illus. 765 pages. Norton. Pub. at $39.95.

**5686204** IN OTHER WORDS, By Jhumpa Lahir. Investigates the process of learning to express oneself in another language, and describes the journey of a writer who is breaking a new voice. Prose in a dual language format, English and Italian, this is a wholly original account about exile, linguistics, and a provocative exploration of belonging and reinvention. 233 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $16.95.

**568714** EVELYN WAUGH: A Life Revisited, By Phillip Eade. Evelyn Waugh was famously difficult and drawing on extensive previously unseen primary sources, Eade brilliantly captures the myriad facets of his character even as he casts new light on the novels that have dazzled generations of readers. 463 pages. Holt. Pub. at $20.00.

**5659484** THE WHOLE HARMONIUM: The Life of Wallace Stevens, By Paul Mariani. Presents a perceptive, enlightening biography of Wallace Stevens, perhaps the most important American poet of the 20th century. Mariani reveals how, over the course of his life, Stevens sought out the sun-drenched ineffable in what is often mistaken merely for the quotid. Photos. 481 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.

**568210X** BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West, By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West's extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled woman of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.


**5692430** BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West, By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West's extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled woman of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin's. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

**582110X** BEHIND THE MASK: The Life of Vita Sackville-West, By Matthew Dennison. Traces the triumph and contradictions of Vita Sackville-West's extraordinary life in a portrait of an often troubled woman of the aristocracy, she brought her penchant for costume, playacting, and rebellion to the artistic vanguard of modern Britain. 16 pages of photos. 364 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.99.

**6879209** ‘OVER THE HILLS AND FAR AWAY’: The Life of Beatrice Potter, By Matthew Dennison. This classic narrative biography of a young girl with a love of animals and fairy tales into a bestselling author and canny business woman–very unusual for the Victorian era in which she grew up. Includes photographs of Potter’s life as well as her own illustrations. 262 pages. Papertown. Pub. at $16.95.


**6708714** EVELYN WAUGH: A Life Revisited, By Phillip Eade. Evelyn Waugh was famously difficult and drawing on extensive previously unseen primary sources, Eade brilliantly captures the myriad facets of his character even as he casts new light on the novels that have dazzled generations of readers. 463 pages. Holt. Pub. at $20.00.

**6559484** THE WHOLE HARMONIUM: The Life of Wallace Stevens, By Paul Mariani. Presents a perceptive, enlightening biography of Wallace Stevens, perhaps the most important American poet of the 20th century. Mariani reveals how, over the course of his life, Stevens sought out the sun-drenched ineffable in what is often mistaken merely for the quotidian. Photos. 481 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00.
become part of our cultural heritage, revealing a woman for whom duty and piety gave way to quiet rebellion and fierce ambition. Illus. 462 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $30.00

6906788 FIRE SHUT UP IN MY BONES: A Memoir. By Charles M. Blow. In this indelible coming of age memoir, is the story of how Charles escaped the cycle of poverty and addiction that menaced his future. Fully informed her course, and those that allowed her to find a way forward. Writing with remarkable candor and insight, she gives us an illuminating, singular portrait of resilience and forgiveness, and of the ways in which we come to identify our truest selves. Photos. 403 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $25.99

6905729 CHARLOTTE BRONTE: A Fiery Heart. By Claire Harman. The famous author is transformed from a tragic figure to a modern heroine in Harman’s enchanting work and surprising life of this woman of contradictions: a sheltered Victorian daughter whom duty and piety gave way to quiet rebellion and fierce ambition. Illus. 462 pages. Knopf. Import. Pub. at $37.95

6878784 AGATHA CHRISTIE: A Mysterious Life. By Laura Thompson. Who was the woman behind the eternally pleasing mysteries that continue to thrill readers today? Thompson reveals the Edwardian world in which Christie grew up, explores the circumstances and choices that shaped her into a master of mystery. Photos. 534 pages. Prentice Hall. Pub. at $28.00

6864589 PLAY IT AGAIN: An Amateur Against the Impossible. By Alan Rusbridger. Rusbridger’s description of mastering Chopin’s magnificent Ballade No.1 in G minor during the course of a year is hugely engaging, yet his subject is clearly not only any piece of music. This lucid study deals with focus, discipline, and desire but is above all, about the sanctity of one’s inner life in a world dominated by deadlines and distractions. Photos. 403 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $20.95

6599649 THE SECRET LIFE OF A SATANIST, REVISED EDITION: The Authorized Biography of Anton Szandor LaVey. By Blanche Barton. Penetrates the mystery shrouding the Rasputin of the 20th century. LaVey’s start as a musician in the Live Nude Ranch at New York’s 1939 World’s Fair, his literary circle at Weird Tales, and his campaigns in the war of Invisible Forces. Photos. 312 pages. Feral House. Pub. at $17.95

6532806 ROAD TO TARA: The Life of Margaret Mitchell. By Anne Edwards. Margaret Mitchell, author of Gone with the Wind, was as complex and compelling as her legendary heroine, Scarlett O’Hara, and her story was as dramatic as anything out of her own imagination. In this commemorative reprint of the 1983 biography, Edwards tells the real story of Margaret Mitchell and the extraordinary novel that has such a high cultural heritage, 16 pages of photos. 369 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

5940085 ROBERT A. HEINLEIN IN DIALOGUE WITH HIS CENTURY, VOLUME 2, 1948-1988: The Man Who Learned Better. By William H. Patterson, Jr. This second volume of Heinlein’s comprehensive biography, chronicles Heinlein at the height of his career through the years leading up to the end of his extraordinary life. Much information here has never been known about Heinlein outside of a small circle of his intimate friends. 464 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $34.00

5942482 JAMES WRIGHT: A Life in Poetry. By Jonathan Blunk. A comprehensive portrait of a celebrated poet, the author’s meticulous research draws upon interviews, public readings, and Wright’s extensive letters, poems, translations, and personal journals to explore the poet’s life and work. A monumental and sweeping portrayal of one of America’s most enduring poets. 16 pages of photos. 496 pages. FSG. Pub. at $40.00


5927351 WHEN YOU FIND OUT THE WORLD IS AGAINST YOU: And Other Funny Memories About Awful Moments. By Kelly Oxford. A collection of stories drawn from all periods and aspects of her life—her coming of age, marriage, her struggle to raise her children, and her work in Hollywood—Oxford reveals through her own eyes how some of life’s most difficult situations provided her with the chance to learn and grow. 310 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $26.00

5912745 THE GOURMARDS’ WAY: Six Americans in Paris and the Birth of a New Gastronomy. By Justin Spring. In the years following World War II, Paris was the world capital of gastronomic genius. The author examines six Americans who were adored by Parisians during the time of their lives in the City of Light during this period and, in doing so, transforming the way Americans think and talk about food and the way they eat. 16 photographs of photos. 432 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95

5885558 THE COLLECTOR OF LIVES: Giorgio Vasari and the Invention of Art. By I. Rowland & N. Chaney. It was through Giorgio Vasari’s (1511-1574) visionary writings that artists like Raphael, Leonardo, and Michelangelo came to be regarded as great modern artists as well as art’s creative genius celebrated as a divine gift. This vivid biography shows the great works of Western art taking shape under Vasari’s keen eye, revealing how the Renaissance was codified and how we look at art. Color illus. 420 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95


5839386 THE OPEN DOOR: When Writers First Learned to Read. By Selected by Steven Gilbar. An anthology of twenty-nine of history and literature’s most interesting and celebrated writers recall their discovery of books and reading. Includes Benjamin Franklin, William Cobbett, Charles Dickens, A.A. Milne and more. Photos. 725 pages. Folio Society. Pub. at $52.00

5755573 THE STORY OF BEATRIX POTTER. By Sarah Gristwood. A celebration of the enchanting woman and surprising life of this woman of contradictions: a sheltered Victorian daughter whom duty and piety gave way to quiet rebellion and fierce ambition. Illus. 462 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $37.95

5685934 THE LATTER DAYS: A Memoir. By Judith Freeman. In this moving memoir, Freeman explores the circumstances and choices that allowed her to find a way forward. Writing with remarkable candor and insight, she gives us an illuminating, singular portrait of resilience and forgiveness, and of the ways in which we come to identify our truest selves. Photos. 324 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.95

5658576 GUilty THING: A Life of Thomas De Quincey. By Frances Wilson. De Quincey was obsessed with Wordsworth and Coleridge, whose Lyric Ballads provided the script to his life, and by the idea of sudden death. Running away from school to pursue the poets, he isolated himself into their world. Illus. 391 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00

5607342 A TALE OF LOVE AND DARKNESS. By Amos Oz. The story of a boy who grows up in war-torn Jerusalem, of an adolescent whose life changes forever with his mother’s suicide, and a man who leaves the constraints of his family to join a kibbutz, changes his name, marry, and have children. The story of a writer who becomes an active participant in the political life of his nation. 538 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

5595002 THE STORY OF THE RASCHELLES: Fashion and Family. By Blanche Barton. Published in 1976, this indelible fashion odyssey chronicles the lives of two extraordinary women, sisters who grew into an astute modern businesswoman; a talented artist who became a scientific expert; and a famous author who gave it all up to become a farmer. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. National Trust. Import. Pub. at $27.95

5583618 THE ROAD TO TARA: The Life of Margaret Mitchell. By Claire Harman. The famous author is transformed from a tragic figure to a modern heroine in Harman’s enchanting work and surprising life of this woman of contradictions: a sheltered Victorian daughter whom duty and piety gave way to quiet rebellion and fierce ambition. Illus. 462 pages. Knopf. Import. Pub. at $37.95


5454762 OVER SEVENTY. By P.G. Wodehouse. Presenting himself as a traditional Englishman who dispels the barings of souls—and death if the barings of body to bare—Wodehouse delivers a characteristically amusing and deliberately evasive memoir, trading difficult biographical questions for short, deprecatory human and comic monte. 224 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $19.95

5453416 THE SECRET LIFE OF A SATANIST, REVISED EDITION: The Authorized Biography of Anton Szandor LaVey. By Blanche Barton. Penetrates the mystery shrouding the Rasputin of the 20th century. LaVey’s start as a musician in the Live Nude Ranch at New York’s 1939 World’s Fair, his literary circle at Weird Tales, and his campaigns in the war of Invisible Forces. Photos. 312 pages. Feral House. Pub. at $17.95

5452206 ROAD TO TARA: The Life of Margaret Mitchell. By Anne Edwards. Margaret Mitchell, author of Gone with the Wind, was as complex and compelling as her legendary heroine, Scarlett O’Hara, and her story was as dramatic as anything out of her own imagination. In this commemorative reprint of the 1983 biography, Edwards tells the real story of Margaret Mitchell and the extraordinary novel that has such a high cultural heritage, 16 pages of photos. 369 pages. Taylor Trade. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95
**6951086 ERNEST HEMINGWAY: A Biography.** By Mary V. Dearborn. A rich, nuanced and thorough portrait of this complex American artist, explorer, and vision courage; whose ambition, self-control, and grace under pressure; and whose eleven novels and five short story collections informed and are still informing fictional writing generations after his death. Photos. 738 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $35.00  
$26.95

**6959560 RUDYARD KIPLING.** By Andrew Llycett. Lyckett brings Kipling to the page as never before. Here is a fresh examination of his Oriental and Western perspectives, drawing on previously unpublished manuscripts of his years in India. England, and America, plus recently discovered correspondence which sheds new light on Kipling’s closest relationships. Photos. 897 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperback at $17.95.  
$29.95

**6707459 MY HISTORY: A Memoir of Growing Up.** By Antonia Fraser. The acclaimed writer shares vivid memories of her childhood and recalls the experiences that set her on the path to a writing life. It is a heartfelt memoir that is also a love letter to a British way of life that has all but disappeared. 16 pages of photos. 268 pages. Anchor. Paperback Pub. at $16.00  
$11.95

**6807445 THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF A.A. MILNE.** By Nadia Cohen. The moving biography of one of the few authors who remains a household name in almost every corner of the globe, thanks to a pop-culture phenomenon; a collection of whimsical children’s stories about a boy named Christopher Robin and his beloved teddy bear. Photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $39.95.  
$29.95

**6877070 WRITER, SAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY: Ernest Hemingway’s Secret Adventures, 1935-1961.** By Nicholas Reynolds. This definitive researched narrative reveals a hidden side of Hemingway’s life: his recruitment by Soviet spies, followed in short order by a complex series of secret relationships with American agencies, including the FBI, the State Department, the Office of Naval Intelligence, and the Office of Strategic Services. Photos. 352 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99.  
$21.95

$12.95

**6841783 ASTRID LINDGREN: The Woman Behind Pippi Longstocking.** By Jens Andersen. Provides a moving and revealing portrait of the beloved Scandinavian literary icon whose adventures of Pippi Longstocking have influenced generations of young readers all over the world. Andersen examines the writer’s oeuvre as well as uncover the secrets to the books’ universal appeal. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $19.95.  
$14.95

**6865119 LIONS AND SHADOWS: An Education in the Twenties.** By Christopher Isherwood. Isherwood blends autobiography and fiction to describe the true education of a writer experiencing postwar generation schoolboy to dropout at large in London’s bohemia of the 1920s. He gives free rein to his remarkable powers of dramatization, improving on the facts here and there, to make a highly entertaining, sometimes hilarious autobiography. 312 pages. FSG. Paperback Pub. at $17.00.  
$6.95

**6929354 THE LAST COLONIAL.** By Christopher Ondaatje. This collection of stories tell of Ondaatje’s childhood days in Ceylon, his early life in Canada, his fascination with inexplicable events and local superstitions, and his sometimes perilous travels researching biographies. Illus. in color. 258 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95.  
$7.95

**6925278 SPRINGFIELD CONFIDENTIAL: Jokes, Secrets, and Outright Lies from a Lifetime Writing for The Simpsons.** By Mike Reiss with M. Nickstein. Reiss shares his behind the scenes stories about his thirty years of work on one of the most iconic American cartoon family ever. In this entertaining memoir he reflects on his lifetime inside The Simpsons; offers a personal highlight reel of his best writing moments; and leaves us with some of his favorite anecdotes. Photos. 299 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.99.  
$21.95

**6923194 THE SONGS WE KNOW BEST: John Ashbery’s Early Life.** By Karin Roffman. The first comprehensive biography of the early life of John Ashbery, the great poet of our time. In chronicling the twenty-eight years that led up to Ashbery’s debut, the author presents Ashbery’s poetry, paradoxical and utterly new, from his earliest experiences, both on the farm and in 1950s New York City. Illus. 316 pages. FSG. Import. Pub. at $39.95.  
$11.95

**6866655 THE DISAPPEARANCE OF EMILE ZOLA.** By Michael Rosen. This is the little known story of Emile Zola’s time in exile. Forced to leave Paris with nothing but the clothes on his back after the scandalous Dreyfus affair, Zola’s narrative offers an intriguing insight into the mind, the loves, and the politics of the great writer during this tumultuous era in his life. Photos. 302 pages. Heinemann. Pub. at $27.95.  
$21.95

**6732721 HOW NOT TO GET RICH: The Financial Misadventures of Mark Twain.** By Alan Pell Crawford. Offers an uproarious account of how Mark Twain’s endless attempts to strike it rich, all of which only served to empty his pockets. From his failed mining firm to his investments in a range of failed inventions, it gives us a hilarious and refreshing new perspective on America’s great humorist. 224 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00.  
$19.00

**5856930 LOOKING FOR HEMINGWAY.** By Tom Mohan. In 1959, Hemingway sent Mohan to write a new epilogue for bullfighting classic Death in the Afternoon, as well as an article for Life magazine. His hosts were American expatriates Bill and Anne Davis. This account offers a rare intimate look at the final period of the legendary writer’s life, detailing a writer’s despair. Photos. 233 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $26.95.  
$19.95

$18.95

$17.95

**6859127 HOW TO FALL IN LOVE WITH ANYONE: A Memoir in Essays.** By Mandy Len Catron. Part memoir, part cultural and social commentary, Catron’s work traces her grandparents’ fascination with Charles Dickens as well as her own upbringing. Drawing upon psychology, biology, history, and the literature of love, Catron flips the script on love and offers a deeply personal investigation into the one thing we all think we want more than anything. 238 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00.  
$6.95
**Writers & Thinkers**

**6822991 BARNEY: Grove Press and Barney Rosset.** By Michael Rosenthal. As the head of Grove Press, Barney Rosset single-handedly broke down the laws against obscenity, changing forever the way that writing and publishing were done in this country. Photos, some in color. Tragedy. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99  

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**


**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**591535X QUICKSAND: What It Means To Be a Human Being.** By Henning Mankell. In January 2014, Mankell received a diagnosis of lung cancer. This volume is his response to this shattering news, but it is not a memoir of misfortune. Instead, it is a testament to a life fully lived, a tribute to the extraordinary but fleeting human journey that delivers both boundless opportunity and crucial responsibility. 303 pages. Tragedy. Garden. Pub. at $16.95  

**5746357 THE BUGHOUSE: The Poetry, Politics, and Madness of Ezra Pound.** By Daniel Swift. In 1945, American poet Ezra Pound was due to stand trial for treason. But before the trial took place, Pound was pronounced insane and transported to a hospital near Washington, D.C. Tracing Pound through the eyes of his visitors, this intriguing work shines a new light on the man, his art, his madness, and his wild wealth. Photos. 534 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00  

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**5854848 THE DOUBLE LIFE OF PAUL DE MAN.** By Evelyn Barish. Photos. 534 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00  

**PRICE CUT to $1.95**


**CD 6817157 DE PROFUNDIS.** By Oscar Wilde. NAXOS AudioBooks. Pub. at $34.98  

**$3.95**


**6363406 STREET POISON: The Biography of Iceberg Slim.** By Justin Gifford. Photos. 265 pages. DuBose & Company. Pub. at $35.00  

**SOLD OUT**

**6269652 DANTE: The Poet, the Political Thinker, the Man.** By Barbara Reynolds. 466 pages. Shoemaker & Hoard. Pub. at $35.00  

**$9.95**


**PRICE CUT to $13.95**


**PRICE CUT to $13.95**


**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6801218 THE REAL PETER PAN: J.M. Barrie and the Boy Who Inspired Him.** By Piers Dudgeon. Photos. 400 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.95  

**$5.95**

**646530 I WAS LOOKING FOR A STREET.** By Charles Wilford. 152 pages. PictureBox. Pub. at $17.95  

**SOLD OUT**


**$5.95**


**$3.95**

**6389061 THE SONG POET: A Memoir of My Father.** By Kao Kalia Yang. 271 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $27.00  

**$6.95**

**6591426 JOE GOULDS BEETLEYS.** By Jill Lepore. 235 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $24.95  

**$7.95**

**6629479 IN THE DARKROOM.** By Susan Faludi. 417 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $32.00  

**$7.95**


**PRICE CUT to $4.95**

**5906857 LITERCHOOR IS MY BEAT: A Life of James Laughlin, Publisher of New Directions.** By Ian S. MacNiven. 584 pages. FSG. Pub. at $37.50  

**$9.95**

**5887741 WORD NERD.** By John D. Williams, Jr. Photos. 176 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $25.00  

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**5850486 AMERICAN MIRROR: The Life and Art of Norman Rockwell.** By Antonia Fraser. 16 pages of photos. 185 pages. Univ. Pub. at $24.95  

**$4.95**

**6629938 CORNELIA JAMES CANNON AND THE FUTURE AMERICAN RADIANT.** By A.N. Wilson. 584 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00  

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**5659692 THE BLUE TOUCH PAPER: A Memoir.** By David Hare. 347 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95  

**$2.95**


**$19.95**

**5742994 MY HISTORY: A Memoir of Growing Up.** By Antonia Fraser. 16 pages of photos. 268 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $32.00  

**$6.95**

**Artists & Photographers**

**5740134 ERNST LUBITSCH: Laughter in Paradise.** By Scott Eyman. It was called the “Lubitsch Touch”—that indefinable sense of style, taste, humor, and humanity that defined the films of one of Hollywood’s all-time great directors. Eyman shows not just the films Lubitsch created, but also his life. The result is a fascinating look at a man and at Hollywood’s Golden Age. SHOPWORN. Photos. 413 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $18.00  

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**5978882 AMERICAN MIRROR: The Life and Art of Norman Rockwell.** By Deborah Solomon. Presents a spirited and authoritative biography of the painter who provided 20th-century America with a defining image of itself. Solomon draws on a wealth of unpublished letters and documents to explore the relationship between Rockwell’s exceptional career and his ambitions for reflecting America’s changing hopes, Illus., some in color. 493 pages. FSG. Pub. at $28.00  

**$7.95**

**6879758 A REVOLUTION IN COLOR: The World of John Singleton Copley.** By Jane Kamenicky. An intimate portrait of colonial America’s premier painter, who has also been called the father of American painting. Emanating from Copley, Revolution, a time riven by divided loyalties and tangled sympathies. The painter’s achievements in both Britain and America made him a towering figure of both nations’ artistic legacies. Illus., some in color. 226 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00  

**$9.95**
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664728 PETER ARNO: The Mad, Mad World of The New Yorker’s Greatest Cartoonist. By Michael Maslin. In 1925, The New Yorker took a chance on a young, unheard-of cartoonist, Peter Arno. His witty social commentary, blunt-inducing content, and compositional mastery brought a cosmopolitan edge to the magazine’s pages—a vital voice would anchor the paper as one of the world’s most celebrated publications. This intimate biography invites us inside the Roaring Twenties’ cultural swirl. Illus. 287 pages. Regan Arts. Pub. at $26.95  $5.95

666896 WAGSTAFF BEFORE AND AFTER MAPPLETHORPE. By Philip Gefter. Sam Wagstaff was the legendary curator, collector, and patron of the arts, emerges as a cultural visionary in this groundbreaking biography. Positioning Wagstaff’s personal life against the rise of photography as a major art form and the formation of the gay rights movement, it is a searing portrait of a man and an era. Adults only. 32 pages of photos. 458 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $35.00  $5.95


6914780 THE GREEK HOUSE. By Christian Brechneff with T. Lovejoy. Brechneff presents a funny, touching narrative about his relationship with the Greek island of Sifnos, writing with warmth, wit, and humor about his extraordinary headland house he bought in a hilltop village. It is both a celebration of place and an honest account of self-discovery. Illus. 283 pages. FSG. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00  $6.95

★ 691311 THE LIFE AND LEGEND OF WALLACE WOOD, VOLUME 1. Ed. by B. Stewart & J.M. Catron. Learn the story of one of the most iconic figures in American comic book history through the eyes of the people who knew him best. Wood’s friends and colleagues explore the triumphs and tragedies of this enormously gifted artist and discuss frankly his struggles with censorship and alcoholism. Includes a never before seen interview with Wood about his work at Marvel Comics. Weird, and wonderful. Includes 10½x12½. Pub. at $39.99  $27.95

6795675 GEORGE LUCAS: A Life. By Brian Jay Jones. The essential biography of an influential and beloved filmmaker, the man whose visions forever changed the landscape of film itself. Lucas’s colleagues and competitors often tantalizing glimpses into the man’s life, illuminating the stories, the influences, and the innovations that define him. 16 pages of photos, some color. 550 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $32.00  $7.95

677086X YOUNG MICHELANGELO: A Biography. By John T. Spike. Charts the early years of one of history’s great artists, exploring the thinking, artistic evolution and yearnings of a young man thoroughly convinced of his own exceptional talent. Bringing to life the age in which it worked, it reveals the influence that his charismatic personality had on his contemporaries. 32 pages of color photos. 272 pages. Duwkook. Papercloth Import.

666119X THE LOST PRE-RAPHAELITE: The Secret Life & Loves of Robert Bateman. By Nigel Daly. Daly pieces together an astonishing and deeply moving story of love and loss, of art and politics, of morality and hypocrisy, of family secrets concealed but never quite completely obscured. A portrait of a significant artist, a reassessment of whose work is long overdue. Well illus. 224 pages. Flammarion. Pub. at $40.00  $7.95

5724899 I ONLY READ IT FOR THE CARTOONS: The New Yorker’s Most Brilliantly Twisted Artists. By Richard Gerh. Highlights the great cartoonists whose sensibilities have helped to define the New Yorker’s special mix. Van Heusen takes Fassett from Victoria Roberts and Edward Koren, a dozen iconic figures are profiled in surprising, weird, and wonderful accounts that reveal each artist’s distinct character and impact. 218 pages. Illus.  $5.95

683414 JULIA MARGARET CAMERON: Pioneer Photographer. By Joy Melville. This authoritative account of the remarkable woman who made a dramatic impact on the Victorian social and photographic scene will appeal not only to amateur and professional photographers, but to anyone interested in the role of women in Victorian society. Photos. 150 pages. Browntrout. Pub. at $24.95  $3.95


684122 LIFE SKETCHES: A Memoir. By Robert Bateman. Join the artist on this personal guided tour through his life and art. His vast body of work has touched millions of hearts and minds, awakening wonder and reverence for all kinds of wildlife. Well illus., some in color. 310 pages. S&S. Import. Pub. at $32.00  $8.95

68695X DOROTHEA LANGE: A Life Beyond Limits. By Linda Gordon. In this deeply moving biography Gordon depicts photographer Lange’s passions, conflicts, and achievements in a life that intersected with many of the major moments of 20th-century American history. Gordon also boldly reckons with Lange’s “unwomanly” actions and place in a system that denied as well as her genderility and uncanny sensitivity. Well illus. 536 pages. Norton. Pub. at $35.00  $10.95

★ 69395X A MOUSE DIVIDED: How Ub Iwerks Became Forgotten, and Walt Disney Became Uncle Walt. By Jeff Ryan. Tells the story of one of America’s great partnerships, forgotten for too long. Walt Disney and Ub Iwerks, ultimate best friend of Disney and the real inventor of Mickey Mouse. Ryan introduces us to this largely unknown animator and the true story of how the Disney empire was made. 317 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

★ 6887856 RENOIR: An Intimate Biography. By Barbara Enrich White. Presents an intimate biography of his most intriguing of impressionist artists in a narrative interspersed with over a thousand extracts from letters by, to and about Renoir. Drawing on a wealth of unpublished material, White brings us into direct contact with Renoir as an artist, friend and father, and enables us to appreciate more fully his great paintings. Illus., many in color. 432 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95  $29.95

6548679 MAD ENCHANTMENT: Claude Monet and the Painting of the Water Lilies. By Ross King. A captivating tale of art and achievement, involving the personal and historical dramas unfolding around it, capturing colorful details of Monet’s lavish lifestyle, tempestuous personality, and abiding friendships, King presents an intimate and revealing portrait of an iconic figure and world culture. Illus., maps. 536 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00  $10.95

★ 6977754 ALBERTO GIACOMETTI: A Biography. By Catherine Grenier. Takes us into the private life of an artist haunted by his oeuvre, driven relentlessly by an uncompromising and demanding nature. In this fascinating biography, Grenier recounts the exceptional story of Alberto Giacometti, his life and times, in an account that is both thrilling as a novel. Photos. 335 pages. Flammarion. Import. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

★ 6602019 KAFFE FASSETT: Dreaming in Color. Fassett began designing knitwear for Bill Gibb, then the Missions, Vogue magazine. Private clients like Lauren B. and Barbara Streisand, and in the process revolutionized the handknitting world. Further explorations led him to a wider world of textile design. Here is an intimate look at Fassett’s life and art. 242 pages. Whitecap. Pub. at $59.95  $12.95


New Harvest. Pub. at $25.00
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By David A. Smith. Audie Murphy was a nearly forgotten hero who lived the American dream, and whose war story became an American tragedy. Photos. 241 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $27.99 $29.95

**6625711** VAN GOGH’S EAR. By Bernadette Murphy. Murphy reveals for the first time, the true story of this long-misunderstood incident, sweeping away the myth and revising this troubled but brilliant artist at his breaking point. A fascinating work of detection, it is also a study of a painter creating his most iconic and revolutionary work, and one fateful swipe of the blade that would change the course of art history through the ages. Illus., 319 pages. FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $21.95


**6568458** PICASSO AND THE CHESS PLAYER. By Larry Witham. 16 pages of photos. 357 pages. UPNE. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95


**5722330** DIANE ARBUS: Portrait of a Photographer. By Arthur Cohen. A comprehensive biography of the most ambitious and incomparably talented printer, born to a printing family in the small foothill town of Saluzzo in 1740. Lester presents a complete picture of the man, his times, and the extraordinary work he created over a lifetime and fully engaged lifetime. Illus., some in color. 255 pages. Goodine. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95


**3610047** DISCOVERING IMPRESSIONISM: The Life of Paul Durand-Ruel. By Pierre Assouline. Photos. 304 pages. Vendome. Pub. at $75.00 $3.95

**5919495** MY LIFE IN FLUX–AND ORIOLE VERSA. By Emmett Williams. 400 illustrations, 17 in color. 496 pages. Thames & HUDSON. Pub. at $40.00 $7.95


**6818757** BOB AND RAY: Keener Than Most Persons. By David Pollock. By the established comedy conventions of their era. Bob Elliott and Ray Goulding were true game Changers. Traces the origins and development of the pair’s unique sensibility, which defined their local and network radio and TV series, later motion picture roles, and radio, TV, and print personalities, and his hit show Bob and Ray-The Two and Only. Illus., some in color. 318 pages. Applause. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

**6936474** KATHERINE HEPBURN: An Independent Woman. By Ronald Bergen. Always her own woman and refusing to give in to the studio’s producers demands, Hepburn was a nonconformist beauty–to which the 150 sumptuous photographs in this voluminous story amply testify–she will always be one of cinema’sexamples of the advantages of independence. 192 pages. Arcade. 9x11”. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**2594633** ABSOLUTE MAYHEM: Secret Confessions of a Porn Star. By M. Mayhem & G. Lim. In her funny and disarmingly candid memoir Monica Mayhem, America’s most famous porn star, reveals the ins and outs of making it big in Los Angeles, the pornography business, and the adult world only. Color photos. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


**5911293** RICKLES’ BOOK: A Memoir. By Don Rickles with D. Ritz. The comedian tells his story of growing up, getting into show business, and of his famous friends, from Frank Sinatra to Clark Gable to Johnny Carson. Photos. 239 pages. S&S. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

**5864852** YESTERDAY, TODAY, TOMORROW: My Life. By Sophia Loren. In her first memoir, the Academy-Award-winning actress tells her incredible life story, from the war-torn Naples to her life as a screen legend, icon of elegance, and devoted mother. 64 pages of photos, some color. 332 pages. Atria. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

**6638201** I SAID YES TO EVERYTHING: A Memoir. By Lee Grant. Set amid the New York theater scene of the fifties and the star-studded parties of Malibu in the seventies, Grant’s memoir evokes a world of passion and movie-star glamour. After her name landed on the Hollywood blacklist, her offers ground to a halt, and she lost it all. 24 pages of photos. 363 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6917658** A LITTLE THING CALLED LIFE: On Loving Elvis Presley, Bruce Jenner, and Songs in Between. By Linda Thompson. For decades, Linda Thompson has led one of the most remarkable lives in show business. Beauty queen, award-winning songwriter, longtime love of Elvis Presley, and former wife to Bruce Jenner, she’s now opening up to tell the extraordinary story of her career, romances, and motherhood. 260 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**6773389** MAKE ’EM LAUGH: Short-Term Memories of Longtime Friends. By Debbie Reynolds & D. Hannaway. An entertaining collection of vignettes, stories, jokes, and random musings from a friend who has seen it all and done it all. In this fabulous personal tour through 65 years onstage and on-screen, Debbie recalls wonderful (and sometimes naughty) moments with the greats of the entertainment world. Photos, some in color. 268 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
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BURTON is a man quite different from the acclaimed actor we know. Here for the first time are the diaries of Richard Burton: a seven-day event. 245 pages. Atria.Pub. at $26.00

7532148 DROPPED NAMES: Famous Men and Women as I Knew Them. By Frank Langella, Rita Hayworth dancing by candlelight in a small Manhattan village; Elizabeth Taylor deriding homemade pasta and tenderly wrapping him in her pashmina scarf; terrifying a dozing Jackie Onassis. Some of these are the funny, wicked, and shockingly shocking encounters that are captured in this memoir. 363 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


5654739 YES, MY ACCENT IS REAL: And Some Other Things I Haven’t Told You. By Kunal Nayyar. This revealing collection of essays written by Nayyar, the actor who plays the lovable misfit Raj on The Big Bang Theory, traces his journey from a young boy in New Delhi who mistakes an awkward first kiss for a sacred commitment, to the grown man who marries a former Miss India in an elaborate ceremony. 245 pages. Alfred. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


5952633 RICHARD BURTON: Prince of Wales. By Michael Munn. From the depths of a small mining village in Wales to a star of Hollywood’s silver screen, Richard Burton broke every rule in his quest for the American dream. This first ever look at the real Burton is a must-read for AI DS sufferers, he r support for all minorities and a chronicle of how MacLaine came to see the world’s most iconic ballets—not to mention Broadway and Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. He also offers his commentary on the absurdity of everyday life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

5952238 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS: Conversations, Magic Moments, and Assorted Hijinks. By Dick Cavett. The legendary talk show host shares his reflections and reminiscences about the fascinating characters that have crossed his path, from Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. He also offers his commentary on the absurdity of everyday life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

5858986 JIM HENSON: The Biography. By Brian Jay Jones. An up-close look at the charmed life of a legend. Jones gives the full measure to a man whose joyful genius transcended age, language, geography, and culture—and continues to beguile audiences worldwide. 15 pages of photos. 585 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

6677401 ABOVE THE LINE: My Wild Oats Adventure. By Shirley MacLaine. The actress applies her trademark humor and quirk to one of the most paradigm-shifting adventures of her life: the making of the film Wild Oats. Reading like a screwball comedy of filmmaking pandemonium, it’s also a chronicle of how MacLaine came to see the legendary city of Los Angeles. 216 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.00 $4.95

6680003 BEFORE I FORGET: Love, Hope, Help, and Acceptance in Our Fight Against Alzheimer’s. By B. Smith & D. Gasby. Part memoir and part caregiver’s guide, this story is crafted in short chapters that interweave narrative with practical and helpful advice. But most of all, this is a love story, illuminating a love of family, life, and hope. 319 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

6680235 LIFE IN MOTION: An Untethered Ballerina. By Misty Copeland with C. Johnson. Copeland opens a window into the life of an artist who lives life center stage. From behind the scenes at her first classes to her triumphant roles in some of the world’s most iconic ballets—not to mention Broadway and Hollywood—she delivers a sensational and sensi tive memoir. Photos, most in color. 282 pages. Touchstone. Paperback. Pub.at $15.99 $9.95

2761483 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS: Conversations, Magic Moments, and Assorted Hijinks. By Dick Cavett. The legendary talk show host shares his reflections and reminiscences about the fascinating characters that have crossed his path, from Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. He also offers his commentary on the absurdity of everyday life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

5858986 JIM HENSON: The Biography. By Brian Jay Jones. An up-close look at the charmed life of a legend. Jones gives the full measure to a man whose joyful genius transcended age, language, geography, and culture—and continues to beguile audiences worldwide. 15 pages of photos. 585 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $35.00 $6.95

6482260 LIFE—REMEMBERING GRACE. Photos by Howell Conant. This magical celebration of Grace Kelly represents the fruits of a 27-year collaboration between renowned photographer and a legendary woman. Many of the images have appeared in the pages of Collier’s, Many of the images have appeared in the pages of Collier’s, and a frustrating career behind, she begins to live a life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95

2761483 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS: Conversations, Magic Moments, and Assorted Hijinks. By Dick Cavett. The legendary talk show host shares his reflections and reminiscences about the fascinating characters that have crossed his path, from Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. He also offers his commentary on the absurdity of everyday life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

5855238 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS: Conversations, Magic Moments, and Assorted Hijinks. By Dick Cavett. The legendary talk show host shares his reflections and reminiscences about the fascinating characters that have crossed his path, from Hollywood legends to American cultural icons. He also offers his commentary on the absurdity of everyday life—politics, travel, comedy, and more. 267 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95
4536991 AMERICA’S MISTRESS: The Life and Times of Eartha Kitt. By John L. Williams. This moving and unsettling biography is at once a powerful exploration of the destruction of the ideals of fame and prejudice, and also an unforgettable portrait of an enchanting, unpredictable actress, singer, and dancer who was once, in the words of O. J. Simpson, “the most exciting woman in the world.” 320 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

3605957 GRACE. By Thilo Wydra. Kelly appeared in classic films including Rear Window and To Catch a Thief; yet her private life remained in the shadows. This biography draws from previously unreleased photographs and documents from the Grimaldi family archive, letters between Kelly and Hitchcock, and interviews with her companions and relatives, including Prince Albert II of Monaco. 378 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

5952131 BECOMING BEYONCE: The Untold Story. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. A talented show contestant, pageant winner, and girl group singer Beyoncé shares with us her journey to becoming the vocalist, actress, pop star, businesswoman, wife, and mother she is today. It’s also the story of a darker side that is often hidden behind the stories of those of her personal issues. 352 pages. Harper. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

5517664 INSIDE LINDA LOVELACE’S DEEP THROAT: Degradation, Porno Chic, and the Rise of Feminism. By R. Havers & R. Evans. Linda Lovelace’s story is told in her own words: “I am a woman who was a sex slave, the prisoner of a sadistic monster who rented her out for rape and became the party favor of Hollywood stars. In this overview of her life and times, news insights pour forth about the bizarre saga surrounding the world’s most famous pornographic film and the dark side of the American Dream. Illus. 640 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $16.95

5571556 PAUL NEWMAN, THE MAN BEHIND THE BABY BLUES: His Secret Life Exposed by Darwin Porter. Publisher states: “This is Paul Newman’s secret life, the story of the man behind the talk of the town and the Baby Blues.” It’s much more than a memoir—it’s the story of a man who used his platform to help others. 282 pages. Pioneer Press. Pub. at $22.99 $18.95


5514644 CHAPLIN: A Life. By Stephen Weissman. An authoritative new biography of the greatest cinematic comedian of all time, tracing Chaplin’s life from his beginnings as a music hall genius in fascinating detail. Contextualizes and analyzes both his politics and his scandalous sex life, both of which he was infamous for, 16 pages of photos. 315 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6756211 83 MINUTES: The Doctor, the Damage, and the Shocking Death of Michael Jackson. By Dr. M. Richards & M. Langberg. A comprehensive account of the crucial moments leading up to Michael Jackson’s untimely death. Drawing on court documents and testimonials the authors present a multi-perspective tracking of all individuals involved and the pressures that played as the tragedy unfolded. 426 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95


6708255 18 HOLES WITH BING: Golf, Life, and Lessons from Dad. By N. Crosby & J. Stengel. With biographies of a father and son on the golf course and the lessons about the game and about life that Bing imparted. Crosby introduces a whole new generation to his father, and showcases never before told stories of father and son and his unforgettable sport that bounded them. Photos. 212 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

6688276 BASED ON A TRUE STORY. By Norm Macdonald. As the title suggests, he tells the story of his life, more or less, from his origins on a farm in the backwoods of Ontario and a disastrous appearance on Star Search to his near death as anchor of Weekend Update on Saturday Night Live. It’s much more than a memoir—it’s the hilarious epic of Norm’s life. Photos. 240 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95


675421X HOUQUIN & CONAN DOYLE: The Great Magician, the Great Detective, and the Memoirs of a Man Who Knew Both. By J. Randy Taraborrelli. Drawing on previously unpublished archive material, Sandford relates the story of two popular geniuses whose personalitites and individual beliefs about the supernatural would eventually pull them apart. Photos. 282 pages. Duckworth. Paperbound Import. $9.95

6660061 SHIRLEY I JESTI A Storied Life. By Cindy Williams with D. Smith. One of the last comedians of the classic comedy duet Laverne & Shirley chronicles her wild and lively career in show business. With wit and candor, Williams takes us from a struggling childhood to her rise to the star-studded world of Hollywood. Illus. 224 pages. Threshold. Pub. at $22.99 $14.95

6558051 I SHOULD BE DEAD: My Life Surviving Politics, TV, and Addiction. By Bob Beckel with J.D. Mann. From a pop culture personality comes a deeply moving memoir written with Beckel’s trademark candor and humor. He charts his life as a political operative and diplomat, his long struggle with alcohol and drugs, and his up-and-down journey toward faith and recovery. Photos. 294 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

596475X FIREBALL: Carole Lombard and the Mystery of Flight 3. By Robert Matzen. Presents the page-turning story of a tragic weekend in 1942 that stunned the nation, resulting in a Hollywood murder mystery. Matzen charts the starlet’s plummet from the sky, the desperate search that followed, and the murmurs of sabotage that were kindled in the aftermath. 32 pages of photos. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

SOLD OUT

See more titles at erhbc.com/647
6899706 CESAR MILLAN’S LESSONS FROM THE PACK. With Melissa Jo Peltier. Through eight remarkable dogs Millan takes us on an emotional journey through his life. Highlighting lessons he’s learned from his pack along the way. He shares never before told insights into this own life, as well as insider observations from celebrity clientele. 234 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $24.95. $8.95

676579 VANESSA: The Life of Vanessa Redgrave. By Dan Callahan. Reveals the woman many have called the greatest living actress, and takes stock of Redgrave both as actress and as political activist with a critical, objective study of her life and career. 16 pages of photos. 343 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

598461 OLIVIER. By Philip Ziegler. Hollywood superstar, Oscar-winning director—the greatest stage actor of the 20th century—Oliver’s triumphs were due above all to two things: talent and a ravenous determination to succeed. In this compelling biography, Ziegler lets the actor’s true character shine through never before. 32 pages of photos. 246 pages. MacLehose Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95


6654483 CALAMITY JANE: The Life and Legend of Martha Jane Cannary. By D.J. Herda. Part cowgirl banker, part actor, part sexuality alluring siren, part drunken but, she was all of these and much more. A mother of two who just as often took employment as a waitress, laundress, or dance hall girl as she did as an Indian scout or burlesque performer, she shamelessly parlayed her reputation into a legend. Photos. 201 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

665439X IN SUCH GOOD COMPANY: Eleven Years of Laughter, Mayhem, and Fun in the Sandbox. By Carol Burnett. Burnett dives deep into stories of the guests, sketches, and antics that made The Carol Burnett Show legendary. This is her love letter to an era in television through the lens of her brilliant show. 301 pages. Three Rivers. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95


5893733 AUDREY HEPBURN. By Kathryn Dixon. An account of the life of Audrey Hepburn—one of the greatest actresses to win an Oscar, Tony, Emmy, and Grammy. But, in her eyes, possibly the best role of her career was that of Goodwill Ambassador for UNICEF. Her experiences in the war-torn regions of the world uniquely qualified her to advocate on behalf of children devastated by war and famine. Well illus., many in color. 96 pages. T.A. Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6614898 THE VEGAS DIARIES: Romance, Rolling the Dice, and the Road to Recovery. By Holly Madison. After leaving the confines of the Playboy mansion and began a new life in Las Vegas, which included a stint on Dancing with the Stars, the coveted lead in the Strip’s hottest burlesque spectacular, and a reality series spotlighting her new life as a single woman. She also explored the Sin City pharmacy scene. She would spin the life and the life that she desires. 272 pages. Dewy Street. Pub. at $25.99. $4.95


5984874 DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE: Curious Adventures and Cautionary Tales of a Former Playboy Bunny. By Holly Madison. A candid and moving memoir, this is an introspective account of life inside the Playboy Mansion: the drugs, sex, abuse, infamous parties, and Holly’s behind-the-scenes life with Bridget, Kendra, and Mr. Playboy himself. Color photos. 334 pages. Dewy Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $5.95

6856152 MAKING SENSE OF MARYLyn. By Andrew Norman. With his medical background, the author is in a position to shed new light on the enigmatic character of Marilyn Monroe—fascinating yet deeply troubled, former Hollywood icon who is regarded as the world’s most famous movie star. 16 pages of photos. 160 pages. Fonthill. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

6831559 TRAVELLING TO WORK: Diaries 1988–1998. By Michael Palin. The third volume of Palin’s widely acclaimed diaries reveals his career has taken an unexpected detour into travel. His writings show a man grasping every opportunity that comes his way, and they deal candidly with the doubts and setbacks that accompany his prodigious work-rate. 32 pages of photos, some color. 563 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

* 2614995 DAMN YOU, SCARLETT O’HARA: The Love Stories of Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier. By D. Porter & R. Moseley. Vivien Leigh and Laurence Olivier were referred to as a “dream couple,” but their private lives were a nightmare. In this groundbreaking biography, the sexual excesses and interpersonal anguish of this ill-fated duo is exposed in graphic, sometimes wrenching detail. Photos. 708 pages. Blood Moon. Pub. at $27.95. $19.95

* 6854079 MY DAYS: Happy and Otherwise. By Marion Ross with D. Laurell. In this warm and candid memoir, filled with loving recollections from her award-winning Happy Days team—break-out star Henry Winkler to Cunningham wild child Erin Moran–Ross shares what it was like to be a starry-eyed young girl with dreams in rural Montana, and the determination it took to make them come true. 16 pages of photos. 303 pages. Pub. at $26.00. $18.95

* 5970326 SHIRLEY TEMPLE: American Princess. By Anne Edwards. Shirley Temple is brought into this focus in this definitive, intimate portrait. With rare access to her private world, Edwards captures her metamorphic rise to fame as a child star, her fall as an adolescent who had outgrown her appeal, and her surprising ascent into a world figure as ambassador to the United Nations and other diplomatic assignments. Photos. 445 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. $13.95

5792517 INGRID BERGMAN: Great Stars. By David Thomson. Adored by millions for her luminous beauty and elegance, at the height of her career Ingrid Bergman commanded a love that had hardly ever been matched, until her marriage fell apart and created an international scandal. Here is a unique take on a woman who was constantly driven by her passions. Photos. 116 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00. $5.95

ACTING MATTERS. By David Thomson. Thomson pulls together his essays and musings, examining the art of acting and the performing arts for both the artist and the audience members while addressing the paradoxes inherent in acting itself. 178 pages. Yale. Pub. at $11.95.

6845045 I’M YOUR BIGGEST FAN. By Kate Schomer. What happens when a woman lands in the lap of the person that puts her in very close proximity to the superstars she grew up worshiping? A series of hilarious essays that lays bare the author’s celebrity encounters in a way no interview can. Weighing in on famous friendships and moving, this is for anyone who loves celebrities. 246 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

6829220 THE GIRL WITH THE LOWER BACK TATTOO. By Amy Schumer. This collection of essays by Schumer mines her past for stories about her tender years and her family’s relationships and shares the experiences that have shaped who she is. Ranging from the raucous to the romantic this appealing collection is the literary equivalent of a night out with your best friend. 16 pages of color photos. 323 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00. $7.95
**6585630 CRANE: Sex, Celebrity, and My Father’s Unresolved Murder. By R. Crane & C. Fryer. By turns shocking and uplifting, Robert Crane’s autobiography discusses that terrible day he was called to the crime scene of his father’s brutal murder; of growing up in Los Angeles; his struggle to reconcile the good and sordid sides of his celebrity father; and his relationships with mentors; reveals the truth of his own fascinating life. Photos. 350 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.95**

**7579846 BECOMING. By Cindy Crawford with K. O’Leary. The cornerstone of the golden age of the supermodel. Rob Kramer. Like a supermodel in the 1990s, Crawford blazed a trail, seamlessly moving between the runway to unconventional outlets such as MTV, Super Bowl commercials, and even Playboy magazine. On the eve of her 50th birthday, she looks back, photo shoot by photo shoot, on a remarkable career. 256 pages. Rizzoli. $8.95/11.95. Pub. at $50.00**

**5697575 JUDY GARLAND ON JUDY GARLAND: Interviews and Encounters. Ed. by Randy L. Schmidt. Collects and presents the most important Garland interviews and encounters that took place between 1935 and 1969. Writing a number of essays for various publications and sitting for countless print, radio, and television interviews, it places Judy Garland in the role of storyteller, making this volume the closest thing to her autobiography we have. 16 pages of photos. 456 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. At $32.95**

**6953792 THINK BIG: Overcoming Obstacles with Optimism. By J. Arnold & B. Klein. Drawn from their own popular self-help program, this inspirational narrative is the inspirational guide from Arnold and Klein for dreaming big, setting goals, and taking the steps you need to get there. Each section includes heartwarming anecdotes full of grace, humor, and wisdom, and it’s a reminder before you set out on your personal and professional lives. Color photos. 238 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99**

**5691545 LIFE IS SHORT (NO PUN INTENDED). By J. Arnold & B. Klein. The stars of TLC’s hit show, The Little Couple open up about their childhoods, the struggles of their teen years, the passions that drive their success, their romance, the joy they’ve found as parents, and what it’s like to have a camera recording your every move. Many color photos, 389 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $27.99**

**5713501 CHARLIE CHAPLIN: A Brief Life. By Peter Ackroyd. In this gripping biography, Ackroyd wrests the director’s chair back from the master of control to reveal a jolly man fond of practical jokes. Iconic film stars make cameos appearances throughout Hitchcock’s story, just as he did in his own films. A captivating presentation of the most revered directors of the 20th century. Photos. 276 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. At $16.95**

**6710964 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: A Brief Life. By Peter Ackroyd. Turn the spotlight on Chaplin’s other, as well as his cinematic worlds, from his humble theatrical beginnings to his Hollywood’s rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising his daughters. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99**

**6794181 REBEL: My Life Outside the Lines. By Nick Nolte. Offers a candid, unvarnished, close-up look at the man, the career, the loves, and the life of a man who never earned a Hollywood’s rules. Motivated by personal, edgy projects, not box office success, he has found peace on his own terms, juggling projects while raising his daughters. 256 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99**

**5274317 WATCH ME: A Memoir. By Anjelica Huston. Picking up after A Story Lately Told, which relayed her enchanted childhood, Huston’s second memoir discusses her turbulent 17-year relationship with Jack Nicholson; her renowned performances in films like Prizzi’s Honor and The Royal Tenenbaums; the death of her father, the great John Huston; and more. 16 pages of photos, many color. 389 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $17.00**

**7604145 WATCH ME: A Memoir. By Anjelica Huston. Picking up after A Story Lately Told, which relayed her enchanted childhood, Huston’s second memoir discusses her turbulent 17-year relationship with Jack Nicholson; her renowned performances in films like Prizzi’s Honor and The Royal Tenenbaums; the death of her father, the great John Huston; and more. 16 pages of photos, many color. 389 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $17.00**

**6904882 TOM CRUISE: Anatomy of an Actor. By Amy Nicholson. In this thoughtful and candid biography, Nicholson identifies the key elements that made the performances exceptional, carefully examining the actor’s craft for both a professional audience and movie fans alike. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8/3x10/16. Import. Pub. at $49.95**

**6554188 HE’S GOT RHYTHM: The Life and Career of Gene Kelly. By Cynthia & Sara Brideson. Drawing on articles, recent interviews, including one with Kelly’s daughter Kerry, and other previously untapped primary sources, the authors offer a multifaceted portrait of the consummate dancer, actor, and perfectionist. This comprehensive biography provides a balanced and entertaining view of one of the screen’s most enduring legends. 48 pages of photos. 157 pages. University Press of Kentucky. Paperbound. At $19.95**

**5921639 ROAD DOG: Life and Reflections from the Road as a Stand-Up Comic. By Dave Davidoff. Chronicling the highs and often very lows of performance life with honesty, clarity, and humility, this account is by turns hystERICALLY funny and painfully honest, and Davidoff tells it all with an urgency and surpassing literary skill. Photos, many in color. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $21.95**

**6921592 A Story Lately Told, which relayed her enchanted childhood, Huston’s second memoir discusses her turbulent 17-year relationship with Jack Nicholson; her renowned performances in films like Prizzi’s Honor and The Royal Tenenbaums; the death of her father, the great John Huston; and more. 16 pages of photos, many color. 389 pages.**

**6564810 HANK & JIM: The Fifty-Year Friendship of Henry Ford and James Stewart. By Scott Eyman. The remarkable account of two Hollywood legends who, though different in many ways, maintained a close friendship that endured through the ups and downs of life and careers. Much more than a Hollywood story, this is a fascinating portrait of two Hollywood legends who, though different in many ways, maintained a close friendship that endured through the ups and downs of life and careers.**

**6904882 TOM CRUISE: Anatomy of an Actor. By Amy Nicholson. In this thoughtful and candid biography, Nicholson identifies the key elements that made the performances exceptional, carefully examining the actor’s craft for both a professional audience and movie fans alike. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8/3x10/16. Import. Pub. at $49.95**
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★ 6658397 JOHN WAYNE: Made in America. By the eds. of the Official John Wayne Magazine. His story is uniquely American, and the effect the country had on John Wayne is matched only by the outsize impact he had on the nation he loved so well. In an effort to salute both, this volume explores the history of the world’s greatest country with the eyes of its most beloved icon. Well illus., many in color. 208 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

★ 6568457 HARRY LANDGOND: King of Silent Comedy. By G. Oldham & M. Langdon. Examines the life and distinctive stages of Langdon’s career, from early training in vaudeville, his meteoric rise and fall as a silent film comedian, and his continuous work in sound film and live theater. Oldham offers a long-overdue look at a multifaceted, complex, and talented entertainer who left behind a brilliant body of work. Well illus. 346 pages. UPKY.

★ 5597721 BORN A CRIME: Stories from a South African Childhood. By Trevor Noah. The respected comedian and new host of The Daily Show tells his compelling, inspiring, and comically sublime story of coming of age during the twilight of apartheid and the tumultuous days of freedom that followed. 288 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 6724019 GRACE KELLY: Hollywood Dream Girl. By J. Jorgensen & M. Bowman. This ultimate biographical chronicle of one of the icons of style and beauty in 1950s Hollywood, is told through stunning and rare images, including seldom seen childhood photos. Illustrated and designed like the TV appearance that launched her breakout role in High Noon, her collaboration with Alfred Hitchcock, and her retirement as Princess of Monaco. 288 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★ 5647296 ROBERT DE NIRO: Anatomy of an Actor. By Griff Kinney. Over the course of a rich and varied career, De Niro has played a wide range of acting roles, from crime movies to musicals, period pieces, and action flicks, with an affinity for gangsters. Kinney offers a comprehensive study of De Niro’s career through the analysis of ten of his most iconic roles, defining what has made him one of the most respected and influential actors of our time. Fully illus., in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x10¾. Import. Pub. at $49.95

★ 6728720 ROOM TO DREAM. By D. Lynch & K. McKenna. A landmark autobiography that offers a one-time all-access pass into the life and mind of David Lynch, one of our most enigmatic and utterly original living directors and authors. In this memoir, he talks openly about a life lived in pursuit of his singular vision, and the many heartaches and struggles he’s faced. Well illus. 578 pages. Random. Pub. at $32.00 $23.95

★ 666671X DEAN WATSON: A Lady’s Memoir. By Rita Coolidge with M. Woollers. Offers a front-row seat, an iconic era and illumination of a life that Jackie Weiler has interviewed including Janet Brown, Rolf Harris, Spike Milligan, Peter Ustinov, Willie Carson, Gary Linnek, Cliff Morgan, and more. Collects thirteen interviews. 564 pages. Dey Street. 9½x11¾. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95

★ 6587406 SWABBED & FOUND: An Adopted Man’s DNA Journey to Discover His Family Tree. By Frank Billingsley. A fascinating story of how the author combined cutting-edge DNA tests and genealogical programs in combination with his investigative skills to put the pieces of his family tree in order. His story shows that who we are is not necessarily who gave us our eye color, but who we love. Photos. 288 pages. Sky. Pub. at $24.95 $23.95


★ 4542460 100 REASONS TO LOVE AUDREY HEPBURN. By Joanna Bennecke. Pixus. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95


★ 6889968 LOVE TRIANGLE: Ronald Reagan, Jane Wyman & Nancy Davis. By D. Porter & D. Prince. Hot, unauthorized, and unapologetic, here is all the gossip on this unlikely trio that is truly unit print! Well illus. 662 pages. Blood Moon. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95


★ 6728022 RIVER DUNCAN CONFIDENTIAL. By Melissa Rivers with S. Currie. Mining the rich of Joan’s vast personal archives, Melissa presents a collection of never-before-seen artifacts, along with tales of her and the life of this comedy legend’s remarkable and colorful story. Bursting with scripts and monologues; letters from famous friends; rare photographs; scrapbook clippings; monologues; her monologues; jokes and more. 336 pages. Abrams. 9½x11. Pub. at $40.00 $31.95

★ 5932668 JUDY AND I: My Life with Judy Garland. By Sid Luft. Tellis Luft’s and Garland’s story in hard-boiled yet elegant prose. Beginning with the night they first met and fell for each other, and culminating through Garland’s lifetime, this book did not complete his memoir. It ended in 1960, but was completed and seamlessly pieced together by editor Randy L. Schmidt from extensive interviews and Sid’s 16 pages of photos. 465 pages. NAL. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

★ 666712X DEAN WATSON: A Lady’s Memoir. By Rita Coolidge with M. Woollers. Offers a front-seat, an iconic era and illumination of a life that Jackie Weiler has interviewed including Janet Brown, Rolf Harris, Spike Milligan, Peter Ustinov, Willie Carson, Gary Linnek, Cliff Morgan, and more. Collects thirteen interviews. 564 pages. Dey Street. 9½x11¾. Pub. at $45.00 $39.95

★ 66724019 GRACE KELLY: Hollywood Dream Girl. By J. Jorgensen & M. Bowman. This ultimate biographical chronicle of one of the icons of style and beauty in 1950s Hollywood, is told through stunning and rare images, including seldom seen childhood photos. Illustrated and designed like the TV appearance that launched her breakout role in High Noon, her collaboration with Alfred Hitchcock, and her retirement as Princess of Monaco. 288 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

★ 5647296 ROBERT DE NIRO: Anatomy of an Actor. By Griff Kinney. Over the course of a rich and varied career, De Niro has played a wide range of acting roles, from crime movies to musicals, period pieces, and action flicks, with an affinity for gangsters. Kinney offers a comprehensive study of De Niro’s career through the analysis of ten of his most iconic roles, defining what has made him one of the most respected and influential actors of our time. Fully illus., in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x10¾. Import. Pub. at $49.95

★ 6728022 RIVER DUNCAN CONFIDENTIAL. By Melissa Rivers with S. Currie. Mining the rich of Joan’s vast personal archives, Melissa presents a collection of never-before-seen artifacts, along with tales of her and the life of this comedy legend’s remarkable and colorful story. Bursting with scripts and monologues; letters from famous friends; rare photographs; scrapbook clippings; monologues; her monologues; jokes and more. 336 pages. Abrams. 9½x11. Pub. at $40.00 $31.95

★ 5932668 JUDY AND I: My Life with Judy Garland. By Sid Luft. Tellis Luft’s and Garland’s story in hard-boiled yet elegant prose. Beginning with the night they first met and fell for each other, and culminating through Garland’s lifetime, this book did not complete his memoir. It ended in 1960, but was completed and seamlessly pieced together by editor Randy L. Schmidt from extensive interviews with Sid. 16 pages of photos. 465 pages. NAL. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95
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**WAYLON: Tales of My Outlaw Dad.** By Jerry Jennings with D. Thomas. Debunking myths and sharing incredible never-before-told stories, this is a son's loving and surprisingly honest portrait of his father, “the greatest Outlaw country musician to grace this earth,” and an unlikely but devoted family man. Photos, some in color. 248 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**AMERICANA: The Kinks, the Riff, the Road—The Story.** By Ray Davies. From his quintessentially English perspective as a songwriter for the Kinks, Davies explores his feelings—love, confusion, and fascination—for the country that both inspires and frustrates him. With candor, humor, and passion, he offers us a part of his storied career, revealing what music, fame, and America really mean to him. Photos. color. 311 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

**PLAY ON: Now, Then, and Fleetwood Mac.** By M. Fleetwood & A. Baza. Fleetwood takes you inside the legendary supergroup’s raucous history and recounts the triumphs and trials of keeping the band together. He vividly describes the creation of landmark albums such as Rumors and Tusk, speaks openly about the great loves of his life, and shares outrageous moments from in the studio and on tour. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 344 pages. Little. Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

**BILLY JOEL: The Definitive Biography.** By Fred Schruers. Comprehensive, vibrantly written, and filled with Joel’s memories and reflections—as well as those of family, friends, and band members—this is the definitive account of a beloved rock star’s epic American journey. Schruers delivers us an unprecedented, all-access look at the life, career, and legacy of Long Island kid turned musical icon. 16 pages of photos, most color. 387 pages. Crown. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

**MY SIDE OF LIFE: The Hank Thompson Biography.** By Warren Kin. Based on numerous interviews during which the country singer and band member related his life history while interspersing many humorous stories, this is a loved rock star’s epic American journey. Thompson speaks openly about the great loves of his life, his bandmates, his business dealings, his relationship with his family, and the pedophilia allegations that marked his career. Photos, some in color. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 776 pages. Grove. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

**THREE CHORDS FOR BEAUTY’S SAKE: The Life of Leonard Cohen.** By Tom Nolan. The acclaimed biographer brings this brilliant and talented artist to life. Nolan’s unflinching account of Cohen’s life is driven by 14 years of interviews with Shaw, as well as conversations with more than 100 of his contemporaries. Here is a candid and sympathetic portrait of the musician and his era and restores Shaw to his rightful place in jazz history. Photos. 430 pages. Norton. Pub. at $29.95 $4.95

**WHEN IN ROME: A Memoir.** By Lela Leibovitz. More than just an insider’s account of life in Rome, and a guide to the city, this is also a story of one of the most fascinating yet misunderstood figures in the history of popular music. Photos, some in color. 476 pages. Jawbone. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**A BROKEN HALLELUJAH: Rock and Roll, Redemption, and the Life of Leonard Cohen.** By Liel Leibovitz. More than just an account of Cohen’s life, this intimate mediation on the artist is as emotionally astute as it is philosophically observant. Delving into the sources and meaning of Cohen’s music, Leibovitz beautifully illuminates the idea that Cohen is telling us and why we listen so intensely. Photos. 281 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

**LICK ME: How I Became Cherry Vanilla.** By Randall Sullivan. This is a journey from the birth of rock and the launch of the most ferocious and fascinating aspect of the music industry during its most electrifying era, with memorable detours through the sexual revolution, the women’s liberation movement, and the Theater of the Ridiculous. Additionally, 100 photos. 278 pages. Chicago. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**UNTOUCHABLE: The Strange Life and Tragic Death of Michael Jackson.** By Randall Sullivan. Discover the true story behind the King of Pop: one of the most fascinating, troubled, and interesting figures in all of pop culture. Sullivan delivers never before reported information about Jackson’s business dealings, his relationship with his family, and the pedophilia allegations that marked his career. Photos, some color. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 776 pages. Grove. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

**LEONARD COHEN: The Songs and the Story.** By Justin Martell. Based on interviews with family, friends, and associates, this is the definitive account of one of the most influential figures in 20th-century popular music. Photos, some in color. 262 pages. Dey.Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

**FEVER: The Life and Music of Miss Peggy Lee.** By Lita Ford. With B. Greenman. George Clinton, visual icon, merry prankster, absurdist philosopher, and global legend, takes us on a journey of interplanetary funkiness. Full of sex, drugs, superheroes, and outlaws, this era-defining spectacle, this memoir is powered by a nearly unimaginable supply of creative energy and infectious soul. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 404 pages. Anthe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**BROTHERS BE, YO LIKE GEORGE, AND WHEN CAN YOU BE MY FATHER, MY FRIEND?** By George Clinton with B. Greenman. George Clinton, visual icon, merry prankster, absurdist philosopher, and global legend, takes us on a journey of interplanetary funkiness. Full of sex, drugs, superheroes, and outlaws, this era-defining spectacle, this memoir is powered by a nearly unimaginable supply of creative energy and infectious soul. 32 pages of photos, most in color. 404 pages. Anthe. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**SINATRA: The Chairman.** By James Kaplan. The endlessly absorbing sequel to Kaplan’s best-selling Frank: The Voice, completing the definitive biography. Kaplan goes behind the legend to reveal Sinatra in his many guises: peerless singer, sometimes a star, and his career, spanning five decades, from his beginnings in a tiny Brooklyn nightclub to his appearances on international stages. Illus., many in color. 200 pages. Hal Leonard. Paperback. Pub. at $14.98 $4.95

**THE MEETING OF A MANN AND THE FLUTE IN JAZZ.** By Cary Gellin. How the great loves of his life, his bandmates, his business dealings, his relationship with his family, and the pedophilia allegations that marked his career. Photos, some color. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 776 pages. Grove. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

**AMERICANA: The Kinks, the Riff, the Road—The Story.** By Ray Davies. From his quintessentially English perspective as a songwriter for the Kinks, Davies explores his feelings—love, confusion, and fascination—for the country that both inspires and frustrates him. With candor, humor, and passion, he offers us a part of his storied career, revealing what music, fame, and America really mean to him. Photos. color. 311 pages. Sterling. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
SICK ON YOU: The Disastrous Story of the Hollywood Brats, the Greatest Band You've Never Heard Of. By Andrew Matheson. In 1970, the Brats set out to make music history, with only a guitar, a tatty copy of the Melody Maker, and their template for the perfect band. The Brats recorded one genius but ignored idea and fell about of their crooks who ran a music industry. His story unfolds here. Color photos. 321 pages. Blue Rider. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

STEPHEN STILL: Change Partners. By David Roberts. The first person to be interviewed twice in one night into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Still’s story has seen him associated with a who’s who of musicians, including Jimi Hendrix, Neil Young, Judy Collins, Public Enemy and even the Bee Gees. Set against legendary rock ‘n’ roll tales, this biography—“it’s a manual for those wishing to learn the ways of the ultimate rock ‘n’ roll gentleman.” A volume no Dr. Feelgood fan would want to be without. 261 pages. Polyan. Paperback Import.

THE MEMOIRS OF NORMAN HARRIS. By Norman Harris, founder and owner of the legendary store, Norman’s Rare Guitars, Harris tells his story: of being a rockabilly start in Wink, Texas, to his days in the music industry. His story unfolds here. Color photos. 320 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


5977800 BEING ELVIS: A Lonely Life. By Ray Connolly. Takes a clear-eyed look at the most loved entertainer ever, a man who changed popular culture, but who became trapped by his own frailties in the loneliness of fame. 16 pages of photos. 362 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

STEPHEN STILLS: Change Partners. By David Roberts. The first person to be interviewed twice in one night into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame, Still’s story has seen him associated with a who’s who of musicians, including Jimi Hendrix, Neil Young, Judy Collins, Public Enemy and even the Bee Gees. Set against legendary rock ‘n’ roll tales, this biography—“it’s a manual for those wishing to learn the ways of the ultimate rock ‘n’ roll gentleman.” A volume no Dr. Feelgood fan would want to be without. 261 pages. Polyan. Paperback Import.

585733X KURT COBAIN: Montage of Heck. By Brett Morgen with R. Bienstock. An incredibly intimate and personal vantage point in Kurt through the eyes of the people who knew him best and loved him most. A companion to Brett Morgen’s documentary film that takes a look into Kurt from within, this artfully illustrated work takes a look at where Kurt started from, and the continuing deeper understanding of the man and the artist.

5930274 AS TIME GOES BY. By Derek Taylor. With wit, warmth, insider knowledge and a healthy dose of self deprecation, Taylor tells a look at Kurt from the outside, providing a deeper understanding of the man and the artist.

5814251 HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED: Bob Dylan’s Road from Minnesota to the World. Ed. by C.J. Sheehy & T. Swiss. From his roots in Hibbing, to his rise as a cultural icon in New York, to his prominence on the worldwide stage, Sheehy and Swiss bring together the most eminent Dylan scholars at work today to assess Dylan’s career, matured by his lifelong love of music and his gift to culture. Photos. 278 pages. UMP. Paperback.

5693335 BOB DYLAN: The Essential Interviews. Ed. by Jonathan Cott. Features over two dozen of the most significant and revealing conversations with the lingering singer-songwriter, gathering the definitive collection that spans his career from street poet to Nobel Laureate. 524 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00

5918592 ROGER WATERS: The Man Behind the Wall. By Dave Thompson. Traces Waters’ life from his childhood in war torn England to the making of albums he fought since they-first joined his band, with audiences, and with himself. Packed with insight and exclusive interviews with friends and associates, this account dismantles the wall built brick by brick by the man who built 15 pages of photos, many in color. 271 pages.

8665054 LE BRILLEAU: Rock ‘n’ Roll Gentleman. By Zoe Howe. An exhilarating compendium of exclusive interviews, memories and unseen photos that offers the most complete biography—it’s a manual for those wishing to learn the ways of the ultimate rock ‘n’ roll gentleman. A volume no Dr Feelgood fan would want to be without. 261 pages. Polyan. Paperback Import.

5989421 SYD BARRETT & PINK FLOYD: Dark Globe. By Julian Palacios. A definitive biography featuring a wealth of interviews with Syd’s family, friends and members of Pink Floyd, providing an unvarnished look at the life and work. 244 pages. 443 pages. Nexus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95

5852613 SCOTTY MCCREERY: I Love You This Big. By Scootty McCreery with T. Thrasher. God gave him a voice, America gave him a chance, and all the old country music fans joined the “log cabin army” who fell about of their crooks which ran a music industry. His story unfolds here. Color photos. 272 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


6932469 JIMMY HENDRIX: By Wanda Jackson with S.B. Bomar. An enduring and genre-defying legend of American culture, in a unique and contemporaneous voice. 228 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95


5621880 STARTING AT ZERO. By Jimi Hendrix. This unique portrait of an international icon brings together a wealth of interviews, lyrics, writings, poems, and even stage raps to construct an intimate, funny, and poetic memoir—one that tells, for the first time, Jimi’s own story as only he could tell it. Illus. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00

6787834 KILL, EM AND LEAVE: Searching for James Brown and the American Soul. By James McBride. Through McBride’s lens, this is an unsettling metaphor for American life—the tension between North and South, black and white, rich and poor. Traveling to forgotten corners of Brown’s never before seen South and even Brown’s great legacy. 232 pages. Spiegel & Grau. Pub. at $28.00


6939455 AS TIME GOES BY. By Derek Taylor. With wit, warmth, insider knowledge and a healthy dose of self deprecation, Taylor tells a look at Kurt from the outside, providing a deeper understanding of the man and the artist.

5985474 RHAPSODY IN BLACK: The Life and Music of Roy Orbison. By John Knuth. Tells the story of Roy Orbison in pixmap as musical sport and does not shy away from or trivialize the personal pain, alienation, and tragic events that shaped Orbison’s singular personality and music. This fascinating volume chronicles Orbison’s life from his roots in Wink, Texas, to his death in a supergroup the Traveling Wilburys, 16 pages of photos, some color. 249 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperback.


5889421 SYD BARRETT & PINK FLOYD: Dark Globe. By Julian Palacios. A definitive biography featuring a wealth of interviews with Syd’s family, friends and members of Pink Floyd, providing an unvarnished look at the life and work. 244 pages. 443 pages. Nexus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.95
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Indian spirituality and environmentalism. 3 CDs. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
$9.95  
**6989395 BORN TO RUN.** By Bruce Springsteen. Like many of his songs, Springsteen's autobiography is written with the lyricism of a singular songwriter and the wisdom of a man who has thought deeply about his experiences. He shares it all, growing up Catholic in Freehold, New Jersey, his early days as a bar-band king, and the struggles that inspired his most famous song. 340 pages of photos, some in color. 510 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
$14.95  
**8925863 EVERY LITTLE STEP: My Story.** By Bobby Brown with N. Chiles. In this raw and sometimes heartbreaking account, Brown reveals what really happened when he left New Edition to launch a solo career and the challenges that came with the relationships with some of the most prominent pop divas in the world. Through it all, Brown shows himself to be a family man, devoted to his children and his wife. 326 pages. Dell Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  
$4.95  
**8688760 HANK: The Short Life and Long Country Road of Hank Williams.** By Mark Ribowsky. Traces the miraculous rise of this music legend from the dirt roads of rural Alabama to the now immortal Grand Ole Opry, and finally to a lonely end on New Year's Day, 1953. Ribowsky presents Hank as the real man beneath the myths, reintroducing us to an American original whose legacy, like a good night at the honkytonk, promises to carry on and on. 16 pages of photos. 472 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95  
$16.95  
**6637663 QUEEN OF BEBOP: The Musical Lives of Sarah Vaughan.** By Elaine M. Hayes. Vaughan, one of the most influential and innovative musicians of the twentieth century and a pioneer of women's and civil rights. She reveals how Vaughan helped desegregate American airwaves and set the stage for the civil rights activism of the 1960s and 70s. 16 pages of photos. 332 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  
$9.95  
**6916056 THE FAITH OF DOLLY PARTON.** By Dave Marsh. Dolly Parton's influence extends far beyond the music business. In this edition of the classic biography, Marsh chronicles the life of this amazing artist from the dirt roads of Tennessee to the international stage. 372 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  
$12.95  
**8779966 ROCK MONSTER: My Life with Joe Walsh.** By Kris Kinerl. Carey. From bitter or self pitying, this is an honest account of one woman's life changing relationship with rock legend Joe Walsh. Glamorous, debauched, and disturbing, this is her long and winding journey from life in the fast lane to sobriety and redemption. Blue Rider. Pub. at $25.95  
**$18.95  
**6916864 FAMOUS FATHER GIRL: A Memoir of Growing Up Bernstein.** By Jamie Bernstein. The eldest daughter of Leonard Bernstein mines the emotional depths of her childhood and invites us into her family’s world offering us an intimate meditation on a complex and sometimes troubled family. Bernstein grew up and the family was composed that became the soundtrack to their entwined lives. Photos. 385 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99  
$21.95  
**5851092 PRINCE—CHAPTER AND VERSE: A Life in Photographs.** By Mobeen Azhar. This lavishly illustrated volume pays homage to the unique talent of the quintessential musician. Azhar tells Prince’s story, through conversations he had with the people who knew him best. His portrayal of this amazing artist is unlike anything you've ever read before—a fitting tribute. 144 pages. Sterling. 9½x11. Pub. at $19.95  
$14.95  
**6650215 INFINITE TUESDAY: An Autobiographical Riff.** By Michael Nesmith. Nesmith reveals his eclectic, electric life which spans his star-making role on The Monkees, his invention of the music video, and his critical contributions to movies, comedy, and the world of virtual reality. Stepping into the world of Michael Nesmith, it’s clear what something curious is unfolding. His journey. Photos. 306 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00  
$19.95  
**6984569 PAUL SIMON: The Life.** By Robert Hilburn. An intimate and inspiring narrative that helps us finally understand Paul Simon the person and his artistic development. Ever the past three decades, Hilburn has conducted in-depth interviews with scores of Simon’s friends, family, colleagues, and others—the result is a deeply human account of Simon’s life and sacrifices of a life in music at the highest level. 16 pages of photos, some color. 439 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00  
$22.95  
**7395432 JOHNNY CASH: The Life.** By Robert Hilburn. Drawing upon his personal experience with Cash and a trove of never-before-seen material from the singer’s inner circle, Hilburn offers a man portrait of one of the most iconic figures in modern popular culture. 16 pages of photos. 679 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $32.00  
$6.95  
**6911919 OTIS REDDING: An Unfinished Life.** By Jonathan Gould. Chronicling the story of Redding’s life and music, Gould also offers a social history of the time and place from which this amazing performer emerged. A reveling look at a brilliant artist and a provocative exploration of the tangled history of race and music in America that resonates strongly with the present day. Photos. 312 pages. Little Brown. Pub. at $30.00  
$14.95  
$24.95  
**6930719 QUEEN OF BEBOP: The Musical Lives of Sarah Vaughan.** By Elaine M. Hayes. This is the definitive biography of a hugely influential artist. This absorbing and sensitive treatment of a singular personality updates and corrects the historical record on an artist whose career elevates her status as a jazz giant. 16 pages of photos. 419 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  
$12.95  
**6928552 ACCIDENTALLY LIKE A MARTYR: The Tortured Art of Warren Zevon.** By James Campion. Presents twelve essays on seminal Zevon songs and albums that provide context to the themes, inspirations, and even invested his life and career. Longtime fans and those who want to discover his work for the first time will get inside the mind, talent, and legacy of the wildly passionate Excitable Boy. Photos. 270 pages. Backbeat Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  
$19.95
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691148X TOO CLOSE TO THE SUN: The Audacious Life and Times of Denys Finch Hatton. By Sara Wheeler. A fascinating biography of Finch Hatton (1887-1931), a champion of Africa, legend for his good looks, his charm, and his prowess as a soldier, lover, and hunter, he was the inspiration for Karen Blixen to write the unforgettable stories in Out of Africa. Color photos. 272 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $17.99 $13.95

6926282 THE WILD TRUTH. By Carine McCandless. In April 1992, Chris McCandless walked into the Alaska wilderness, where he survived for more than 100 days before perishing in an abandoned bus. For over 20 years his story has captivated millions, and yet only one person knew the truth behind his remarkable journey. Here, his beloved sister Carine finally tells the full story that inspired Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild. 40 pages of color photos. 277 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6783782 I HAD TO SURVIVE: How a Plane Crash in the Andes Inspired My Calling to Save Lives. By R. Canessa & P. Vieri. On October 13th, 1972, a Uruguayan Air Force plane carrying members of the Old Christians rugby team crashed in the Andes mountains. This is Canessa’s heartrending recollection of that harrowing brink-of-death experience—one that would propel him to become one of the world’s leading pediatric cardiologists. 16 pages of photos. 290 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

6949585 THE MAPMAKER’S WIFE: A True Tale of Love, Murder, and Survival in the Amazon. By Robert Whitaker. In 1735, an expedition to South America had an unintended result: the romance of scientist Jean Godin and Peruvian noblewoman Isabel Grameson. When the two were stranded on opposite sides of the Amazon, Isabel set out on a solo journey to reunite with her lost love. That quest is retraced in these pages. 352 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6926282 THE WILD TRUTH. By Carine McCandless. In April 1992, Chris McCandless walked into the Alaska wilderness, where he survived for more than 100 days before perishing in an abandoned bus. For over 20 years his story has captivated millions, and yet only one person knew the truth behind his remarkable journey. Here, his beloved sister Carine finally tells the full story that inspired Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild. 40 pages of color photos. 277 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

678834X DARE TO DO: Taking on the Planet by Bike and Boat. By Sarah Duten. The story of a courageous young woman determined to circle the globe entirely under her own steam—cycling, kayaking and rowing across Europe, Asia, the Pacific, North America, the Atlantic and eventually home to London. Outen reveals the successes and failures, and how even when all seemed lost, she was able to find herself. Color photos. 288 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


6951324 PETER SCOTT: Painter and Naturalist. By Epsith Husley. Described as the “father of conservation,” this biography reveals how he led a crusade for endangered wildlife that captured the imagination of an entire generation and inspired many people to care about animals and their natural environments long before it was fashionable to do so. 326 pages. Field. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

5770149 BUSHMASTHER: Raymond Ditmars and the Hunt for the World’s Largest Viper. By Dan Eatherly. Raymond Ditmars (1876-1942), the world’s leading herpetologist, dedicated his life to finding cold-blooded animals to public attention as never before. This is the true story of this remarkable man—and his obsession with capturing one enigmatic and deadly reptile: the world’s largest viper. 16 pages of photos. 340 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

544530X THE YOUNG T. E. LAWRENCE. By Anthony Sattin. Drawing on surviving letters, diaries, and accounts from close confidants, this intimate biography is the first to focus on Lawrence in his twenties: the untold story of the awkward archaeologist from Oxford who fell in love with Arabia, and the heroism and failures, and how even when all seemed lost, she was able to find herself. Color photos. 288 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5803829 DARKNESS DESCENDING. By Ken Jones. On January 5, 2003, Jones was caught in an avalanche on Mount Rainier. Suffering from life-threatening injuries, Ken dragged himself to safety over three agonizing days. But that was just the beginning of his ordeal. Here he shares the breathtaking but inspiring story of the surgery that saved his life, and of his fight to walk again. Color photos. 202 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95

5937809 NO DREAM IS TOO HIGH. By Buzz Aldrin with K. Abraham. Half a century after walking on the Moon, Aldrin speaks from the heart—to those who remember that historic moment and to the younger generations who revere him as an American hero. In vivid personal anecdotes, Buzz shares 13 rules to live by in this inspiring autobiographical work. 16 pages of photos, some color. 223 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $22.00 $5.95

585336 MASTER OF THIN AIR: Life and Death of the World's Highest Peak. By Andrew Lock. A seasoned climber offers his riveting, thrilling account of what it takes to challenge the earth's highest peaks and survive. A riveting high-altitude drama brimming with danger and exploit. It's also the inspiring story of one man's motivation to achieve his extraordinary dream—even in the most dire of moments. 16 pages. 332 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

616391 FINAL REPORT: An Archaeologist Excavates His Past. By Michael D. Coe. The noted archaeologicalist—his research on the Americas and the Maya has had decisive effects on the way we think about Mesoamerican culture—looks back on a remarkably diverse life. Self-described as being born with a silver spoon in his mouth, he sees his return to the wilderness some 25 years later. Now a 45-year-old father of two, Fromm's experience of Mother Nature intertwines with an exploration of fatherhood, mortality, and the risks and rewards of a life lived in the wild—without the comfort of a safety net. 276 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95


5754070 WHITE ESKIMO: Knud Rasmussen's Fearless Journey into the Heart of the Arctic. By Stephen R. Bown. The first full-scale biography of the intrepid explorer and ethnographer who opened up the culture, the language, and the life of the Arctic. Lovers of extreme adventure, remote cultures and timeless legend will relish this gripping account of Rasmussen. Illus. 339 pages. Capo. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

6723756 THE NOTORIOUS CAPTAIN HAYES: The Remarkable True Story of William ‘Bully’ Hayes, Pirate of the Pacific. By Joe Druett. The first proper biography of this legendary 19th-century American who proved with actual facts from fantasy as it charts the vivid and true story of a genuine rogue and adventurer. Set against the backdrop of the Pacific during the great age of sail and trade, this swashbuckling tale will have you rapt from the beginning to end. 314 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $7.95

5774330 NO SUCH THING AS FAILURE: My Life in Adventure, Exploration, and Survival. By David Hempleman-Adams. The author is the first person in history to achieve the Adventurer’s Grand Slam by reaching the geographic and magnetic north and south poles, as well as climbing the highest peaks on all seven continents. But he’s not just the iceburg—an iceberg he expended on the backdrop of the Arctic. Full of inspiring outdoor adventures: 16 pages of color photos. 242 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6628974 ON THIN ICE: An Epic Final Quest into the Melting Arctic. By Eric Larsen with H. Lindenberg. Offers an intimate and haunting look at the rapidly changing face of the Arctic due to global climate change. As Larsen highlights in his and Ryan Waters journey to traverse nearly 500 miles of the melting Arctic Ocean to the geographic North Pole. Full illus. in color. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

594525 MAN-OF-WAR LIFE. By Charles Nordhoff. Charles Nordhoff craved excitement, and in 1844 managed to talk his way into the US Navy. He was better educated than most of his fellow seamen, and was well equipped to describe what became a three-year round-the-world adventure, presented in this narrative, told as a pirate tale. 267 pages. Seafarer. Import. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

4533933 DESPERATE STEPS: Life, Death, and Choices Made in the Mountains of the Northeast. By Peter W. Kick. Collects 20 true tales of survival, misadventure and mistfortune, including incidents along the famed Appalachian Trail, and reveals the lessons to be learned in each. From close-calls to unsolved mysteries, these stories illuminate the realities faced by the real-life adventurers across the Northeast. 276 pages. Appalachian Mtn Club. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $12.95

6922821 BATTLING THE OCEANS IN A ROWBOAT. By Mick Dawson. The extraordinary story of Dawson’s attempt to cross the North Pacific Ocean in a rowboat. After traversing 4,500 miles at sea, Dawson found himself in a four-foot-long inflatable raft in shark-infested waters, tied to his capsized rowboat. Making use of his elite Royal Marine Commando training he survived, leaping from his raft in rough seas and scaling the side of a container ship to safety. 276 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6882323 ADVENTURES OF A YOUNG NATURALIST: The Zoo Quest Expeditions. By David Attenborough. Written with his trademark wit and charm, it’s not just a story of a remarkable adventure, but of the man who made us fall in love with the natural world and taught us the importance of protecting it—and who is still doing so today. Photos. 393 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95


6844685 CAPTAIN JAMES COOK. By Rob Mundie. Introduces us to an unlikely sailor in a teenage Cook who through courage and infamously won skills as a seafarer, the tales of a talented navigator and surveyor, and an exceptional ability to lead and care for his men, climbed the ranks of the Royal Navy to achieve legendary status as one of the greatest maritime explorers. 412 pages. Aboriginal. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95
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**SOLD OUT**


5945785 **THE OREGON TRAIL:** A New American Journey. By Binkley Bartlett. Illustrations. 362 pages, most color. $29.95

5973582 **FROM FORECAST TO CABIN:** Seafarers’ Voices and Images. By Samuel Samuels. 204 pages. Seaforth. Import. $18.95

**SOLD OUT**

6299290 **PIRATE HUNTER:** The Life of Captain Woodes Rogers. By Graham A. Thomas. Photos. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. $19.95

**SOLD OUT**

5712661 **AT SEA WITH PIRATES:** By William Dampier. Illus. 283 pages. Amberly. Import. $18.95

5769273 **NO BARRIERS:** A Blind Man’s Journey to the Grand Canyon. By E. Weihenmayer & B. Levy. 32 pages of photos, most color. 459 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99

**SOLD OUT**


5996421 **I HAD TO SURVIVE:** How a Crash in the Arctic Inspired My Calling to Save Lives. By R. Canessa & P. Vierec. 162 pages of photos, some color. 290 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.99

5997089 **THE ADVENTURES OF SIR SAMUEL WHITE BAKER:** Victorian Hero. By M.J. Trow. Illus. 182 pages. Pen & Sword Import. $16.95

**SOLD OUT**

5650910 **THE ZODIAC ARCH:** By Freya Stark. 228 pages. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**SOLD OUT**


**SOLD OUT**

**Lives of Women**

6867464 **CONSTANCE:** The Tragic and Scandalous Life of Mrs. Oscar Wilde. By Fanny Moyles. Foreword by the spring of 1895 the life of Constance Wilde changed irrevocably. Up until the conviction of her husband, Oscar, for homosexual crimes, she had a privileged position in society. But that spring Constance’s entire life was eclipsed by scandal. Forced to flee to the Continent with her two sons, her glittering literary and political career ended abruptly. Here is the emotional story of a woman who was the victim of one of the greatest betrayals of all time. 374 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $22.95

5968000 **HISSING COUSINS:** The Untold Story of Eleanor Roosevelt and Alice Roosevelt Longworth. By M. Poyer & T. Dewey. Presents a lively, provocative double biography of two extraordinary first cousins whose tangled lives provide a sweeping look at the 20th century. Vivid, intimate, and stylishly written, it studies a pair of political trailblazers who short circuited the rules of gender and power, each in her own way. Photos. 332 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.00

6912574 **MICHELLE OBAMA:** A Photographic Journey. By Antonia Felix. This photographic journey takes the reader through Michelle Obama’s younger years, family, achievements, and elegant fashion while exploring her powerful role in the White House. Including excerpts from five historic speeches and inspiring quotes throughout, this stunning volume is a visual retrospective to treasure. 202 pages. Sterling. 9½x12. Pub. at $24.95

6863345 **CATHERINE THE GREAT:** Portrait of a Woman. By Robert K. Massie. The author of Peter the Great, Nicholas and Alexandra, and The Romanovs returns with another masterpiece of narrative biography, the extraordinary story of an obscure young German princess who traveled to Russia at fourteen and became one of the most powerful and fascinating women in the world. Illus. 14½x11. 350 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $20.00

5774799 **CALL THE MIDWIFE:** A Memoir of Birth, Joy, and Hard Times. By Jennifer Worth. At the age of 22, Jennifer Worth leaves her comfortable home to move into a convent and become a midwife in London’s postwar East End slums. The colorful characters she meets while delivering babies illuminate a fascinating time in history, and the strength of remarkable and inspiring women. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

6854134 **ON HER TRAIL:** My Mother, Nancy Dickerson, TV News’ First Woman Star. By John Dickerson. Before Barbara Walters, Before Katie Couric, there was Nancy Dickerson. Here her son charts his search for the story of his famous mother, unveiling the woman he never knew growing up—an icon in TV history—and her relentless determination to relevant her life and make it known. Photos. 339 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6995883 **ON THE ESTATE:** Memoirs of a Russian Lady Before the Revolution. By M.J. Trow. Illus. 182 pages. Pen & Sword Import. $17.95

5983789 **THE GIRL WHO ESCAPED ISIS:** This Is My Story. By F. Khalaf & A.C. Hoffmann. As a young Yazidi woman, Khalaf was living a normal, sheltered life in northern Iraq when her village was suddenly attacked by ISIS. In unprecedented detail she shares her heart-breaking story of her courageous flight to freedom in this astonishing memoir. 225 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

6859402 **THE TIGER’S CHILD.** By Torey Hayden. When special education teacher Torey Hayden wrote her first book One Child, more than thirty years ago, she had been moving quietly with her friend Sheila, a profoundly disturbed little girl, touched millions. Now, for all those who have never forgotten this endearing child, here is the surprising continuation of Sheila’s story. 338 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

6680011 **BITE ME:** How Lyme Disease Stole My Childhood, Made Me Crazy, and Almost Killed Me. By Paul Glaser. Tells the gripping story of the author’s aunt’s–a Jewish dance instructor who was betrayed to the Nazis by the two men she loved, yet managed to survive WWII by teaching dance to the SS at Auschwitz. Her epic life becomes a powerful corrective to the popular iconography of American inequality. Photos. 306 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

5770270 **DANCING WITH THE ENEMY:** By F. Khalaf & A.C. Hoffmann. As a young Yazidi woman, Khalaf was living a normal, sheltered life in northern Iraq when her village was suddenly attacked by ISIS. In unprecedented detail she shares her heart-breaking story of her courageous flight to freedom in this astonishing memoir. Photos. 305 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

6651378 **GOOD CHINESE WIFE:** A Love Affair with China Gone Wrong. By Susan Blumberg-Kason. In her riveting memoir, Blumberg-Kason reveals, a naive Midwesterner, her struggle to be the perfect traditional “Chinese” wife to her increasingly controlling and abusive Chinese husband. Moving between rural China and the bustling cities of Hong Kong and San Francisco, she finally discards her arranged marriage and family in contemporary China and America. 340 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

5999723 **LADY BIRD:** A Biography of Mrs. Johnson. By Jan Jarboe Russell. Draws from rare conversations with the former first lady to paint an intimate portrait of the private Lady Bird. Russell has not only a passionate conservationist, but also a remarkable woman of influence and centering force for her husband Lyndon B. Johnson, his administration, and his country. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00

**SOLD OUT**
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2700921 THE ASTRONAUT WIVES CLUB: A True Story. By Lily Koppel. As America’s Mercury Seven astronauts were launched on death-defying missions, their “younger wives” were transformed into royalty. As their celebrity rose—and divorce and tragic death began to touch their lives—the women continued to rally together to give Koppel a remarkable portrait of the real women who stood beside some of the biggest heroes in American history. Book Club Edition. 16 pages of photos, most color. 272 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. $2.95

5739616 HOPE: A Memoir of Survival in Cleveland. By Amanda Berry et al. For the first time, Amanda Berry and Gina DeJesus, held captive in a Cleveland home for more than a decade, tell their harrowing story of survival. Pulitzer Prize-winning reporters Mary Jordan and Kevin Sullivan join them to introduce the events with original reporting on the efforts to find the missing girls. 16 pages of photos. 321 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $5.95

6798675 MAD MARY LAMB: Lunacy and Murder in Literary London. By Susan Tyler Hitchcock. In a fit of passion Mary Lamb killed her mother. She would spend the rest of her life in and out of madhouses. Free to read extensively she discovered her talent for writing and collaborated with her brother Charles Lamb. Hitchcock shows, through Mary Lamb’s life, the redemptive power of literature. 16 pages of illus. 333 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

6756887 LOVE IN EVERY STITCH: Stories of Knitting and Healing. By Lee Gant. With two knitting needles and countless skeins of yarn, master knitter Lee Gant makes her way out of enormous grief and loss to become a true good in the world. This deeply moving work explores how knitting can trigger tremendous change in one’s life, and even—as in Gant’s case—save it. 221 pages. Viva Paperback. $13.99

6940250 THE LITTLE PRISONER. By Jane Elliott. Offers a shocking, astonishing, and ultimately uplifting true story of one woman’s shattering 20-year ordeal—and how she triumphed against an evil and violent human monster when honesty and bravery were her only weapons. 267 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

5818117 I AM MALALA: The Girl Who Stood Up for Education and Was Shot by the Taliban. By Malala Yousafzai with C. Lamb. When the Taliban seized Swat Valley in Pakistan, one girl spoke out. Malala Yousafzai decided to speak out for her right to an education. After being shot in the head at point-blank range, Malala made a miraculous recovery and continues her advocacy. Now a Nobel Prize laureate, her story is told here. 16 pages of photos. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

2454181 THE FASTING GIRL: A True Victorian Medical Mystery. By Michelle Stacey. Investigates the true story of Mollie Fancher, who in 1865 was flung from a horsecar and suffered a myriad of strange symptoms, including paralysis, trances and seizures, and was also reportedly able to “live on air.” For over a decade, she ate practically nothing, 336 pages. Tarzaker. Paperback. $13.95


6722695 MY GRANDFATHER WOULD HAVE SHIPPED IT: A Black Woman Discovers Her Family’s Nazi Past. By J. Teige & N. Stellmair. When Teige, a German-Nigerian woman, happened to pluck a library book from the shelf, she had no idea that her life would be changed. Reading her mother’s and her grandmother’s story, she discovers a horrifying fact: her grandfather was the vicious Nazi commandant who compels her to discover the story and its devastating ramifications in her powerful humanity story. Photos. 230 pages. Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6797881 LOUISA. By Louisa Thomas. An intimate portrait of a remarkable woman, a look at a complicated marriage to one of the nation’s earliest presidents, and a snapshot of a pivotal historical moment, this biography gives the full extraordinary life of Louisa Catherine Adams its due. 500 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6733775 DRIVING MISS NORMA: One Family’s Journey Saying Yes to Living. By T. Bauerschmidt & R. Liddle. When Miss Norma was diagnosed with an inoperable brain cancer, she was advised to undergo surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy. But at 90 years old, she told her doctor she’d rather hit the road instead. Off she went in a motor home with her husband. An intimate and often surprising biography, this is the story of the woman who changed what America reads. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95


6910998 JOAN: The Mysterious Life of the Heretic Who Became a Saint. By Donald Spoto. She was a teenager of astonishing common sense and a national heroine who led men in battle as a courageous warrior. Yet she was betrayed by the king whose coronation she was to witness, and sold to the enemy. Spoto demonstrates in this fascinating biography that everyone who follows their heart has the power to change history. 222 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95


6646376 THE LADY WITH THE BORZOI: Blanche Knopf, Literary Tastemaker Extraordinaire. By Laura Claridge. Drawing on a vast cache of papers, Claridge captures Knopf’s wily, loyal, and straightforward personality, her creativity, and her tempestuous relationship with her husband. An intimate and often surprising biography, this is the story of the woman who changed what America reads. 16 pages of photos. 400 pages. FSG. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

6797903 MARGARET THATCHER: The Authorized Biography. By Charles Moore. This comprehensive look at the life of the first female prime minister of Britain, who transformed relations with Europe, privatized the commanding heights of British industry and continued the re-invigoration of the British economy during her four years in office, 32 pages of photos. 261 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $13.95
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5854938 ROMANTIC OUTLAWS: The Extraordinary Lives of Mary Wollstonecraft and Her Daughter Mary Shelley. By Charlotte Gordon. A biography of two coura
gous women, mother and daughter, who both pushed against the boundaries of society’s expectations for women in the eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuries. Both women had passionate relationships with several men, both ran out of wedlock, and chose to live in exile outside their native country. Illus. 649 pages. Random. Pub. at $25.95.

6750778 ON MY OWN TWO FEET: From Losing My Legs to Learning the Dance of Life. By Amy Purdy with M. Burford. America felt in love with Amy Purdy as the incredible girl with bionic legs who out-danced her competitors on Dancing with the Stars. This is her full story: a moving personal journey of how an often fatal blood infection stole both her legs, and of her subsequent spiritual awakening. 16 pages of color photos. Morrow. Pub. at $19.95.

663389 THE IMMORAL LIFE OF HENRIETTA LACKS. By Rebecca Skloot. An extraordinary detective story that reveals the soul and story of a real woman, whose cancer cells have become more famous than she ever was. Lacks, a young black woman, was unknowingly taken from her family in the name of scientific research without her knowledge, which then became a multimillion-dollar industry but nearly destroyed her family in the process. Photos. 431 pages. Perseus. Pub. at $26.00.

6691137 WAR & PEACE & SONYA: The Story of Sonya Tolstoy. By Judith Armstrong. The wife of one of the greatest authors the world has ever known, Sonya Tolstoy’s story comes to the stage in this luminous biography. Armstrong explores the couples devotion and ambivalence to each other, as well as their shared involvement in Leo’s writing. 259 pages. Unicorn. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.00.


6589771 PLEASE DON’T TAKE MY BABY. By Cathy Glass. Just seventeen, Jade is pregnant, homeless and alone when she’s brought to live with foster care giver, Cathy Glass. Jade is desperate to keep her baby, but little more than a child herself, she struggles with the responsibilities her daughter brings. 282 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99.

6589747 HIDDEN. By Cathy Glass. Can foster care giver Cathy help Tayo to feel like he belongs again? Talo has lived his whole life avoiding the authorities. When Cathy receives him he’s very polite and well mannered and although he’s never been to school, he can read and write. None of it makes sense. It’s as if he’s hiding something, but what? 350 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99.

5859674 CRUEL TO BE KIND. By Cathy Glass. Max’s mother was in the hospital recovering from an operation and Glass, a foster caregiver, had been asked to take care of her son. Although Glass has never known Max’s mother and her work, she had very few details about Max himself and she struggled to hide her shock when he arrived. Looking after Max was going to be a challenge. 310 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99.


6505755 CAN I LET YOU GO? By Cathy Glass. Fourteen-year-old Jake is more like a child than a young man. With learning difficulties, he is gentle, kind and thoughtful but highly vulnerable. She was also pregnant. Cathy’s role as foster care giver was to look after her until the birth of the baby, when it would be placed for adoption. No one was prepared for the heartaches along the way. 312 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99.


6691313 ROSA PARKS: A Life. By Douglas Brinkley. Brinkley brings to life this civil rights icon in a rich and compelling biography. For the first time, and at last provides a major biography of this important figure. 246 pages. Penguin. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.00.

6639070 DIANA: I’m Going to Be Me. By Phil Dampier. Tells the remarkable story of Princess Diana’s life through her own words. This collection of Diana’s most memorable quotes reveals the heart and soul of the woman to millions around the world. 84 pages. Barzigan. Paperback Import. Pub. at $8.95.

6709017 I DO IT WITH THE LIGHTS ON: And ON MY OWN TWO FEET: F rom Basketball Court. By Brittney Griner with Martin Hovey. In this earnest memoir, three-time All-American Baylor University star Brittney Griner reflects on the painful episodes in her life, as well as the highs, describing how she came to celebrate what makes her unique. Her story is a powerful call to readers to be true to themselves and to love who they are. Photos. 341 pages, Dey Street. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99.

5339560 NORTH OF CRAZY. By Neltje. Publishing magnate Nelson Doubleday’s daughter, Neltje, was raised to assume the role of a society matron. But beneath a seemingly idyllic childhood, darker currents ran. The author abandoned the conventional path to reconstruct her life.Wyoming, where she became a cattle rancher, and entrepreneur. 274 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.95.

6547524 IN MY SKIN: My Life on and off the Basketball Court. By Brittney Griner with S. Hovey. In this earnest memoir, three-time All-American Baylor University star Brittney Griner reflects on the painful episodes in her life, as well as the highs, describing how she came to celebrate what makes her unique. Her story is a powerful call to readers to be true to themselves and to love who they are. Photos. 341 pages, Dey Street. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99.

6678679 PLEASE DON’T TAKE MY BABY. By Cathy Glass. Just seventeen, Jade is pregnant, homeless and alone when she’s brought to live with foster care giver, Cathy Glass. Jade is desperate to keep her baby, but little more than a child herself, she struggles with the responsibilities her daughter brings. 282 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99.

6737242 HELENA RUBINSTEIN: Beauty Is Power. By Mason Klein. Traces the path of this remarkable early feminist, visionary art patron, and cosmetics entrepreneur—her blend of art and commerce, her expansive and decisive understanding of beauty, and her innovative practices. A fascinating glimpse into the effect of popular culture on women of the 20th century. Well illus. some color. 168 pages. The Jewish Museum. 8’x11”l. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95 6839134 A WOMAN ON THE EDGE OF TIME: A Son Investigates His Trailblazing Mother’s Young Suicide. By Jeremy Gavron. A brilliant young woman, a prescient advocate for women’s rights, haemophiliac survivor, and committed to herself a suicide note, two young sons, and a soon to be published sociological study. The author was four when his mother died. He tries to understand who his mother was and what drove her to suicide. Illus. 255 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. $14.95 594015X BLIND CURVES: A Woman, a Motorcycle, and a Journey to Reinvent Herself. By Kirstie Clements. At age 27, a 39-year-old widow, Crill trades in her corporate suits and joins two men and a woman for a white-knuckle, exhilarating road trip along the West coast from Vancouver, Canada, to the wine country of Mendocino, California. By heading into the unknown she faces her fears, tests old beliefs, and discovers the independence she had only just begun to imagine. 266 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95 6614523 LOVING AMY: A Mother’s Story. By Janis Winehouse. In this warm and sometimes heartbreaking memoir, Janis Winehouse tells the full story of the daughter she loved so much. As the world watched the rise of a superstar, then the free fall of an addict to her tragic death, Janis simply saw her Amy. Offers a new and intimate perspective on the life and untimely death of a cultural icon. 16 pages of color photos. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub at $26.99 $7.95 5994047 PICNIC IN PROVENCE: A Memoir with Recipes. By Elizabeth Bard. Ten years ago, Elizabeth thought she had found her “forever place” in Paris. But when a chance encounter led her to the wartime home of a family friend, Elizabeth discovered it was time to uproot their lives and move to the French countryside with a new venture: an artisanal ice cream shop. 368 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95 6867108 YOU DON’T LOOK YOUR AGE...AND OTHER FAIRY TALES. By Sheila Nevins. Talks about the physical challenges of being a woman in a man’s world, what it means to be a working mother, what it’s like to be an older woman in a youth-obsessed culture, the sometimes changing, often sweet truth about marriages, and what being a feminist really means. 255 pages. Flatiron Books. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95 672258X FREEDOM: My Book of Firsts. By Jaycee Dugard. At the age of eleven Jaycee was abducted from a school bus stop and was missing for more than eighteen years. Now she tells the story of her first experiences living a normal life, and the freedom that accompanied her new found freedom and the challenges of making choices for herself. Photos. 247 pages. S&S. Pub at $25.00 $6.95 CD 6834078 A STOLEN LIFE: A Memoir. By Jaycee Dugard. Read by the author. For eighteen years, Jaycee was a prisoner. The object for someone to use and abuse. For eighteen years she was not allowed to speak her own name. She became a mother and was forced to be a sister. This is Jaycee’s harrowing story. Over 7 hours on six CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95 6638325 MARY MCGORY: The First Queen of Journalism. By John Norris. McGory was an outspoken observer of the political landscape and a fearless critic of power for five decades. Her stories led us as a fascinating insider’s view of a half century in the red hot center of Washington and a portrait of a woman who, when confronted with journalism’s glass ceiling, treated it as her personal dance floor. 16 pages of photos. 344 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95 6855993 MARY MCGORY: The Trailblazing Columnist Who Stood Washington on Its Head. By John Norris. Behind the scenes, she listened, cajoled, and jousted with the most important figures in American life. Mary McGory reported from the front lines of American politics for five decades from the Army-McCarthy hearings to her Pulitzer-winning coverage of Watergate and her controversial interview of President Bush after 9/11. 16 pages of photos. 342 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95 6547974 STIR: My Broken Brain and the Meals That Brought Me Home. By Jessica paley. After a near-fatal injury at the age of 28, Fechter’s journey to recovery began in the kitchen as soon as she was strong enough to stand at the stovepot and stir. Here she shares her story along with 27 of the recipes that helped her find a new way back to health. 271 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.95 $4.95 5798620 I’LL DRINK TO THAT. By Betty Halbreich with Rebecca Paley. The fascinating story of a meticulous, impeccable, hardworking, elegant, and most importantly, delightfully funny woman. As a personal shopper for the luxury store Bergdorf Goodman, Halbreich has never been afraid to tell it to her clients straight. She won’t sell something just to sell it, and she helps women face their closet and their mirror every day. 272 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $27.95 $11.95 3537894 MURDER ON THE HOME FRONT: A True Story of Murder, Betrayal, and Mysteries During the London Blitz. By Molly Lefebure. The year was 1941. While WWII rages in the skies above London, a battle against violence, murder, and the criminal underworld was being fought on the shrouded streets below. With a sense of humor and a rebellious spirit, Lefebure paints a portrait of wartime London in this fast-paced story of crime and punishment. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95 6835646 JACKIE’S GIRL: My Life with the Kennedy Family. By Kathy McKeon. Jackie Kennedy’s personal assistant for thirteen years from the beginning in 1964, McKeon gives us a rare and engrossing look at the private life of one of the most famous women of the twentieth century. This is also the story of a woman finding her identity in a man’s world. 326 pages. Garden. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95 6864710 THE VOGUE FACTOR. By Kirstie Clements. A provocative memoir exposing the cutthroat culture of the world’s most revered fashion magazine. Clements started at the front desk answering phones for Vogue Australia and with years of hard work and determination, she earned her place at the top as editor in chief. A fascinating read. 208 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95 5961645 THE MERCY OF THE SKY: The Story of a Tornado. By Holly Bailey. A suspenseful tale of human courage in the face of natural disaster. Holly Bailey tells the story of her near death experience from a tornado in 2011 from her personal vantage point, the principal and teachers at Plaza Tower Elementary School, struggling to calm their students as the twister heads right for them; the mayor who knew the right thing to do; the brave police officer; and more. The Mercy of the Sky is different. 306 pages. Viking. Pub at $27.95 $5.95 6939241 THE OTHER MITFORD: Pamela’s Story. By Diana Alexander. Despite shining the bright city lights that her sisters so desperately craved, Pamela was very much involved in the activities of the other extraordinary family, particularly when many pieces when things went disastrously wrong—which they so often did. In this intriguing volume, Alexander reveals the unknown Mitford. Photos. 192 pages. History Press. Paperbound Pub. at $17.95 $13.95 685897X DARLING DAYS: A Memoir. By iO Tillett Wright. At the center of Wright’s memoirs is the remarkable relationship between a fiery kid and a domineering ma—a bond defined by freedom and control, excess and sacrifice, by heartbreak, deprivation, agonizing capture, and ultimately, forgiveness. Photos. 380 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95
5941390 TRAPPED: My Life with Cerebral Palsy. By Fran MacLively. Writing the painful truth about her life to help readers understand how different adults really feel, MacLively’s revealing account shows just how hard it is to maintain the appearance of a “normal” life. More importantly, out of her mistakes have come lessons in real acceptance, peace, and joy, which she would like to share with her readers. 182 pages. Skylarose. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

★ 6707327 ELEANOR OF AQUITAINE. By Alison Weir. A woman who was the wife of two kings and mother of three others, Eleanor was a queen who endured her husband’s flagrant infidelities, plotted his overthrow, and ruled England during the absence of her son, King Richard the Lion Heart, while he fought in the Third Crusade. Illus. 450 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

★ 5589964 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT, VOLUME 3: The War Years and After 1939-1962. By Blanche Wiesen Cook. The third and final volume in this comprehensive biography series takes the reader through WWII, Franklin Roosevelt’s death, the founding of the United Nations, and Eleanor Roosevelt’s death in 1962. It follows the arc of war and the evolution of a marriage, as the first lady was forced to realize the cost of maintaining her principles while her marriage crumbled away from them. 670 pages. Viking. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

6770762 SUFFRAGETTE: My Own Story. By Emmeline Pankhurst. Discover the original autobiography of influential and controversial suffragette Emmeline Pankhurst. Full of wit and insight, it chronicles her struggle from the beginnings of her interest in feminism through her militant fight for women’s right to vote. 336 pages. Hesperus. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

★ 6910800 MADEMOISELLE: Coco Chanel and the Invention of Fashion. By Rhonda K. Garelick. A probing, well-researched, and insightful biography of a woman whose irresistible and contagious style continues to have huge impact on the visual aesthetic of the world. Chanel’s life illustrates a fascinating tale of the 20th century, encompassing an era of war, fashion, ardent nationalism, and earth-shaking change. Photos, some in color. 576 pages. Random. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95


★ 6829171 FRANCES YATES AND THE HERMETIC TRADITION. By Marjorie G. Jones. A fascinating biography of a ground-breaking Renaissance scholar, set against the backdrop of one of the most crucial and stimulating periods of modern culture. Extracts from Yates’ diary and written work reveal the extraordinary intensity of her time, and bring the reader into the life of other researchers and women scholars and writers. Photos. 263 pages. Ibis. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

6654245 LADY KATHERINE KNOLLY: The Unacknowledged Daughter of King Henry VIII. By Sarah Beth Watkins. The first lady of England, Boleyn, when Mary was having an affair with King Henry VIII, Watkins studies Katherine’s life and times, including her intriguing relationship with Elizabeth I. 128 pages. Chronos. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6859364 TELL ME EVERYTHING YOU DON’T REMEMBER: The Stroke That Changed My Life. By Christine Hyung-Oak Lee. In her gripping memoir, Lee illuminates the connection between memory and identity in an honest, meditative, and truly funny manner, utterly devoid of self-pity. She realizes that she has the ability to reconstruct her life without him. Having decided to refuse to eat, drink, or accept medication after nine years of suffering Parkinson’s, Lee’s name has also become associated with a struggle for end of life care and the right to die on one’s own terms. 162 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $23.95 $9.45

681073X ON MY OWN. By Diane Rehm. NPR radio host Diane Rehm writes about the death of her devoted husband of fifty-four years, John, and her struggle to reconstruct her life without him. Having decided to refuse to eat, drink, or accept medication after nine years of suffering Parkinson’s, Rehm’s name has also become associated with a struggle for end of life care and the right to die on one’s own terms. 162 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $23.95 $9.45

663513X HERE AND THERE: Leaving Hasidism, Keeping My Family. By Chaya Deitsch. The inspiring story of a woman raised as a Lubavitcher Hasid who successfully leaves the world that she was raised in, without leaving the family that remains within it. Schocken. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95

658122 THE CIVIL WARS OF JULIA WARD HOWE: A Biography. By Elaine Showalter. Howe’s “Battle Hymn of the Republic” made her famous during the Civil War, but it was Howe’s personal war for women’s equality, intellectual freedom, pacifism and suffrage that made her a critical figure in social reform. In this biography, Showalter restores Howe to the pantheon of feminist intellectuals who changed the world. Photos. 303 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.45

1877843 THE GIRL WHO LOVED CAMELIAS: The Life and Legend of Marie Duplessis. By Julie Kavanagh. Tells the astonishing and unknown story of Marie Duplessis, the courtesan who inspired Giuseppe Verdi’s La Traviata. Kavanagh re-creates the short, intense, and passionate life of the tall, pale, slender girl who at 13 fled her brute of a father to Paris, where she would become one of the most famous courtesans of the 1840s. 288 pages. Photos, some in color. 288 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

5960584 HOT PINK: The Life & Fashions of Elsa Schiaparelli. By Susan Goldman Rubin. Rubin brings to life the story of Elsa Schiaparelli, one of the most renowned and fashionable designers of the 20th century. Credited with many firsts in fashion, including zippers as design features, wedge heels, shoulder bags, and more, her most memorable invention was the color hot pink, still a fashion mainstay today. Well illus., modern cloth. 464 pages. Abrams. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $21.95 $19.95

6843786 I’M JUST A PERSON. By Tig Notaro. An inspired combination of the deadpan silliness of her comedy and the open-hearted vulnerability that has emerged in the wake of the tragic year 1969 of her mother’s death, and her battle with C-cancer and cancer. A moving and often hilarious look at Tig’s life, her struggle to reconstruct her Life and keep her her and her thrilling return from it. 16 pages of photos, some color. 240 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.95 $4.95

★ 6720862 RAISING TRUMP. By Ivana Trump. With unparalleled candor and wit, Ivana shares never-before-told, highly personal stories of what it was like to raise three children in a family that was the whole world watched. With the help of Donald Jr., Ivanka, and Eric, she recovers with warmth and grace the relatable lessons she learned along the way. 16 pages of photos, some color. 293 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $21.95 $19.95
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**682690 RAISING TRUMP: Family Values from America’s First Mother.** By Ivana Trump. With unparalleled candor and wit, Ivana shares never before heard stories of what it was like to raise three children in New York City while the whole world watched. With the help of Donald Jr., Ivanka, and Eric, she recounts with warmth and grace the surprisingly normal life she led, and how she grew up to mean to be a fierce mother. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 293 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**68932X THE TRIALS OF ANNA OAKLEY.** By H. Kazanjian & C. Enss. Long before Mary Pickford appeared on the silver screen, Anna Oakley had won the title to the title of America’s sweetheart. Having grown up learning to shoot game to support her family, Annie won first prize and met her future husband at a shooting match when she was 15. This is the story of woman long before her time. Photos. 184 pages. Two Dot. Paperbound. $17.95

**673426 SISTERS FIRST: Stories from Our Wild and Wonderful Lives.** By J.B. Hager & B.P. Bush. The former first daughters share intimate stories and take readers on a revealing and thought-provoking tour behind the scenes of their lives, from the Texas countryside to the streets of the White House and beyond. 16 pages of color photos. 238 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**5956749 THE PAWNBROKER’S DAUGHTER: A Memoir.** By Maxine Kumin. Describes Kumin’s journey from a childhood in a Jewish community in Depression-era Philadelphia, where her father was a pawnbroker, to Radcliffe College, where she comes into her own as an intellectual and meets the soldier-turned Los Alamos scientist who would become her husband. 167 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95


**6599974 FAN LETTERS TO A STRIPPER: A Pattie Waggin Tale.** By Bob Brill. In the 1940s and 1950s, strip artist Pattie Waggin was billed as The Educated Torso, The Sex-Offen Girl, and the Fresh Faced Girl Next Door. Here, she is revealed through letters from fans like Bob that illustrate Pattie on stage and at home, along with other papers ephemera associated with her career. 176 pages. Schiffer. 9x9/12%. Pub. at $49.99 $14.95

**6942628 SOME BRIGHT MORNING, I’LL FLY: A Memoir.** By Alexia Alicea. After Hurricane Katrina, Alicea has returned home to assess the damages. But what ensues is an epic battle, emotional, psychological, spiritual, and legal, for her children’s welfare, for self preservation, and ultimately for redemption. She forgives a new love with her children and reclaims her true self. 279 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99 $16.95

**6953390 THIS THING OF OURS: How Faith Saved My Mafia Marriage.** By Cammy Francese. Discover how Francese’s devotion to her marriage and her faith in God’s larger plan led to deliverance from devastation. Hers is a story of great loss, hardwon wisdom, and the power of love. 299 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

**663926 JANE AUSTEN AT HOME: A Biography.** By Lucy Worsley. A wonderful new telling of Austin’s life that reveals a passionate woman who loved reading and writing, and who was far from being a lonely spinster and had at least five marriage proposals, but who in the end refused to settle for anything less than Mr. Darcy. Illus. in color. 387 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $20.95

**6628265 KATIE LUTHER, FIRST LADY OF THE REFORMATION.** By Ruth A. Tucker. Tucker invites us to meet the real, largely unknown Katie Luther. This decisive and assertive partner of Martin Luther was a no-nonsense, confident, and determined woman who did not cower when confronted by a powerful man. 208 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6839010 PURE HEART: A Spirited Tale of Grace, Grit, and Whiskey.** By Troy Ball with B. Whiskey. A five-generation journey into the heart of the American old-fashioned corn whiskey. Stretching back to colonial times and forward to today and the laws the author had to navigate to become the first woman legal moonshiner in the history of the South, a true story of perseverance amid adversity that will touch you deeply. 267 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99 $21.95

**689447X BOW FIRST, ASK QUESTIONS LATER: Ordination, Love, and Monastic Zen in Japan.** By Gesshin Claire Greenwood. Greenwood was a liberal, free-spirited American girl who found meaning and freedom in disciplined, traditional Japanese Zen. This memoir is about an adult—sexuality, religion, work, ethics, and individuality—but also about being a human being trying to be happy. 216 pages. Wisdom. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $15.95

**6726151 BEAUTIFUL SCARS: A Life Redefined.** By Kilee Brookbank et al. After being caught in an explosion that consumed her house and burned forty-five percent of her body, sixteen-year-old Kilee had to discover how to live again after the surgeries, skin grafts, and excruciating pain she suffered. This is her inspiring story. Photos, some color. 278 pages. KiCamm Projects. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95


**6831303 NOW I SEE YOU.** By Nicole C. Kear. Not yet ready to cope with her diagnosis of retinitis, Kear hides her vision loss and focuses on living like there’s no tomorrow. She reads, meets her friends, and navigates through boyfriends, the circus school, and traveling the world. As her world blurs, Kear is forced into a painful reckoning. If she finally faces the truth she’s been running from, her happy ending might just be within sight. 275 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

**6827438 SO HIGH A BLOOD: The Story of Margaret Douglas, the Tudor That Time Forgot.** By Morgan Ring. Royal cousin, death-risking courtier, and skilled political player: Margaret Douglas is the Tudor whose life demands a broader telling. That neglect is rectified with this fascinating history, presenting an authoritative portrait of a woman with the greatest of ambitions for her family, her faith, and her countries. 164 pages. 341 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00 $18.95

**6763805 THE FACT OF A BODY: A Murder and a Medical Marvel.** By Alexander Marzano-Lesnevich. A young law student, an unspeakable crime, and a past that refuses to stay buried—this deeply personal narrative of Marzano-Lesnevich shows how the law is more personal than we would like to believe and that the more people we care about, the more we could ever imagine. 326 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**6753078 HARRIET TUBMAN FOR BEGINNERS.** By Annette M. Alston. Drawing on the latest historical research Alston portrays a woman who was a commodity and fought injustice all her life. Beyond legend, she makes her mark on history by defending core American principles–life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness–for others. Illus. 121 pages. Beginners. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95
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- [689235] Merlin Stone Remembered: Her Life and Works, by David B. Axelrod et al. Discover the extraordinary life and profound contributions of Merlin Stone, a renowned feminist, author, and historian. Known for her work on women's health, Stone was a pioneer of the Women's Movement and the reclaiming of the Great Goddess tradition of the Western world. Her life, works, and efforts are celebrated in this insightful biography. Illustrated. 336 pages. Pub. at $32.00. 💥WRAP UP PRICE TO $27.95


- [680826X] You Just Hear That Word Cancer and You Just Can't Take It, by Lisa Primrose. Written as a diary, Primrose takes the reader on an emotional roller-coaster, always positive, but not afraid to give the reader a “warts and all” description of events of her cancer diagnosis and treatment. 39 pages. Austin Macauley. Import. Pub. at $18.95. PRICE TO CUT AT $7.95.


Lives of Women

5997216 THE EMPEROR’S SHADOW. By Anne Whitehead. 16 pages of illus., some in color. 452 pages. Allen & Unwin. Import. PRICE CUT to $1.95


Gay & Lesbian

6665942 GAY LIVES. By Robert Aldrich. This portrayal of gay men and women throughout history reveals the richness and diversity of gay lives as lived in their times. Along with celebrated names such as Michelangelo, Francisco Goya, and Harvey Milk are lesser-known but no less inspiring individuals, from ancient Chinese courtesans to pioneers of gay liberation in the 21st century. 28 illus., 56 in color. 304 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $39.95

755849X GYPSY BOY ON THE RUN: My Escape from a Life Among the Romany Gypsies. By Mikey Walsh. Torn between his family and his heart, Mikey struggled to come to terms with his Gypsy culture and its violent, counterfeiting traditions. At the age of 15 he decided to set out on his own, discovering that the outside world wasn’t all that he expected. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99

5652315 OUT AT HOME. By Glenn Burke with E. Shapiro. By becoming the first—and only—openly gay player in Major League Baseball, Glenn would become a pioneer in his own way, nearly thirty years after another black Dodger rookie, Jackie Robinson, broke the league’s color barrier. Here he presents his story in his own words, through an empathetic journey that is nothing short of compelling and poignant. 198 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

NEW! 68900637 Raised by Unicorns: Struggles with LGBTQ+ Parents. Ed. by Frank Lowe. Lowe candidly reveals true accounts of this particular niche of humanity, while simultaneously creating a moving snapshot of the world in which we live. He guides the reader through an emotive journey that is neither compelling of poignant, and incredibly important. 198 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5790975 HANDS IN HARMONY: Traditional Country Music in Appalachia. By Michael Barnwell. Eighty evocative black and white portraits are combined with biographies and oral history interviews with each subject, celebrating those involved in the music and craft communities in and around the southern Appalachian region. Portrayed here are men and women making pottery, weaving, blacksmithing, music, and other timeless crafts. The accompanying CD includes fiddle and banjo tunes, paper, ballads, blues, and folk songs. 186 pages. Norton. 8¼x10¼/. Pub. at $49.95


6892141 CHINESE LIVES: The People Who Made a Civilization. By Victor H. Mair et al. China’s story is told here through short biographies of 96 men and women. This is a sweeping narrative account of 5,000 years of Chinese history, from Fu Hao, an early warrior lady of the thirteenth century, to Deng Xiaoping, the late 20th-century Communist leader. Illus., most in color. 232 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $47.95

Collected Biographies

460945X PEOPLE—GONE TOO SOON, REVISED: Remembering 57 Celebrities Who Died Far Too Young. Ed. by Cutler Durkee. Originally published in 2007 and updated for this new edition, this volume looks back at the lives and deaths of 57 of the most famous gay men and women who have died in the past few decades. 263 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00

579185X PEOPLE—GONE TOO SOON. Ed. by Frank Lowe. Lowe candidly reveals true accounts of this particular niche of humanity, while simultaneously creating a moving snapshot of the world in which we live. He guides the reader through an emotive journey that is neither compelling of poignant, and incredibly important. 198 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

5839984 AUDEN’S GAMES OF KNOWLEDGE: Poetry and the Meanings of Homosexuality. By Richard R. Bosworth. The first full-length consideration of Auden as a homosexual poet, this volume argues that his writing records a process of queer self-interruption unparalleled in modernist poetry, motivated by an intense concern with the possibilities and cultures of same-sex desire and the closet. 340 pages. Columbia.

6558109 THE TRANSLATION OF BERT SHUGAR: A Poet with 50 Years of Poetry. Ed. by Andrew Salvesen. In the middle of his writing career, Bert Shugar was arrested and sentenced to ten years in prison. It was there that he was introduced to poetry and the power of language. Shugar became one of the foremost poets of the San Francisco Bohemian community and his poetry is collected here. 288 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


6623441 JOHNNY WOULD YOU LOVE ME IF MY DICK WERE BIGGER. By Brontez Purnell. A classic work of gay literature. Purnell’s memoir is a tour de force, spanning together vignettes, essays, and diary entries. His is the San Francisco story: his struggles with therapy, STD hysteria, junkie lovers, punk rock, witchcraft, and reality. Adults only. 166 pages. Feminist Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

6880827 HARVEY MILK: His Lives and Death. By Lilian Faderman. The absorbing story of the life of Harvey Milk, who was elected to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 1978, but had not even served a full year in office when he was shot by a homophobic fellow supervisor. Milk’s assassination at the age of forty-eight made him the most famous gay man in modern history. Photos. 283 pages. Yale. Pub. at $25.00

8720637 RAISED BY UNICORNS: Struggles with LGBTQ+ Parents. Ed. by Frank Lowe. Lowe candidly reveals true accounts of this particular niche of humanity, while simultaneously creating a moving snapshot of the world in which we live. He guides the reader through an emotive journey that is neither compelling of poignant, and incredibly important. 198 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

677184X THE ACID DIARIES: A Psychonaut's Guide to the History and Use of LSD. By Christopher Gray. Originally published as The Acid: On Sustained Experiment with Lysergic Acid Diethylamide, or LSD. Over a period of three years, Christopher Gray took countless acid trips, which he examines here. 274 pages, Park Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

6889556 INTERNAL MEDICINE: A Doctor's Stories. By Terrence Holt. Intense, ironic, heartbreaking heartbreakingly, these gripping, humorously and vivid stories put us at the threshold of life in extremis. Personal, poignant, and meticulously precise, they admit readers to the beating heart of medicine, capturing what it means to be a doctor, a mother, and a human. 273 pages, Insight. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

★ 1872257 INSATIABLE: Porn--A Love Story. By Asa Akira. In one of the most surprising books about sex in the 21st century, Akira offers a provocative memoir of her life and career as a porn star. Writing with uncompromising honesty, her story is an electrifying, amusing, and sometimes disturbing look at a world still largely hidden from public view. Adults only. 246 pages, Grove. Paperback, Pub. at $13.00 $9.95


6735797 TEMPLE GRANDIN: Voice for the Voiceless. By Annette Wood. Born with a disability so severe that it could have required her to be institutionalized, Grandin turned her disability into an asset. Despite her autism, she has earned a doctorate and becomes one of the world's foremost experts on the subject. She has written bestsellers. This is her story--one of profound courage and determination. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

656030X MESS: One Man's Struggle to Clean Up His House and His Act. By Barry Yourgrau. New York writer and bohemian Barry Yourgrau is one of millions of Americans who struggle with clutter. Here he shares his heartfelt, wide-ranging, and often uproarious project to take control of his crowded, disorderly apartment and life and to explore the wider world of collecting, clutter, and extreme hoarding. 276 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

682577X AN OBAMA'S JOURNEY. By Mark Obama Ndesando. In this revealing memoir, Ndesando recounts a notoriously dysfunctional family that unexpectedly found itself in the spotlight of worldwide attention, and he reveals his complex relationship with his older brother, Barack Obama. A brutally honest examination of cultural identity, love, family, and the redemptive power of charity. Photos. 374 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

6904696 RAUL WALLENBERG: The Biography. By Ingrid Carlberg. As Sweden's Special Envoy to Budapest in 1944, Wallenberg, with remarkable bravery, created a system of protective passports, and sheltered thousands of desperate Jews in buildings he claimed were Swedish libraries and research institutes. Carlberg narrates with vigor and insight the story of Wallenberg and then reveals his final parting with life, his imprisonment after the spring of 1957, and despite overcoming great odds or upturning their lives for the pursuit. Many of these tales have never been broadcast or published by StoryCorps--until now. 246 pages, Penguin. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

6523997 A HOUSE IN ST JOHN'S WOOD: In Search of My Parents. By Matthew Spender. Matthew Spender grew up in postwar England as the child of two artists who were deeply immersed in the political life of their times. Drawing on a wide range of unpublished letters and diaries, movie scripts, and memories, Matthew tells the heart-wrenching story of his family in the midst of its own cold war. Photos. 436 pages, FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

6783953 A HOUSE IN ST JOHN'S WOOD: In Search of My Parents. By Matthew Spender. Matthew Spender grew up in postwar England as the child of two artists who were deeply immersed in the political life of their times. Drawing on a wide range of unpublished letters and diaries, movie scripts, and memories, Matthew tells the heart-wrenching story of his family in the midst of its own cold war. Photos. 436 pages, FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

6215481 THE SILENT WITNESS. By Casey Watson. It’s the night before Christmas when Watson and her family get a call that twelve-year-old Bella, who has witnessed the attack on her father—now in intensive care—by her mother. Refusing to speak, or unable to, the Watson’s foster Bella, and try to coax the truth from the girl. Written with R. Sellers. From performing stunts to directing action sequences, the Academy Award-winning Vic Armstrong has been a legend in the movie industry for over 40 years. He’s got a lot of the world of collecting, clutter, and extreme hoarding. 276 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.95 $6.95

687987X SIBERIAN EDUCATION: Growing Up in a Criminal Underworld. By Nicolai Lilin. In a contested, lawless region between Moldova and Ukraine known as Transnistria, a tightly knit group of “honest criminals” live according to strict codes of honor which define friendship and loyalty. Lilin tells the story of his moral education outside the bounds of “society” as we know it where men uphold values with passion, 447 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

6595484 THE BEST KIND OF DIFFERENT: Our Family's Journey with Asperger's Syndrome. By Shonda Schilling. Shonda Schilling, wife of Red Sox legend Curt Schilling, details every step of her family’s journey with Asperger’s, celebrating her son Grant’s success and learning from his setbacks. This result is an intimate and candid portrait of parents struggling to understand the complex beauty of their boy, 16 pages of color photos. 224 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95


6778436 THE GRAND DESIGNER: Third Musketeer Duke of Monmouth and the True Story of the Third Marquess of Butte (1847-1900), a rich eccentric whose learning, insight, and kindness produced extraordinary results in architecture—a man who combined being amiable and the huge ego of a man in his 20s with artistic patronage of an almost incomprehensible scale. 60 pages of photos, many in color. 428 pages, Birlinn. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.00 $6.95

6797644 CALLINGS: The Purpose and Passion of Work. By Dave Isay. The founder of StoryCorps presents unforgettable stories from people doing what they love. Some found their paths at a young age, others found them later in life; some overcame great odds or upturned their lives for the pursuit. Many of these tales have never been broadcast or published by StoryCorps—until now. 266 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

6750397 NO WALL TOO HIGH: One Man’s Daring Escape from Mao’s Darkest Prison. By Xu Hongci. A remarkable story of Xu Hongci’s life, which chronicles his journey through his time in prison. The book was one of roughly 550,000 Chinese unjustly imprisoned after the spring of 1957, and despite the horrific conditions he was determined to exert influence for freedom. Photos. 314 pages, FSG. Pub. at $27.00 $7.95

★ 26422670 PIMP: The Story of My Life. By Iceberg Slim. As real as you can get without jumping in, this is the story of Slim’s life as he saw, felt, tasted, and touched it. He wrote this book with hard-won pride and glory, small though it may be; the beginnings of pimp before it was dragged in front of the camera, before pimp juice and pimp style. Adults only. 302 pages, Cash Money Content. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

Unusual, Multifaceted Lives

See more titles at erhbc.com/647
UNUSUAL, MULTIFACETED LIVES

6771480 THE ONLY GIRL IN THE WORLD: A Memoir. By Maude Julien with U. Gauthier. By turns horrifying and magical. Julien’s story will grip you from the first page and leave you breathless by its chilling exploration of psychological control that ends with a glorious escape. It will leave you astonished by the courage and creative power of even the most neglected soul. 273 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

677088 ALEISTER CROWLEY IN AMERICA: Art, Espionage, and Sex Magick in the New World. By Tobias Churtan. Offering a 20th century history of the occult movement in the U.S., Churtan shows how Crowley’s U.S. visits laid the groundwork for the establishment of his syncretic “religion” of Thelema and the now flourishing O.T.O. as well as how Crowley’s final wish to have his body cremated was realised in the 49 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $40.00 $21.95

659395X MY FIRST LADIES. By Nancy Clarke with C. Matheson. Describes the inside story of Clarke’s remarkable life at the White House as the chief floral designer. Here she reveals the behind-the-scenes story of what it was like to help each first lady find her own personal style when it came to planning flower designs for state dinners and holiday festivities in the White House. 64 pages of color photos. 192 pages. $17.95

6910955 HUSTLING HITLER. By Walter Shapiro. Told with cinematic verve and hilarious perspective, Shapiro offers an incredible investigation into Freeman Bernstein. By reconstructing his genealogy, Bernstein’s eccentric and eclectic career, Shapiro has transformed Bernstein from a barely there footnote in history to the eternal hustler who forever changed it. Photos. 294 pages. $29.95 $19.95

5824230 DRACULA’S WARS: Vlad the Impaler and His Rivals. By James Waterson. In this full account of Vlad Dracula, Waterson details the good and the bad of this warlord prince, offering a fascinating insight into the violent end of the Middle Ages. Photos. 256 pages. History Press. Import. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

6637961 NAZI FUGITIVE: The True Story of a German on the Run. By Ryan Millman. An enemy turned ally, the riveting story of Eugen Dollman’s life after the German surrender in 1945. After his escape from the British he was hidden in a house for drug addicts by a Catholic carer. Later, the CIA provided him with false papers, enlisting him for the fight against communism during the Cold War. 191 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

6935869 LIVING WITH NO EXCUSES: The Remarkable Rebirth of an American Soldier. By Noah Cunnane with R.A. Barr. Behind the photo shoots and television appearances is the real story of the horrors of war and the damage it does. There are some wounds the world doesn’t see, but they can inflect pain worse than bombs or bullets. Noah’s story is about surviving in the real world where life isn’t always fair and some wounds are self-inflicted. Color photos. 274 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

6930553 THE MAN WHO CLIMBS TREES. By James Aldred. In this vivid account of memorable trees he has climbed, Aldred, a cameraman for the Vancouver National Geographic Society, shares his stories of adventures in the branches with a fascination for the majesty of trees to show us the joy of rising above the daily grind, up into the canopy of the forest. Color photos. 240 pages. HMH. Pub. at $26.00 $8.95

6872972 WHEN RABBIT HOWLS: The Troops for Trudde Chase. The shocking story of a woman who sought explanations for her extreme anxiety, mood swings and periodic blackouts. What emerged from four years of sessions was terrifying. Chase’s mind and body were inhabited by the the Toska: 42 individual voices that had rescued her from a shattering childhood of violent, ritualized sexual abuse by her stepfather that began when she was only two. 172 pages. $11.95

6594922 THE DOUBLE LIFE OF FIDEL CASTRO. By Jareinando Sanchez with A. Gylden. One of Castro’s soldiers breaks his silence and shares his memoirs of his years of service, his eventual imprisonment and torture for displeasing the notorious dictator, and his dramatic escape from Cuba. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

6665330 THE DOUBLE LIFE OF FIDEL CASTRO. By Jareinando Sanchez with A. Gylden. One of Castro’s soldiers breaks his silence and shares his memoirs of his years of service, his eventual imprisonment and torture for displeasing the notorious dictator, and his dramatic escape from Cuba. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6842798 HUNTING THE TRUTH: Memoirs of Beate and Serge Klarsfeld. The gripping memoirs of Beate and Serge Klarsfeld, who have hunted, confronted, and exposed Nazi war criminals, tracking them down in places as far-flung as South America and the Middle East. It is also the inspiring story of an unrelenting battle against prejudice and hate. Photos. 454 pages. $21.95

678350 THE GERALDO SHOW: A Memoir. By Geraldo Rivera. At the vigorous twilight of a long and largely improvised life lived in plain sight, Rivera has left little to prove. Faced with a series of health chances, for better and worse, and the fact that time has enlightened and humbled him, Rivera tells the unvarnished truths about the good and the bad adventures of his life lessons. Photos. 366 pages. BenBella. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

5921074 BEING A BEAST. By Charles Foster. Foster lived alongside badgers, sleeping in a burrow on a Welsh hillside and eating earthworms. He tried to catch fish in his teeth while swimming like an otter, rooted through London garbage cans as an urban fox and as a red deer he was hunted by bloodhounds and nearly died in the snow. Follow Foster’s adventures to survive as animals do. 235 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $23.00 $13.95

5874614 WEST WINGING IT: An Un- Presidential Memoir. By Pat Cunnane. The hilarious and charming personal story of Cunnane’s journey from outsider to insider of a mundane job at a White House for drug addicts by a Catholic carer. Filled with sharp observations and exclusive photos, Cunnane’s story is for anyone who has ever wanted to see behind the scenes at the White House. Photos. 190 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

6907359 SUGARHOUSE: Turning the Neighborhood Clock House into Our Home Sweet Home. By Matthew Batt. Heartfelt and joyous this is the story of how one young couple conquers adversity and creates an addition to their family, as well as their home. 256 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

566113X THE TRAUMA CLEANER: One Woman’s Extraordinary Life in the Business of Death, Decay, and Disaster. By Sarah Krasnostein. A compelling story of the fascinating life of a husband and father, drag queen, gender reassignment patient, sex worker, small businesswoman and trophy wife. As little boy raised in violation and excluded from the family she just wanted to belong—and now she believes her clients deserve no less. Photos. 291 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

5699769 SIERRA TWO: A Navy SEAL’s Odyssey of War and Peace. By Marc Lonergan-Hertel. The story about embarking on a mission greater than oneself—a journey of finding the value in your life and the responsibility of following your true life’s path and making a difference in the world. Photos. 268 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

6689892 ACCIDENTAL BROTHERS: The Story of Twins Exchanged at Birth and the Power of Nature and Nurture. By N.L. Segal & Y. Segal. The story of two sets of identical Colombian twin brothers who discovered they were mistakenly raised as fraternal twins, but they were not even biological age brothers. Blending great science and human interest, the author of two of her books, events can have profound consequences on our lives. Photos. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

6691399 BEING THERE: Eyewitness to History. By Douglas Caddy. Takes the reader on an insider’s tour of some of the most important historical events in the U.S. and beyond. What years. What makes Caddy’s story unique is that he found himself thrust into these events without any action on his part—as if some cosmic power controlled his life. Well illus. 176 pages. Day. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95
Wall Street lost $30 billion. Jesse Livermore made nearly $100 million fluctuating for no apparent reason. From the 24th to the 29th of October, forever. One man disagreed and started a process that would see him sell our greatest superstars, it’s an unforgettable biography of one of the most riches that would last for 50 years. Featuring conversations with many of rock and roll and turned it into a hothouse of fame, power, politics, and calculating investor who was willing to bet everything deal-making, an extraordinarily shy man who pursued contradiction s. A poorly educated genius of origins of the Trump family fortune all the way to the 2016 campaign, giving *eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $29.98*
6843253 INSIDE PITCH: Playing and Broadcasting the Game I Love. By Tom Glavine. Fans of Glavine know him well as an avid golfer, a color commentator for the Braves, and a champion of charitable causes. But in this absorbing biography, fans can also relive Glavine’s thrilling major league career, from his arrival with the Braves to his triumphs in the clubhouse. 16 pages on photos, some color. 335 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95. 

6849631 BEN HOGAN: The Myths Everyone Knows, the Man No One Knew. By Tim Scott. Hogan’s uncompromising revelations on the stuff of legends, but his life off it was exceedingly private. The author sets out to share with the world his personal experience with Hogan, gradually expanding the scope of his research to Hogan’s friends and family. Along the way, a clearer picture emerges of this legendary figure. Photos. 347 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95. 


6825699 MUHAMMAD ALI: A Tribute to the Greatest. By Thomas Hauser. Recounts the life journey of a fighter universally recognized as a unique and treasured world icon. Hauser maintains that there has been a deliberate distortion of what Ali believed, and stands for, and that Ali’s legacy is a disservice to history as well as to Ali himself, and strips away the haze of recent years. 235 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. 

6949171 HEAD BALL COACH: My Life in Baseball Differently. By Steve Squierr with B. Martin. He’s called colorful, brash, cocky, arrogant and egotistical, but mostly he’s known as the Head Ball Coach. Squierr is the winningest coach at two different 3rd schol levels and the only person who has won both the Heisman Trophy as a player and a national championship as a coach. He reflects candidly, while telling countless wonderful anecdotes. 16 pages of color photos. 296 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $32.00. 

6857019 MY LAST FIGHT: The True Story of a Hockey Rock Star. By Darren McCarthy with K. Allen. McCarthy recounts his time as one of the most visible and beloved members of the Detroit Red Wings as well as his personal struggles with addiction, finances, and women and his efforts to overcome them. Photos, some color. 235 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 

5959933 WRESTLING FOR MY LIFE. By Shawn Michaels with D. Thomas. Full of entertaining, behind-the-scenes stories and inspirational insights, Michaels reveals what it is like to be a man of faith in a wrestling world that often has no basis in reality. You will experience an inside look into his journey as a wrestler and the real things he’s learned from hunting, family, and faith. 163 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99. 

6907105 PEDRO. By D. Martinez & M. Silverman. The always colorful pitcher opens up to tell his remarkable story, from his days in the minor leagues to having his career cut short by the injury to his lonely Montreal; to his legendary run with the Red Sox; to his twilight years on the mound. 16 pages of photos. 327 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. 

685980X JIM PALMER: Nine Innings to Success. By A. Maimon. Through the ups and downs of his life, Jim Palmer takes readers inside the clubhouse, broadcast booth, and corporate world to tell the story of his one of a kind career that serves as a how-to guide for succeeding in the workplace. 16 pages of photos, some color. 240 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95. 

---

6843253 INSIDE PITCH: Playing and Broadcasting the Game I Love. By Tom Glavine. Fans of Glavine know him well as an avid golfer, a color commentator for the Braves, and a champion of charitable causes. But in this absorbing biography, fans can also relive Glavine’s thrilling major league career, from his arrival with the Braves to his triumphs in the clubhouse. 16 pages on photos, some color. 335 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95. 

6849631 BEN HOGAN: The Myths Everyone Knows, the Man No One Knew. By Tim Scott. Hogan’s uncompromising revelations on the stuff of legends, but his life off it was exceedingly private. The author sets out to share with the world his personal experience with Hogan, gradually expanding the scope of his research to Hogan’s friends and family. Along the way, a clearer picture emerges of this legendary figure. Photos. 347 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95. 


6825699 MUHAMMAD ALI: A Tribute to the Greatest. By Thomas Hauser. Recounts the life journey of a fighter universally recognized as a unique and treasured world icon. Hauser maintains that there has been a deliberate distortion of what Ali believed, and stands for, and that Ali’s legacy is a disservice to history as well as to Ali himself, and strips away the haze of recent years. 235 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95. 

6949171 HEAD BALL COACH: My Life in Baseball Differently. By Steve Squierr with B. Martin. He’s called colorful, brash, cocky, arrogant and egotistical, but mostly he’s known as the Head Ball Coach. Squierr is the winningest coach at two different 3rd schol levels and the only person who has won both the Heisman Trophy as a player and a national championship as a coach. He reflects candidly, while telling countless wonderful anecdotes. 16 pages of color photos. 296 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $32.00. 

6857019 MY LAST FIGHT: The True Story of a Hockey Rock Star. By Darren McCarthy with K. Allen. McCarthy recounts his time as one of the most visible and beloved members of the Detroit Red Wings as well as his personal struggles with addiction, finances, and women and his efforts to overcome them. Photos, some color. 235 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. 

5959933 WRESTLING FOR MY LIFE. By Shawn Michaels with D. Thomas. Full of entertaining, behind-the-scenes stories and inspirational insights, Michaels reveals what it is like to be a man of faith in a wrestling world that often has no basis in reality. You will experience an inside look into his journey as a wrestler and the real things he’s learned from hunting, family, and faith. 163 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99. 

6907105 PEDRO. By D. Martinez & M. Silverman. The always colorful pitcher opens up to tell his remarkable story, from his days in the minor leagues to having his career cut short by the injury to his lonely Montreal; to his legendary run with the Red Sox; to his twilight years on the mound. 16 pages of photos. 327 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. 

685980X JIM PALMER: Nine Innings to Success. By A. Maimon. Through the ups and downs of his life, Jim Palmer takes readers inside the clubhouse, broadcast booth, and corporate world to tell the story of his one of a kind career that serves as a how-to guide for succeeding in the workplace. 16 pages of photos, some color. 240 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95.
6831486 STILL THROWING HEAT: Strikeouts, the Streets, and a Second Chance. By J.R. Richard with L. Freedman. J.R. Richard's rapid rise and sudden, tragic fall define the unusual, moving, and inspirational life of a Houston icon who has endured many hardships but has become an admired figure in today's baseball unwritten. Photos. 241 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $22.95. **$4.95**

6857999 FOREVER a BLACKHAWK. By Stan Mikita with B. Verdi. One of the most popular players of his or any era, Stan Mikita thrilled fans with his unique combination of speed, skill and great heart. A must-have keepsake for Blackhawk fans of all ages and a rare opportunity to celebrate the life of one of Chicago's favorite sons. Photos. 187 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.95. **$4.95**

6668887 THE BLIND SIDE. By Michael Lewis. The true story that inspired the film The Blind Side: Michael Oher was one of thirteen children born to a crack-addicted mother, he did not know his real name, his father, his birthday, or how to read and write. Then two great forces alter Oher: a family's love and the game of football. Photos. 339 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95. **$4.95**

6691579 DIMAGGIO: The Long Vigil. By Jerome Charyn. Enshrined in America's memory as the epitome of grace, dignity, and class in sports, DiMaggio was then painted as cruel and self-centered after his retirement by writers like Gay Talese and Richard Chandler. Charyn offers a more sympathetic look at DiMaggio's life beyond the diamond. 170 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. **$3.95**


5657733 FACING TED WILLIAMS: Players from the Golden Age of Baseball Recall the Greatest Hitter Who Ever Lived. Ed. by Dave Heller. Foreword by Wade Boggs. Offers a different perspective, with testimonials from teammates and opponents alike, on how Ted Williams was regarded among his peers. Heller provides riveting insights from baseball legends Don Larsen, Hall of Famer Bob Feller, and many others. Illus. 585 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. **$7.95**

5945933 ORR: My Story. By Bobby Orr. One of the greatest sports figures of all time breaks his silence in a memoir as unique as the man himself. From his rookie year in 1966 through the mid-1970s, Bobby Orr could change a hockey game just by stepping onto the ice. Here he tells all—both the ups and the downs. 24 pages of photos. 290 pages. Noon. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. **$5.95**

680134X SHOOT FIRST, PASS LATER: My Life, No Filter. By Jeremy Roenick with K. Allen. A no-holds-barred look back at Roenick’s illustrious career. The result is a glimpse into the life of one of sport’s most engaging and entertaining characters and an unforgettable thrill ride through the life of one of hockey’s great stars. Photos. 240 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95. **$7.95**


6856688 J.R.: My Life as the Most Outspoken, Fearless, and Hard-Hitting Man in Hockey. By Jeremy Roenick with K. Allen. While he was the scoring top-sheeler and the ultimate gamechanger, his work and play were always intertwined. His is a tragicomic tale of Shakespearean proportions. It’s the story of “Nails,” a center fielder turned business mogul turned imprisoned felon, whose hard-charging, risk-it-all nature made him a business and business great—and resulted in precipitous fall from grace. 16 pages of photos, most color. 340 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. **$7.95**

3040304 J.R.: My Life as the Most Outspoken, Fearless, and Hard-Hitting Man in Hockey. By Jeremy Roenick with K. Allen. While he was the scoring top-sheeler and the ultimate gamechanger, his work and play were always intertwined. His is a tragicomic tale of Shakespearean proportions. It’s the story of “Nails,” a center fielder turned business mogul turned imprisoned felon, whose hard-charging, risk-it-all nature made him a business and business great—and resulted in precipitous fall from grace. 16 pages of photos, most color. 340 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. **$7.95**


6892582 BILLY WILLIAMS: My Sweet-Swinging Lifetime with the Cubs. With P. Frick. Offers a reminiscence about his early days in the Hall of Fame career, and his five decades in the game. Williams tells how he beat some long odds to make it to the Hall of Fame and also how three others from his home state did the same. 16 pages of photos. 213 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95. **$4.95**

6858031 HOME GAME: Big-League Stories from My Life in Baseball's First Family. By B. Boone & K. Cook. Blending nostalgia, close analysis of the game, one man’s insight into baseball’s business, and controversial thoughts on its future as a sport and business, Bret Boone offers a one of a kind look at the national pastime, from the colorful, quotable scion of a family whose business is baseball. Photos, most in color. Crown. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**


3611655 THE LAST COWBOY: A Life of Tom Landry. By Tom Clavin. The untold story of perhaps the most storied era, Landry transformed the sport into the technical chess match it is today. Over a decade after his death, this book takes a fresh look at the misunderstood legend, telling us much about our country and ourselves, woven into the story of his own way. 16 pages of photos. 684 pages. Liveright. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. **$16.95**

5953850 HANK GREENBERG: The Hero of Heroes. By John Rosensten. Baseball in the 1930s was a cultural touchscreen that galvanized communities and gave a struggling country heroes amidst the woes of the Depression. Here, Rosensten offers an intimate account of one of the greatest baseball players, and one of the most important Jews of the 20th century. 16 pages. 392 pages. NA. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. **$4.95**

6890715 QB: My Life Behind the Spiral. By Steve Young with J. Benedict. Young’s quest both in football and in life, was always more about grit than anything else. Young gets candidly about his mental toughness, the Super Bowl championships to San Francisco. As an author, he gives readers the sense of being inside his helmet while he runs through opponents both on and off the field. 16 pages of photos, some color, 389 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00. **$6.95**
Families & Dynasties

★ $813778 THE MISSING KENNEDY: Rosemary Kennedy and the Secret Bonds of Four Women. By Elizabeth Kohler-Pentacoff. The first work on this mysterious member of the Kennedy dynasty, chronicling her life along with that of her sisters, Jack, Bobby, and Edward. Chitham. 224 pages. History Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $29.95

★ $565380 THE BLACK CALHOUNS: From Civil War to Civil Rights with One African American Family. By Gail Lumet Buckley. Buckley, the daughter of Lena Horne, delves deep into her family history in this remarkable chronicle, detailing the experiences of an extraordinary African American family from Civil War to civil rights. Photos. 353 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

★ $616606 MERCIES IN DISGUISE: A Story of Hope, a Family’s Genetic Destiny, and the Science That Rescued Them. By Gina Kolata. Tells the story of a family who took matters into their own hands, finding a medicine called MTT that could provide a family who must deal with unspeakable tragedy without being driven apart. It’s the story of a young woman—Amadaux Bailey—who faced the future, determined to find a way to disrupt her destiny. 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

★ $567437 ROSE KENNEDY: The Life and Times of a Political Matriarch. By Barbara A. Perry. Get an unprecedented look at the private woman who became a political legend. Perry’s intimate portrait provides unique access to the life of this remarkable Kennedy, who witnessed a century of history and masked her famous family’s more inconvenient truths while capturing the American imagination. 16 pages of photos. 404 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $7.95

★ $311779 ROSE KENNEDY: The Life and Times of a Political Matriarch. By Barbara A. Perry. Get an unprecedented look at the private woman who became a political legend. Perry’s intimate portrait provides unique access to the life of this remarkable Kennedy, who witnessed a century of history and masked her famous family’s more inconvenient truths while capturing the American imagination. 16 pages of photos. 404 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

★ $6879012 THE FAMILY MEDICI: The Hidden History of the Medici Dynasty. By Mary Hollingsworth. In this dynamic new history, Hollingsworth argues that past narratives have focused on a sanitized view of the Medici. Here she presents their charismatic—and dangerous—assets, and fathers of the Renaissance—but that in fact their past was reinvented in the sixteenth century, mythologized by later generations of Medici who used this as propaganda for their legacy. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ $662492 BOB AND HELEN KLEBERG OF KING RANCH. By Helen Kleberg Groves. With over 200 photographs, the author’s memoir gives an intimate glimpse of the ranch on the verge of the twentieth century. The Kleberg family, the first family of cattle ranching,100 years. 273 pages. Maverick 10%/95% off. 10% off. $11.95

★ $693548 SOMETHING BEAUTIFUL HAPPENED: A Story of Survival and Courage in the Face of Evil. By Yvette Manessis Corporon. At once a very personal memoir and an ambitious account of the untold history of the Greek Jews, Corporon’s story is a story about the power of faith, the importance of kindness, and the courage to stand up for what is right, no matter the cost. Photos. 304 pages. Howard. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

★ $6715923 THE KARDASHIANS: An American Drama. By Jerry Oppenheimer. The author’s forensic dissection of the intimates reality TV show is a true crime story of the life of patriarch Robert Kardashian, to “manager” Kris Jenner’s top-secret plan for the future, reveals the untold, definitive story based on two years of investigative reporting and scores of candid interviews. Photos, most in color. 313 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

★ $682291 THE KINGS OF BIG SPRING: God, Oil, and One Family’s Search for the American Dream. By Peter H. Flattion. This masterwork of memoir and narrative history, the author’s biography is an indelible portrait of fortune and ruin. In telling the story of four generations of his family, Mealer also tells the story of how America came to be. 368 pages. Flattion. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ $675709X AMERICAN ARISTOCRATS: A Family, a Fortune, and the Making of American Capitalism. By Harry S. Stout. The Anderson family of Kentucky was a close-knit and ambitious clan who believed passionately in the promise of America, becoming congressmen, diplomats, military men and farmers enmeshed in the world of land speculation. This magisterial history, Stout illuminates how the family’s story mirrors that of the birth of capitalism in the United States. 412 pages. Basic. Pub. at $32.00 $19.95

C0 $456699 JACQUELINE BOUVIER KENNEDY ONASSIS: The Untold Story. By Barbara Leaming. Read by Eliza Foss. With extraordinary skill and great sensitivity, Leaming’s biography is the first to document Jackie’s brutal, lonely, and valiant 31-year struggle with post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Here is the woman as she has never been seen before in heartrending detail. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

★ $5780179 JACQUELINE BOUVIER KENNEDY ONASSIS: The Untold Story. By Barbara Leaming. With extraordinary skill and great sensitivity, Leaming’s biography is the first to document Jackie’s brutal, lonely, and valiant 31-year struggle with post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Here is the woman as she has never been seen before in heartrending detail. Photos. 358 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $10.95

★ $669108 THE LOYAL SON: The War in Ben Franklin’s House. By Daniel Mark Epstein. The author depicts a gripping account of how the agony of the American Revolution devastated one of America’s most distinguished families and also a story of Franklin’s complex and confounding relationship with his illegitimate son William. 438 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $30.00 $15.95


Royalty & Royal Families

★ 4561465 PRINCE HARRY: Brother, Soldier, Son. By Penny Junor. Published in celebration of his thirtieth birthday, this book is the story behind the tabloids. Written with the help of many of his closest friends and important people in his life, this is the first authoritative biography of this most delightful, charismatic—and dangerous—of the Queen’s grandchildren. 16 pages of color photos. 357 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95
**ROYALTY & ROYAL FARMS**

**6906737** ELIZABETH: Renaissance Prince. By Lisa Hilton. Depicts a queen who was much less constrained by her femininity than most others claim. With research out of France, Italy, Russia, and Turkey, Hilton’s book hones in on how Elizabeth, a natural leader, and her queen, saw herself primarily as a Renaissance prince—an expert in Machiavellian statecraft. 16 pages of illus. 384 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00. $5.95

**5963036** BEHIND THE PALACE DOORS: Five Centuries of Sex, Adventure, Vice, Treachery, and Folly from Royal Britain. By Michael Farquhar. Spanning 500 years of British history, here’s a revealing look at the secret lives of some great (and not-so-great) Britons, covering one of the world’s most exciting royal historians. 307 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. $5.95

**6867820** THE KING IS DEAD: The Last Will and Testament of Henry VIII. By Suzannah Lipscomb. Offers an adroit examination of Henry VIII’s last will and testament, evoking the world of the Tudor monarchy. 16 pages of color photos. 341 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. $5.95

**5896890** HAPPY AND GLORIOUS: The Life of William Tailin the Queen Mother’s Most Devoted Servant. By Tom Quinn. Despite humble beginnings, Tailin found himself in the queen mother’s circle. Entering royal service at age 15, during the next 50 years he became one of the late Queen Mother’s most trusted friends and confidants. Tailin’s shocking, and entertaining glimpse of what life in the British royal family is really like. 260 pages. Robson. Import. Pub. at $27.95. $19.95

**6925049** AMERICAN PRINCESSES: The Love Story of Meghan Markle and Prince Harry. By Leslie Carollo. Carroll provides context for Harry and Meghan’s story, and leads readers through the secrets of Britain’s rule-breaking royal marriages, and the love matches that were never permitted to make it to the altar, followed by a glimpse into the life of this stylish modern couple. 232 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95


**4569660** BACKSTAIRS BILLY: The Life of William Tailin the Queen Mother’s Most Devoted Servant. By Tom Quinn. Despite humble beginnings, Tailin found himself in the queen mother’s circle. Entering royal service at age 15, during the next 50 years he became one of the late Queen Mother’s most trusted friends and confidants. Tailin’s shocking, and entertaining glimpse of what life in the British royal family is really like. 260 pages. Robson. Import. Pub. at $27.95. $19.95

**5710399** ROYAL SEX: The Scandalous Love Lives of the British Royal Family. By Roger Powell. Reveals how a certain number of key aristocratic families appear to have come to the market in providing British monarchs with mistresses over successive centuries. The question? To capture and exploit royal power and patronage. Illus. 192 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $7.95

**5866391** QUEEN VICTORIA AND THE EUROPEAN EMPIRES. By John Van der Kiste. Provides a comprehensive history of Queen Victoria’s personal and political relationships with the emperors and empresses and kings of many of the world’s European and Asian states. Weaves a number of interpersonal strands into a fascinating tapestry of European royalty from the 1830s to the early 1900s. 32 pages of photos. 176 pages. Fontaine. Import. Pub. at $32.95. $24.95

**6767442** THE FAMILY OF RICHARD III. By Michael Hicks. Reassesses the family ties of Richard III’s wayward and violent family, of which many thousands of descendants survive. Hicks concludes his overview of this violent family with an analysis of Richard’s DNA and “his” family. Illus. 174 pages. 223 pages. Amberley. Paperbound. Import. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**5874807** WILL & KATE: A Royal Family. By Alice Hudson. This pictorial account of the romance, wedding, married life, and parenting of Prince William and Catherine Middleton documents the history of the various phases of their relationship, including a chronology of events, and quotes from both William and Kate and their mothers in their own words. Illus. in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. Import. Pub. at $15.99. $7.95

**3631214** QUEEN ELIZABETH II AND THE ROYAL FAMILY: A Glorious Illustrated History. By Susan Kennedy et al. Including rarely seen and unpublished photographs, this is a beautiful tribute to the Queen and her family, from her Norman ancestors to her grandchildren and great-grandchildren. The engaging and authoritative text takes in battles, assassinations, coronations, weddings, state visits, and more. 320 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Import. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

**6923186** THE ROYAL ART OF POISON: Filthy Palaces, Fatal Cosmetics, Deadly Medicine, and Murder Most Foul. By Eleanor Herman. The author combines her unique access to royal archives with cutting edge forensic discoveries to bring to life the true story of a real-life series of poisoning trials that shocked glittering palaces: one of medical bafflement, poisonous cosmetics, festering illness, and, sometimes murder. Along the way, she analyzes the suspicious deaths of some of the most famous royals. Illus. 16 pages of photos. 286 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $21.95

---
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Spiritual Figures & Leaders

5913083 RASPUTIN: Faith, Power, and the Twilight of the Romanovs. By Douglas Smith. A hundred years after his murder, Grigory Rasputin continues to excite the popular imagination as the personification of evil. But as this definitive biography reveals, the true story of Rasputin’s life has long been shrouded in myth. Combining probing scholarship and powerful storytelling, Smith at last captures all the complexity and ambiguity of Rasputin’s most alluring Russian figures. 32 pages of photos. 871 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

691120X NO MAN KNOWS MY HISTORY: The Life of Joseph Smith. By Fawn M. Brodie. The life of the founder of the Mormon church, raises provocative questions about a man who claimed to be a genuine prophet, yet who was perceived by many as a gifted fabulist. Illus. 296 pages. Random. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95 $15.95


5798402 FIXER & FIGHTER: The Life of Hubert de Burgh, Earl of Kent, 1170-1243. By Brian Harwood. 16 pages of illus. 158 pages. Pen & Sword. Import. Pub. at $32.95 $17.95


5788099 STRANGE GLORY: A Life of Dietrich Bonhoeffer. By Charles Marsh. Ever since his execution by the Nazis in 1945, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the German pastor, theologian, and anti-Hitler conspirator, has become one of the most widely read and inspiring Christian thinkers of our time. Drawing on extensive new research, Marsh offers a definitive account, by turns majestic and intimate, of this modern saint. 470 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

5953383 LUTHER AND HIS KATIE: The Influence of Luther’s Wife on His Ministry. By Dolina MacCush. Few have heard of Katharina von Bora, yet as the beloved wife of Martin Luther, she can justifiably be seen as one of the most influential figures in the Reformation. This concise biography brings to life her touching story, inspiring legacy, and critical impact. 120 pages. Christian Focus. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5944572 DAVID WILKERSON: The Cross, the Switchblade, and the Man Who Believed. By Gary Wilkerson with R. B. Sawyer. Rural Pennsylvania preacher David Wilkerson took on New York’s slum world in the 1950s and ’60s, pulling many from the depths of addiction to the heights of salvation. His journey of heartache, hope, and passion, which ultimately opened up spaces for the Gospel to的话语 people across the nation, unfolds here. 304 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99 $3.95

5926855 THE PRIVATE LIVES OF THE TUDORS: Uncovering the Secrets of Britain’s Greatest Dynasty. By Tracy Borman. 16 pages of illus., many color. 448 pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00 $14.95

4541811 THE REAL ELIZABETH: An Intimate Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II. By Andrew Marr. Photos. 349 pages. Holt. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

4582642 ON THE TRAIL OF RICHARD III. By Kirstie Dean. 32 pages of color photos. 267 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. Pub. at $17.95 $9.55


5884225 INTIMATE LETTERS OF ENGLAND’S KINGS. By Margaret Sanders. 288 pages. Amberley. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95 $1.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/647

5863327 MY GU Y BARBARO: A Jockey’s Journey Through Love, Triumph, and Heartbreak. By Edgar Prado with J. Eisenberg. In 1973, 23-year-old Engineer Tom Michelli traveled to Uruguay and rescued a penguin that was covered in oil from an ocean spill. After cleaning the penguin up and attempting to return it to the sea, the bird refused to leave his side. Here Tom shares his story of smuggling the bird back to Argentina and into his campus apartment. 219 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $22.00


5865948 A BABY’S CRY. By Cathy Glass. What could cause a mother to believe that giving away her newborn baby is her only option? Glass is about to find out. A harrowing and moving memoir about life after death and the potentially fateful impact of her decision, this is the story of her beginnings. 305 pages. HarperElement. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.99

5982320 TWENTY LETTERS TO A FRIEND: A Memoir. By Svetlana Alliluyeva. The riveting memoir describes the surreal experience of growing up in the Kremlin in the shadow of her father, Joseph Stalin. Structured as a series of letters to a friend, they offer one of the most revealing portraits of life inside of Stalin’s inner circle, and of the notorious dictator himself. 258 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

6795065 FLYING DRUNK: The True Story of a Northwest Airlines Flight, Three Drunk Pilots, and One Man’s Fight for Redemption. By Joseph Balzer. The bittersweet memoir of Balzer’s twisted journey to a Federal courtroom, his time behind bars, and his struggle to recapture all that he held dear. Photos. 226 pages. Savas

6939592 THE THEFT OF MEMORY: Losing My Father, One Day at a Time. By Jonathan Kozol. Jonathan Kozol tells the story of his father’s death and work as a nationally noted specialist in disorders of the brain and his astonishing ability, at the onset of Alzheimer’s disease, to explain the causes of his sickness and then to describe what he was going through to people. Filled with pages of dementia. 302 pages. Crown. Pub. at $17.00

6942958 SETTLE FOR MORE. By Megyn Kelly. Megyn goes behind the scenes of the stories and storms that landed her in the anchor chair of the most successful news broadcast in cable news. Through her unique blend of hard work, humor, and authenticity, she won fans across the political divide. Color photos. 348 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99

5901255 TWENTY LETTERS TO A FRIEND: A Memoir. By Svetlana Alliluyeva. This riveting memoir describes the surreal experience of growing up in the Kremlin in the shadow of her father, Joseph Stalin. Structured as a series of letters to a friend, they offer one of the most revealing portraits of life inside of Stalin’s inner circle, and of the notorious dictator himself. 258 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

598408X THE REAL DOCTOR WILL SEE YOU SHORTLY: A Physician’s First Year. By Matt McCarthy. This funny, candid memoir of McCarthy’s intern year at a New York hospital provides a scorchingly frank look at how doctors are taken seriously and at the myopia and doctors’ conferences to witness a physician’s journey from ineptitude to competence. 323 pages. Crown. Pub. at $16.99

5939993 CALL THE MIDWIFE: Farewell to the Sweet Valley Country. By Jennifer Worth. In this final tome in the memoirs of Jennifer Worth, a mid-wife in post-war London gives us the full story on Chummy’s grandmother, the actress Mary Martin, better than any biography would. Photos. 248 pages. Reader’s Digest. Pub. at $24.99

5982320 THE ETERNAL PARTY: Understanding My Dad, Larry Hagman, the TV Star America Loved to Hate. By Kristina Hagman. When her son Ry an takes you into the thick of danger and scandal of a New York cop, both on and off the beat. Balanced with wit and humor, Waters offers a front-row seat to the bravery, corruption, and greed of the justice system, painting a vivid picture of the city’s colorful characters and a critical look at the system intended to serve and protect. Photos, most color. 273 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $14.99


592427X NY TIMES GREEN: A Memoir. By Luke Water. And Ryan takes you into the thick of danger and scandal of a New York cop, both on and off the beat. Balanced with wit and humor, Waters offers a front-row seat to the bravery, corruption, and greed of the justice system, painting a vivid picture of the city’s colorful characters and a critical look at the system intended to serve and protect. Photos, most color. 273 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $14.99

5738385 THE KINDNESS DIARIES: One Man’s Quest to Ignite Goodwill and Transform Lives Around the World. By Leon Logothetis. When his mother buried secrets that were never acknowledged. 344 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $25.99

570865X DINNER WITH EDWARD: A Story of an Unexpected Friendship. By Isabel Vincent. When Isabel meets Edward, he is both a congenial host and a mild-mannered fellow who is ready to give up on love. Thinking herself is merely checking in on an octogenarian neighbor, Isabel has no idea that the man in the kitchen roasting the sublime chicken and light-as-air soufflé will forever change her life. 213 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $23.95

4643321 THE RELUCTANT PSYCHIC. By Suzan Saxman with P. Finn. Being a psychic and seeing things that others couldn’t bring joy, terror, loneliness, and sadness into Saxman’s life. Here she tells the story of her journey and tries to make sense of her mother’s own eccentricity and the lives of those who die at home. Confronted each day by proofs of mortality, Andrew begins to see his father as a sympathetic, imperfect man who loves his family despite their flaws. 179 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

5689191 THE REMOVERS. By Andrew Meredith. Andrew cannot forgive his father. He takes a job alongside his father as a “remover” one of the underground, changing names and jobs of those who die at home. Confronted each day by proofs of mortality, Andrew begins to see his father as a sympathetic, imperfect man who loves his family despite their flaws. 179 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

5751473 THE HITLER I KNEW: Memoirs of the Third Reich’s Press Chief. By Otto Dietrich. The author was a 34-year-old journalist when he met Adolf Hitler in 1931. Two years later, he was invited to be Hitler’s confidential biographer. The unnerving uncritical conviction that Adolf Hitler was a great man dedicated to promoting peace and welfare for the German people. Published posthumously, his memoir serves as an intimate guide to Hitler’s inner side. Photos. 242 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95
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593841 THE REAL LIFE OF A SURGEON: Candid Stories Along the Path from Student to Veteran Doctor. Ed. by Arthur W. Perry. A fascinating collection of stories from behind the scalpels. From seemingly terminal diagnoses to miraculous recoveries and everything in between, surgeons see us at our most vulnerable, and they have seen it all. 206 pages. Kaplan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

5570956 ROMAN’S JOURNEY: An Extraordinary Odyssey of Holocaust Survival. By Roman Halter. Roman Halter was a schoolboy in a small town in Poland when in 1939 he and his family watched their German neighbors greet the arrival of Hitler’s armies. He chronicles his six-year journey through the Auschwitz and Stutthof concentration camps, and the fire bombing of Dresden. 338 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

4546512 SATAN IS REAL: The Ballad of the Louvin Brothers. By Charlie Louvin with B. Whitmer. The beautiful and tragic saga of the Louvin Brothers, one of the most legendary country duos of all time, is one of America’s great untold stories. Here is the epic tale of two brothers bound together by love, hate, alcohol, blood, and music—and separated by personalities divine and devilish. Photos. 287 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $22.99  $5.95

6839944 NEVER QUIT: From Alaskan Wilderness Rescues to Afghanistan Fireights as an Elite Special Ops PJ. By J. Readeen. The epic memoir of an Alaskan pararescue jumper, special operations rescue jumper, and decorated war hero. From death-defying Alaskan wilderness training, wild rescues, and vicious battles against the Taliban in Afghanistan, this explosive special operations memoir is the true story of an American hero. 16 pages of color photos. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $7.95

4522885 CAPTIVE: 2,147 Days of Terror in the Colombian Jungle. By Clara Rojas. On a fateful day in February 2002, campaign manager Clara Rojas accepted a ride in the same car in which one of the most wanted guerrilla leaders, FARC, took them captive and held them for six years. Clara tells her story here. 243 pages. Alma. Paperback.  SOLD OUT

7686811 TO THE END OF HELL: One Woman’s Struggle to Survive Cambodia’s Khmer Rouge. By Deepak Chopra and Dena Alfonso. In one of the most powerful memoirs of persecution ever written, Denise Affonco recounts how her comfortable life in Phnom Penh was torn apart in 1975 when the Khmer Rouge took power in Cambodia. 198 pages. Reportage Press. Paperback Import. Pub. at $15.95  $3.95


6517919 THE DIRTY LIFE: A Memoir of Farming, Food, and Love. By Kristin Kimball. When the author left New York City to interview a dynamic young farmer named Mark, her world changed in an instant. Years later, she and her husband had started a new farm with him on 500 acres near Lake Champlain. This is the captivating chronicle of the couple’s first year on Essex Farm, 287 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $4.95

4634578 FIVE FOUR WHISKEY: A Memory of War. By Robert Swatman. Assigned as a rifleman with a mechanized unit after being drafted in 1969, at the age of 21, Swatman relates in this biography how ordinary civilian soldiers survived an ordeal set in one of the most turbulent moments in U.S. military history. 16 pages of color photos. 228 pages. Westholme. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

5990555 I AM A BACHA POSH: My Life as a Woman Living as a Man in Afghanistan. By Ukhima Manooni with S. Lebrun. In Afghanistan, being a bacha posh is a widespread practice of girls dressing as boys to play the roles of sons. Ukhima Manooni learned that she would spend her childhood as a boy, as her father’s son and her mother’s protector. This memoir chronicles her journey of self-exploration, change, and courage. It takes her from her life in the fullest. 154 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

5940058 FROM HOLOCAUST TO HARVARD. By John G. Stoesser. The true and touching tale of the Friedmann family’s survival and escape from Nazi tyranny, including the heart-wrenching escape of pure evil. Even in Hitler-ruled Nazi Germany, there were plenty of people who refused to cower at absolute evil and who did everything they could to usher families like Stoesser’s to freedom. This is not just a story of how Ali won his incredible birthday. It is a memoir of the courage it takes to live your life to the fullest. 192 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

4519167 THE MAFIA HIT MAN’s DAUGHTER. By Linda Scarpa with L. Rosencaene. Linda Scarpa had the best of everything, yet classmates avoided her, and boys wouldn’t date her. Everyone knew why they were afraid of her. They were afraid of her father. To Linda, however, he was a loving father. She reveals what it was like, growing up in the violent world of the mob, and coming to grips with the truth about her father. Photos. 280 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $17.95  $5.95

4601758 FACING THE END OF HELL: One Woman Living as a Man in Afghanistan. By Ukma Manoori with S. Lebrun. In Afghanistan, there were plenty of people who refused to cower at absolute evil and who did everything they could to usher families like Stoesser’s to freedom. This is not just a story of how Ali won his incredible birthday. It is a memoir of the courage it takes to live your life to the fullest. 154 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

4687410 CRASH: A Mother, a Son, and the Journey from Grief to Gratitude. By Carolyn Roy-Bonstein. After 25 years as a nurse and pediatrician, Carolyn finds herself on the other side of the stretcher when her son and his girlfriend are hit by a drunk driver. Carolyn is now not the patient’s doctor or nurse, but his mom. Gracious that her son is alive but grieving for his loss and himself, Carolyn writes her story here. 214 pages. Skor! Pub. at $22.95  $9.95

5927392 THE GOOD, THE BAD, AND THE GRACE OF GOD. By Jep Robertson et al. The Robertson’s write about their personal trials, their extraordinary perspectives, and how their lives have destroyed them both. The grace of God has intervened. This is their love story, but more importantly, it’s their love story for God. Color photos. 228 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $25.99  $9.95

5990555 I AM A BACHA POSH: My Life as a Woman Living as a Man in Afghanistan. By Ukhima Manooni with S. Lebrun. In Afghanistan, being a bacha posh is a widespread practice of girls dressing as boys to play the roles of sons. Ukhima Manooni learned that she would spend her childhood as a boy, as her father’s son and her mother’s protector. This memoir chronicles her journey of self-exploration, change, and courage. It takes her from her life in the fullest. 154 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95  $4.95

4574408 FIVE FO UR WHISKEY: A Mem ory of War. By Robert Swatman. Assigned as a rifleman with a mechanized unit after being drafted in 1969, at the age of 21, Swatman relates in this biography how ordinary civilian soldiers survived an ordeal set in one of the most turbulent moments in U.S. military history. 16 pages of color photos. 228 pages. Westholme. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

4686709 FIRST THEY KILLED MY FATHER: A Daughter of Cambodia Remembers. By Ung. Ung tells her story from growing up living in Phnom Penh, one of seven children of a high-ranking government official, to how they had to flee their home when invaded by Pol Pot’s Khmer Rouge army. She recounts how she was trained as a child soldier in a work camp, being separated from her siblings and family, and how she finally forged a new life for herself. Photos. 238 pages. HarperPerennial. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95
6907237 A SLIVER OF LIGHT: Three Americans Imprisoned in Iran. By Shane Bauer et al. Three young Americans hiking in the mountains of Iraqi Kurdistan were transported into Iran and were captured by the border patrol, and imprisoned for espionage. Here the three tell their story and offer a rare glimpse inside Iran at a time when understanding this fractured state has never been more important. 340 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


3694574 THIS WON’T HURT A BIT (AND OTHER WHITE LIES): My Education in Medicine and Motherhood. By Michella Au. A no-holds-barred account of what a modern medical education feels like, from the grim to the ridiculous, and from the heartwarming to the obscene. Unlike most medical memoirs, however, this one details the author’s struggle to maintain a balance between work, love and family at U. Cal Berkeley’s School of Medicine. 288 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

5896681 HER: A Memoir. By Christa Parravani. Studies of twins have shown that when an identical twin dies, the surviving twin’s life is immediately at risk. Living without one’s mirror self can feel impossible, and then become so. This was the case for the author when her twin Cara died. Parravani’s account of being left one half of a whole is heart-wrenching and unforgettable. 308 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

576553X MARCUS OF UMBRIA. By Justine van der Sarr. When leaving her New York City life, Justine moves to the small village of Collelungo Italy. When village life and romance turn out to be radically different from what she imagined, love is found with Marcus, an abandoned English pointer that she rescue.z rich, comic, and unconventional portrait about learning to live and love in the most unexpected ways. 218 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $23.99 $4.95

3615545 THE PROMISE: A Tragic Accident, a Paralyzed Bride, and the Power of Love, Loyalty, and Resilience. By Rachelle Friedman. Two weeks before her wedding, Rachelle’s friends threw her a bachelorette party. At the end of the evening, they decided to take a midnight swim. One of her friends playfully pushed her into the water. Rachelle broke her neck, and at Alarik’s sick Bay hospital, her life was in the hands of a brilliant team of doctors. Years later, she returns with this memoir to the small town of Collelungo Italy where her story began. 211 pages. Skift. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6587402 MY FAMILY AND OTHER HAZARDS: A Memoir. By June Melby. A funny, heartbreaking portrait of an eccentric family running an unusual family business: a hand-built miniature golf course from the 1950s. Filled with a series of unforgettable and laugh-out-loud anecdotes, her story will bring you through the triumphs and struggles of growing up in a family that ran a miniature golf course. 216 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95


5883385 NO PLACE TO HIDE: A Brain Surgeon’s Long Journey Home from the Iraq War. By W. Lee Warren. When Dr. Warren landed at the 332nd Air Force Hospital at Joint Base Balad, Iraq, he quickly learned that the challenges he faced as a brain surgeon in Texas were nothing compared to tent-hospital operations in a war zone. A new takes of months of personal struggle, the home front, one hundred twenty days of combat carnage on the battlefield, and one desperate will to survive. Color photos. 350 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

6845010 HOME IS BURNING: A Memoir. By Dan Marshall. Dan is called back home to care forrick his parents, and never has there been a more reluctant family reunion. As chaos follows them, Dan steps into his role as caregiver, wheelchair wrangler, and sibling referee. He comes to realize that the further you are from ties that bind, the tighter they hold you together. 304 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

6903123 I’LL BE BACK RIGHT AFTER THIS: My Memoir. By Pat O’Brien. O’Brien reveals the highs and lows of a life spent sharing the mic with the world’s rich and famous while battling an Iran at a time when understanding this fractured world of scandal and events that make him laugh and cry. He tells how—without laughter, he is lost. He tells his story to survive. Like a surprise, he makes his story because it is as miraculous—he learned to accept his mistakes, find redemption, and become the father he never had. 16 pages of photos, most in color. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95


6595565 ALIVE. ALIVE OH! And Other Things That Matter. By Diana Athill. The author of Somewhere Towards the End returns with another candid, beguiling, and eminently wise memoir, this time on the eve of her 98th birthday. In vivid, textured memories, she reflects on the things that matter, reminding us of the joy and richness of every stage of life. 336 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

6834770 LOST ON TREASURE ISLAND: A Memoir of Longing, Love, and Lousy Choices in New York City. By Steve Friedman. With sharp humor and startling candor, the author crafts an unforgettable portrait of making it in New York City as a young man who has confronting endless opportunities of the Big Apple, only to discover how hard it is to succeed in this city, this boisterous memoir will prove irresistible. 304 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.95 $3.95

6090134 CAGED EYES: An Air Force Cadet’s Story of Rape and Resilience. By K. J. Betts. Betrayed by the Academy, the author faced shame, the dissociation from her body and the forfeiture of her individuality as the result of the military’s demands and her perpetrator’s abuse. It is also a story of how it’s possible to help yourself and others in the face of injustice. 253 pages. Beacon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95


6849040 SEA TRIALS: A Lone Sailor’s Race toward Home. By Peter J. Bourke. Bourke entered the Oldest Singlehanded Trans-Atlantic Race (OSTAR) at age 57. This is his humble account of overcoming the endless opportunities of the Big Apple, only to discover how hard it is to succeed in this city, this boisterous memoir will prove irresistible. 304 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95
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